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Abstract

The near surface build up characteristics of photon and electron beams used for
radiotherapy treatment of cancer patients have been studied. For the measurement of
skin dose various detectors were developed. The Attix parallel plate ionisation chamber
was used as the benchmark chamber for in phantom dose build up measurements.
Extrapolation of thermoluminescent dosimeters readings were employed to produce invivo results, within the first 0.1cm oftissue.A metal oxide semiconductorfieldeffect
transistor ( M O S F E T ) system provided on line integral dosimetry. Radiochromic film
was employed as an off-axis skin dose measurement.

Neodymium Iron Boron rare earth lanthanide magnets were tested for their ability
remove electron contamination from photon beams produced by a linear accelerator.
Results show a reduced surface and build up dose. For a 20cm x 20cm field size at
100cm source surface distance (SSD) using a 0.6cm perspex block tray, percentage
surface dose is 1 8 % and 3 2 % with and without the magneticfieldapplied respectively
at 6 M V . A helium/air replacement system has been developed which enhances the skin
sparing properties of megavoltage photon beams by replacing 25cm of air above the
phantom with helium. B y combining the magnetic and helium devices the percentage
surface dose is 9 % of maximum. This is due to the elimination of low energy electron
contamination normally generated in the air column.

Monte Carlo simulations were performed in the build up region. Using experimenta
and Monte Carlo generated data as input, a model has been developed to predict central
axis build up dose for 6 M V photons. This is performed by separating dose components
produced by i) photons scattered by the phantom and ii) electron contamination. Dose
deposition changes depend on field size, source surface distance (SSD), angle of
incidence, b e a m modifying devices (block trays, blocks and wedges) and patient
geometry. The model accounts for these variables.
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Preface

The clinical imperative

When cancer patients are treated with radiation therapy, various skin reactions ha
been noticed. Early stage effects include erythema and in some cases desquamation.
Occasionally late effects such as Telangectasia m a y occur. The lowest skin dose is not
always the treatment aini. In some cases a high dose to the skin region is required to
prevent a near surface recurrence.

In any event because tissue complication probability in the form of a deliterious
reaction is proportional to skin dose, the ability to predict, measure and control patient
skin dose is an importantfirststep in the process of total patient skin management. The
radiobiological links between skin dose and skin reactions are discussed in section 1.2.

New detectors

The accurate measurement of dose in the x-ray build up region is a challenge due t
high dose gradient (typically change in dose of 2 0 % of m a x i m u m per millimetre near
the surface). A dose gradient rivalled only in the beams penumbral region. Suitable
detectors require good spatial resolution. T w o new detectors are developed and tested in
this report, radiochromic film and metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors
(MOSFET's). M O S F E T ' s are shown to possess characteristics which makes them
suitable as on-line, in-vivo dosimeters. Radiochromic film can produce a quantitative
dose m a p over a selected region. The methodology of these detectors is discussed,
along with tradiational parallel plate ionisation chambers and thermoluminescent
dosimeters.
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Clinical data

The data measured using the detectors described in sections 2.3 - 2.6 is outlined
chapter 3 for a 6 M V x-ray beam produced by a medical linear accelerator. Build up
data for high skin dose modalities such as electrons and orthovoltage x-rays are
included in chapter 5.

The computer model

Computer generated treatment plans are produced for each cancer patient, prior to
treatment with radiotherapy x-rays. Each treatment plan usually consists of an isodose
distribution overlayed on a patient axial cross section. The plan provides reasonably
accurate dose distributions for the tumour and the surroundingtissue.The dose plan
does not provide details of the dose to the patients skin. This report provides a
calculation technique to accurately predict dose in the build up region discussed in
section 4.1.

Reduction of dose

It is well known that megavoltage x-ray beams such as those produced by a linear
accelerator provide lower skin dose and hence less patient skin reaction than other low
energy machines. This thesis describes methods to enhance the skin sparing properties
of the machines by further reducing the skin dose with the use of a magnetic electron
sweeper and a helium bag system as discussed in section 3.9-3.10.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Dose build up

Depth dose

Megavoltage photon beams exhibit a dose build up effect within the first few
centimetres of tissue followed by their characteristic attenuation as they travel through
matter. This is shown in figure 1.1 which represents a 6 M V x-ray beam incident on a
water phantom. The absorbed dose is m a x i m u m at a certain depth beyond the surface
which is called D m a x . This is normally the point where relative dose is normalised to,
so that

, , D(dref,f,S,E)

where Dref is the dose at reference depth dref, f is the source skin distance, S i
size and E is the beam energy. The percentage dose build up produces a 'skin sparing'
effect which is highly dependent on beam parameters such as energy and field size.
Most treatments are performed with megavoltage beams because deep tumours are
treated to an effective dose whilst skin dose remains acceptably low.

Interactions

Dose deposited in the skin and subcutaneous tissue can be broadly considered to b
effected by seven main dominant variables. These are shown in figure 1.2 as being :i) electron + contamination produced by x-ray collisions within the treatment head
and/or beam modifying devices such as block trays

+ Interactions m a y also include some positrons.

2

depth (cm)

Figure 1.1: Percentage depth dose characteristics for a megavoltage photon beam. T w o distinct regions

are observed, the dose build up region and the dose fall off region. This thesis involves measurement
analysis in the build up region.

3

target

flattening filter
ionization chambers
(ii) extra focal
radiation
(i) electron
contamination

patient surface

(iv) secondary
photon
collision

(vi) skin dose increases
with incident beam
angle
(v) bolus

(vii) exit dose

Figure 1.2 : Sites which can produce dose deposition in the build up region for a radiotherapy linear
accelerator. These regions include the production of electron contamination outside the phantom and inphantom photon interactions.
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ii) extra focal radiation from flattening filter and collimators
iii) electron contamination produced by photon interactions in the air column
iv) primary and secondary (back scatter), in patient photon collisions which generate
electrons
v) build up material (bolus) placed on the patient's skin causing extra dose build up
vi) incident b e a m angle
vii) exiting primary and scatter photon interactions with electrons (exit dose)

i) Electrons generated in the treatment head

A quantitative description of the intensity of contamination electrons produced by
different components in the treatment head is difficult. Each machine has its o w n
design with the internal placement and shape of each device varying. This is expected
to produce an array of energy spectra for the contamination electrons. Nilsson (1985)
produced an expression to model the relative lateral distribution of surface dose due to
electrons emanating from materials in the beams path. The use of Monte Carlo
techniques would be another approach. The M C N P and E G S 4 methods were used in
this thesis. A relatively new code which employs geometry routines that enable the use
of E G S 4 to simulate treatment head geometries k n o w n as B E A M (Rogers et al 1995)
would perhaps have been the most suitable Monte Carlo resource for this investigation.

ii) Extra focal radiation

Some scattered photons are generated when primary photons interact to produce
contamination electrons. The secondary photons produced from these devices are
k n o w n as 'extra focal' radiation. This is sometimes quantitatively labelled as collimator
scatter however other components are also involved such as the flattening filter.
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iii) Electrons generated in air

Though the mean free path for photons is significant in air there is still a small
probability that some photons will interact within the air column, and thus produce
contamination electrons. The range of these electrons is relatively short intissueso this
adds to the surface/build up dose. O n e would also expect that as the x-ray b e a m energy
increases the energy of the generated electrons would increase so that there penetrating
power increases. B y assuming that the relative skin dose (absorbed dose/ D m a x dose)
was produced by Compton recoil electrons scattered in the medium, (neglecting
multiple scatter), Howarth (1985) calculated a quantitative measure for the relative skin
dose from the air generated component of ionising radiation. Measurement and
simulation of these components have been performed.

iv) In patient build up interactions

As photons (primary or scattered secondary) traverse tissue there is a probability
they will interact (eg. Compton) causing charged particle scatter. The charged particle
energy entering successive regions increases with depth until approximately the
m a x i m u m longitudinal range of the secondary electrons is reached (Metcalfe et al
1997). T h e number of electrons crossing each boundary continues to increase until
eventually it is balanced by secondary electrons running out of energy and by
attenuation of the photon fluence. This is known as the site of transient charged particle
equilibrium. A schematic of the phenomena is shown in figure 1.3. Also shown in
figure 1.4 are Monte Carlo generated electron tracks at an air-tissue interface which
clearly show the in phantom build up effect.

1

0 electrons

2 electrons

4 electrons

6 electrons

8 electrons

Figure 1.3 : Schematic representation of longitudinal electron disequilibrium. This feature of high energ
photon beams produces the dose build up effect

Figure 1.4 : Graphical representation of the build up effect generated by Monte Carlo simulation of a
megavoltage photon beam. Shown are the electron tracks generated by interactions within the phantom.
A smaller percentage of electrons are generated and deposit dose in the air/phantom interface region
which produces the build up effect (Metcalfe et al 1997).
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v) Bolus

In some cases the surface dose is increased by purposeful placement of build up
material on the skin to bring the m a x i m u m dose to the skin surface. This material is
called Bolus. In some cases the skin dose is increased by unwanted build up materials,
such as immobilisation masks, within the treatment beam. In these cases the skin dose
can be reduced by cutting away the area within the treatment field.

vi) Angle of incidence .

Changes in the beam angle of incidence inherently increase the dose to the skin.
essence, the beam passes through a larger radiological distance for the same depth in
skin and thus deposits an increased absorbed dose in this region as shown by figure 1.5.
The area within each pear shaped region represents a qualitative assessment of the
deposition zone of dose in the build up region from a series of discrete high energy
photons interacting at points near the surface. These m a y be loosely described as
pictures representing dose spread arrays (Mackie et al 1984, Dupont et al 1994, Ostwald
1997) or differential pencil beams (Mohan et al 1985). A larger percentage of the area
covers the initial entrance region as the beams angle of incidence increases causing the
increase in dose in the build up region. Note, this explaination does not include
reduction in planar fluence through the skin with increasing angle of incidence.

vii) Exit dose

Exit dose contributions to skin dose depends heavily on the extent of previous
attenuation or the thickness oftissuealready traversed. A lack of backscatter material
on the exit side of a patient produces a reduced dose in this region compared to full
backscatter conditions. The exit dose is still significant however, and is usually about
8 5 % of the exit dose if full back scatter were present (Kron et al 1996).
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This thesis involves the measurement, modelling and reduction of skin and build up
dose from megavoltage photon beams used to treat radiotherapy cancer patients. Skin
dose from orthovoltage x-rays and megavoltage electron beams has also been addressed
in the appendices.
incident photons

incident photons

Figure 1.5 : Qualitative analysis of the enhanced dose effect due to beam angle of incidence. Each pear
shaped region represents dose deposition for incident photons. As the beam angle of incidence increases,
a larger quantity of the dose deposition moves closertothe surface.
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1.2 Skin radiobiology and radiation damage

Layers of skin

The skin has two main layers (strata) as shown in figure 1.6, the epidermis and th
dermis. In the epidermis the most inner layer called the basal layer repeatedly produces
new cells in such a w a y as to push the older cells towards the surface. The depth to the
basal layer from the surface can vary in different parts of the body. The average depth
is approximately 0.07mm (Williams et al 1989). A s the cells approach the surface they
undergo some biological changes until they appear on the most outer layer as dead cells
called the stratum cornium. The radiation damage to the skin is considered to be due to
the destruction of the basal layer and the vascular dermis. Reddening of the skin
(erythema) is assumed to be partly caused by the inflammation of the basal layer and
partly due to direct effects on blood vessels due to radiation induced damage (Turesson
et al 1989). Erythema is classified as an early effect. A n early effect is classified as a
reaction that occurs during or immediately proceeding irradiation. A late effect is that
which is evident some length of time after radiation exposure. Early responding tissues
are generally regarded as showing an effect in less than one year while late responding
tissues show effects after one year. This is an arbitrary and non-universal time cut off.

The dermis which contains blood capillaries, sweat glands, sebaceous glands, nerve
endings and hair follicles extends d o w n from 1 to 4 m m . This layer is prone to late
reactions from radiation damage. Telangectasia, dry and atrophic skin, alopecia and
pigmentation are some of the late effects. Clinical studies have shown that these effects
especially telangiectasia can increase in severity for at least 15 years following
radiotherapy and the progression is strongly dose dependent (Turesson et al 1989).
The mechanisms behind telangectasia are still not entirely understood. Factors could be
a deficiency in regenerated capillaries, or damage to the smooth muscle cells of the
precapillary sphincters which fail in function (Turesson et al 1989). Below this region
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is the subcutaneous tissue. This layer can be the site of near surface recurrence (Yip et
a!85).

Figure 1.6: Schematic of human skin. The basal layer lies at the base of the epidermis (0.07mm) and is
the site of new skin production. Within the dermal layer lies hair follicles, capillaries and the sebaceous
glands. Below this region is the subcutaneoustissuewhich has sweat glands, veins and arteries.
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Radiotherapy and normal cell death.

During a course of radiotherapy the tumour volume is irradiated. Unfortunately a
volume of normal tissue is also irradiated. The healthy skin is one organ which
receives a dose on each occasion with sometimes serious complications. A s with
tumours, normaltissueis also affected by radiation. Radiation injury has both transient
and permanent impacts on renewing populations of tissues. T w o such impacts on cell
production and renewal are mitotic delay and mitotic death. Mitotic delay occurs in the
G 2 phase of the cell cycle after irradiation. Following this delay, mitotic death m a y
occur to transit cells. This can occur up to five divisions after irradiation and is
dependent on dose (Thompson et al 1996 ).

The first sign of radiation injury to skin is evident as reddening, otherwise kno
erythema. A n acute erythema will occur a few hours after irradiation w h e n the dose
level is above 5Gy. This initial erythema will disappear but will reappear one to two
weeks into a treatment regimen. Following these reactions, denudation can occur due
to a continued loss of mature cells from the surface with a lack of production of new
cells from the basal cell layer. The severity of the response depends on m a n y factors
including, dose, time, area of skin irradiated and skin site. S h o w n in table 1.1 is an
assay of skin reactions and target cell population (Lippincott 1992).

Late reactions can also occur from months to years after irradiation. The epiderm
repaired by stem cell regeneration and migration from unirradiated parts. However this
can be retarded by long term ulceration arising from severe acute desquamation or from
injury to the dermal layer and subcutaneous tissue.

? 0009 03254403 8
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Table 1.1: ainical skin reactionstoradiotherapy

Skin Reaction

Cell Population

Erythema

Capillaries and stroma

Hair (Alopecia)

Follicular clonogens

Pigmentation changes

Melanoblasts

Necrosis

Epidermal clonogens

Explants and cultures

Fibroblasts and keratinocytes

Telangectasia

Vasculature

Contraction, atrophy / Fibrosis

Dermal Components

Deformities

Epithelial/stromal

The five R's of radiotherapy

The effect of radiotherapy on cells has been summarised by Withers (1975) as the four
R's of Radiotherapy.

Steel (1989) included an additional R.

T h e five R's are

summarised as follows:

Repair

This consists of the repair capacity for both normal and cancerous cells and the n o n
repairable cellular injury.

T h e capacity for repair is determinable in vivo b y

comparison of single doses to several doses given in fractions w h i c h achieve the s a m e
biological effect. T h e repair capacity varies with cell type.

Reoxygenation

For x-rays it has been clearly seen that during fractionated radiotherapy the o x y g e n
content of a t u m o u r improves (Withers 1975). Fractionated schedules allow the t u m o u r
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to reoxygenate cells after radiation. This is necessary to optimise tumour cell kill. If
time is allowed for reoxygenation cells are more sensitive to radiation and the tumour
control will be achieved more effectively.

Redistribution of cells

The radiosensitivity of cells depends on their phase in the cell cycle. Consequently,
cells are in their most sensitive phase during treatment, the tumour control will
improve. Thus if treatment is given byfractionationthe majority of cells should be
irradiated in their most sensitive phase at some time during treatment.

Regeneration

Regeneration refers to continued growth of tissues and in some cases accelerated
growth of tumours. The rate of repopulation (otherwise k n o w n as proliferation) varies
dramatically with the type of normaltissueor tumour involved.

In future, treatment fractionation regimens may be tailored to account for the
individual tumour growth or regeneration of normal tissue such as skin cells. This is
still the subject of further investigation and discussion.

Radiosensitivity

This factor accounts for the inherent differences in how different tumour types, or
different tumours of the same type respond to radiation. Normaltissueshows variation
in radiosensitivity also.
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Skin complication probabilities

In order to control a tumour, all clonogens need to be destroyed. Poisson statisti
show that the probability of tumour control occurring increases with dose (Metcalfe et
al 1997). This probability is defined as the tumour control probability (TCP). This
probability also varies with tumour treatment schedule, size, density and stage.

Normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) is the probability of a complication
occurring in normal tissue. Unlike T C P , for N T C P not all the cells have to be killed to
cause a complication. The serial structure model is one w a y of explaining this
observation where a loss of critical sub-elements in the tissue chain can cause
significant damage (Kallman 1995).

It would appear to be beneficial to calculate NTCP's versus dose for skin and
subcutaneous tissue. Then by assessing build up dose before treatment the N T C P for
the skin of each patient can be estimated. If the N T C P is too high then action m a y be
considered to reduce skin dose via a modification of some technical aspect of the
regimen.

Calculating NTCP's

Calculation of the probability of complications follows a similar mathematical
procedure as calculation of tumour control probabilities. T o preserve the skin w e need
to restrict the absorbed dose level to remain below the 'kick off dose at which point
skin complications increase. Consider tissue with a survival probability of S. The
probability of death is then 1-S. If the tissue contains N cells then the probability of the
entire tissue region not surviving is

P = (l-Sf

1-2
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S is determined from the linear quadratic(LQ) model of cell survival such that

2

S = e-{ad+fid )

1-3

B y allowing for proliferation

s

= e * (Fowler 1989) 1-4

where n is the number of fractions, d is the dose per fraction, T is the time of ov
regimen duration (days), T k is the 'kick off time. The terms a and J3 are fitting
parameters which are loosely related to single hit kills and multiple hit kills
respectively. Note : y = In2/T p where T p is the potential doubling time of clonogens
when cell loss is not considered.

This model assumes a constant exponential growth independent of tumour volume.
This is the currendy "most used" approximation although it is likely that a more
complex relation (eg. Gorpertzian) m a y be more exact (Newcomb et al 1993). It is felt
that this model does not adequately model skin cell death as the rapid nature of skin cell
death and replacement is not accounted for by this work (Hamilton et al 1996).

Repair of skin tissue can in part be introduced by including the rate of Elkind rep
which is described by the first order rate constant p, (h-1) or half time of repair ti/2(h)

where \x.=\i\2ltn2. The effect of total treatment time is then expressed by the rate
constant y.

If complete Elkind repair is assumed, (time between fractions is > 24h) the effect
skin and probability of effect can be modelled such that (Turesson et al 1989):-
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Effect = -lnS.F.= aNd + pNd2 - y(T - T0)

1-5

and

.'. P^ect = l-cxp(]nk-o^d + PNd2-y(T-T0))k 1-6

.\ Peffect « exp(-exp(lnA:- oaVd +jSiVd2 - y(T-T0))) 1-7

where S.F. is the surviving fraction of the target cells and Perfect is the pro
the effect, N is the number offractions,T is the overall treatment time, To is the time
lag in days and k is the number oftissuerescuing units initially at risk.

NTCP is shown in figure 1.7. with varying values for dose per fraction. All othe
parameters are held constant to show how N T C P can be effected by dose per fraction.
Other values are consistent with empirical parameters for 5 0 % erythema as quoted in
table 1.2. Successful radiotherapy relies on the N T C P versus dose curve being located
to the right of the T C P versus dose curve. Thus the T C P is high while the N T C P is
low. Table 1.2 gives values quoted by Turesson et al (1989) of suitable parameter
values required to match dose for reactions of 50%-Erythema, desquamation and
Telangectasia. These values are from direct analysis of patient results. It should be
noted however that the values for radiobiological modeling are considered variable and
can change on a patient to patient basis.

Skin damage

Turesson et al (1989) have performed comprehensive clinical studies of skin dama
and the radiobiological effects on skin from radiotherapy. Their studies have included
the influence of dose per fraction, inter fraction interval and duration of rest periods on
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the response of acutely early and late reacting normaltissue.Skin reactions for 5 0 %
erythema (where the skin doubles in redness as measured by a reflectometer),
desquamation and telangectasia were measured to varying degrees. Patient results were
then compared to the N T C P results using the complete Elkind repair model from
equation 1.6). Figures 1.8a and 1.8b show clinical results for 5 0 % erythema and
telangectasia at the quoted dose per fraction and number offractions.N T C P curves are
fitted to the data. Dose levels for these reactions are quite high. However for some
patients this can be an achievable range with their treatment regimen. In these cases,
early prediction of clinical skin damage could be used to reassess the treatment
technique by changing beam parameters in an attempt to limit skin dose to an
acceptable level. However it should be noted that the N T C P m a y apply to the
radiotherapy treatment population on average, but to use N T C P values for individual
response m a y be inaccurate unless an individuals response is measureable by an assay
(Thames and Hendry 1987).

Table 1.2: Skin complication probability parameters

Parameter

Erythema

Desquamation

Telangectasia

Ink

4.81

5.57

4.59

a

0.095

0.102

0.084

P

0.00127

0.0091

0.0206

p

-

-

0.19

ti/2

-

-

3.6

v

-

-

0.042
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Figure 1.7: Normal tissue complication probabilities for 50% erythema with typical treatment regimen
ranging from IGy to 4Gy per fraction.
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Figure 1.8a: Clinically measured normal tissue complication probabilities for 5 0 % erythema at a 2Gy per
fraction regimen.
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Figure 1.8b: Clinically measured normal tissue complication probabilities for telangectasia at a 2 G y per
fraction regimen.
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1.3 Photon interactions

Attenuation coefficients

A characteristic of the interaction of photon radiation with matter is that e
photon is absorbed or scattered from the incident beam in a single event. The photon
number removed A B is proportional to the thickness travelled through Ax

and the

initial photon number B, ie.

Afi = -yBAx , 1-8

where ft is a constant of proportionality called the attenuation coefficient
upon integrating 1.8, then

B = B^. 1-9

The attenuation coefficient is related to the probability of interaction per
atomic cross section oa is given by,

aa =JSL

1-10

NAP

where A is the mass number and N A is Avogadro's number (6.022 x IO 2 3 mol 4 ).
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Table 1.3 gives a s u m m a r y of most photon interaction processes with matter (Siegbahn
67).

Table 1.3 : Table of radiation interaction processes
Process

Type of interaction Other names

Approximate energy
range of m a x i m u m
importance

Photo electric
Effect

with bound atomic
electrons
(all energy given
to electron)

Dominates at low (IkeV
to 500keV)
Cross section decreases as
E increases.

Z5

with bound atomic Rayleigh, Electron
resonance
small angles
scattering
withfreeelectrons Thomson scattering

< l M e V and greatest at
Z3

Z2

Independent of energy

with bound atomic
electrons

< l M e V least at small angles

z
z

with free electrons Compton scattering

Dominates in region of l M e V
Decreases as E increases

Nuclear photo effect with nucleus as a particle production
whole emitting
Nuclear photodising a m m a or particle tegration

Above threshold, has broad
maximum range of
10-30 M e V

Approximate
variation
withZ

Scattering from
electrons
Coherent
electrons

Incoherent

Nuclear Scattering
Coherent

with material as a Nuclear resonance
whole. Dependant on
nuclear energy levels

Narrow resonance maximum
scattering at low
energies. Broad max"
in energy range of 10-30MeV.

with individual
Nucleons

Nuclear Compton
scattering

K« nuclear radius
iolOOMeV

Pair production

in coulomb field
of nucleus

Elastic pair
production

Threshold about l M e V
Dominates at high E
ie E > 5 M e V and increases as
E increases

Pair production

in coulomb field
of electron

Triplet production
Inelastic pair prod/n

Threshold at 2MeV
Increases as E increases

Incoherent

Interaction with a
Coulomb field.

Delbruck in coulomb field Nuclear potential
scattering
of nucleus
scattering

Real max> imaginary below
3 M e V . Both increase as E
increases

Z 2 /A 2

Z 4 /A 2
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In the energy range of superficial to megavoltage clinical x-ray beams, ie. nominally
less than 20MeV, interactions of photons with matter are mainly due to three processes.

These being:- i) photoelectric absorption, ii) Compton scattering and iii) pair production

As the above mentioned processes are energy dependent and would all effe
we find that the total attenuation coefficient or cross section is approximated by the sum
of all interactions. For therapeutic photon energies, this consists of absorption and
scattering such that

\i= T (photoelectric)+ o~ (Compton) + K (pair production),

AB = -(T+CJ+K)BAX. 1-11

Photoelectric effect

With a photoelectric interaction, the photon transfers all of its energy
electron and the kinetic energy of the electron is given by Einstein's photoelectric
equation,

T =hv-6 1-12
* max

*r

T

where, hv is the initial photon energy, <j> is the electron binding ener
and rmax = —mv2 which is the maximum kinetic energy of the ejected electron.

The atom is left in an excited state and will emit characteristic radia
electrons in its transition back to the ground state. The energy deposited in a
photoelectric event in tissue can be assumed to be absorbed at the point where the
photon interacted.
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Compton scattering

When considering scattering theory of photons by electrons it is usually a sati
approximation to consider the electrons as free particles (McGervey 1983). If
scattering is considered as in figure 1.9, relativistic equations derived from the
conservation of energy and momentum can be formulated. The change in wavelength
of a photon (AA,) is given by

c
v

c

., .
h
= A'-A=—
v
mc(l-cos0)

.

1-13

where X is the wavelength of the incident photon, X' is the wavelength of the scattered
photon, m is the mass of the electron and 0 is the angle of scattering for the photon.

Rearranging gives

M =

^ — ^ .
l + a(l-cos0)

1-14

where a is the ratio of the energy of the photon to the rest energy of the electron.

incident
botori

r\T^'"
-r » « r °

scattered
photon

recoil
electron

Figure 1.9: Compton interaction processes with an m-shell electron. The photon is scattered and a recoi
electron produced.
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The kinetic energy (T) for the recoil electron is given by

q(l - cos 0)
a(l-cos0)

r = /*v-l +

1-15

and the scattering angle of the electron is given by

cot0 = (l + a)tan-0

1-16

Klein and Nishina (1929) carried out a quantum mechanical treatment to obtain the
Compton scattering cross section using the Dirac equation for the electron. Let the
intensity of the scattered photons at angle 0 and distance r from the scattering electron
be I and incident energy of the photon be I 0 then,

1-17

r2 \ hv d£l,

where d o is the cross section per electron for the number of photons scattered into
solid angle d£2 in direction 0. This gives the differential cross section per unit solid
angle obtained by Klein and Nishina as
f
a2(l-cos0)2Y
to
2
—
2 ^(l + a(l-cos0)) l + cos 0 + —
l + a(l-cos0)J
J

dQ.

1-18

where r0 is the classical electron radius and a = hv/mc2. This reduces to the classical
Thomson scattering equation, for low energy photons when a « l .

^

dQ

= lro2(l + cos 2 0)

2°

1-19
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Pair production

The production of a positive and negative electron pair is a process which can take
place in the vicinity of the field of a atom or an electron. Absorption of photons
through the mechanism of pair production can occur when the energy of an incident
photon is greater than twice the rest mass of an electron, ie. 2 x 0.511 M e V = 1.022
MeV(Johns and Cunningham 1983). During pair production interactions, a photon has
its energy converted to an electron-positron pair. The positron so produced interacts
with matter by ionising and exciting atoms through the same processes as electrons,
thus losing energy and being brought to rest. At this point the positron combines with
an electron in an annihilation process producing two 0.511 M e V photons.

Importance of each interaction process

It has been shown in the previous section that the probability of each interaction
occurring varies with the incident photon energy hv , and the atomic number Z of the
absorber.

Figure 1.10 shows the relative proportion of the three main interaction

processes plotted against energy, taking place in water. Compton interactions are the
main process at therapeutic energies. Results are graphed using relative percentage
data for interactions from Johns and Cunningham (1983).

Mean free path
The m e a n free path of photons in matter is given by the reciprocal of the linear
attenuation coefficient. It represents the average distance a photon will travel before
interacting. There will be a statistical variance around the mean value which normally
follows a Gaussian shape. Figure 1.11 shows the mean free paths for photons in water,
fat, muscle and bone. Relatively large distances are travelled before interactions take
place on average. For photons in water at 6 M e V the mean free path is approximately
40cm.
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At 2 M e V (approximately the mean energy for a 6 M V spectrum) the m e a n free path is
approximately 2 0 c m in water. This would be approximately 170 metres in air.

Radiological depth

The radiological depth is found from the electron density of the traversed material a
the beams path. It is the equivalent depth in water required to attenuate the photon
b e a m by the same amount as in the medium. If P is a point in the m e d i u m at position
rp and the line from the source to P intersects the m e d i u m at r0 then the radiological
depth at P is given by

d;=\pwe(r*)d? 1-20

The physical depth Rp is simply r0-rp. When deriving radiological depths in the build

region the electron density of the skin and subcutaneoustissueshould be taken into accoum

Skin can be considered to have a density close to water density as shown by table \A

Results show average values for each material as quoted by Woodard et al 1986. Variation

in density for skin and subcutaneoustissueare noted however they are considered not large
nor predictable enough to warrant a correction factor in build up dose calculations.

Table 1.4: Mass and electron densities of tissue in the build up region

Density

Elec./g

Elec/cm3

Relative

Relative

(«/cm)

(x IO21)

(xlO21)

elec./g

elec.cm3

water

1.00

3.343

3.343

1.000

1.000

skin

1.09

3.306

3.604

0.989

1.078

adipose

0.95

3.347

3.180

1.001

0.951

muscle

1.04

3.312

3.444

0.991

1.030
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1.4 Electron interactions

Photon beams produce secondary electrons which deposit energy throughout the
medium. Electron beams are also used for clinical treatments. The electrons travel on
an irregular path as they deposit their energy, until all kinetic energy is expended or
they are absorbed. These properties can be quantified by i) the electron stopping power
and ii) electron scattering power.

Stopping power.

Electron stopping power is dependent on two main processes : i) the electron may lose
energy via ionisation or excitation of other electrons (collisional stopping power) ii) the
electron m a y lose energy from production of bremsstrahlung photons (radiative
stopping power). Collisional stopping power m a y include energy lost to delta rays
which are also called knock-on electrons. These rays are the tracks produced by the
once bound electrons which suffered a violent collision. If the incoming charged
particle is an electron and a delta ray is produced then the process is called Moller
scattering. If a positron causes the delta ray production the process is called Bhahba
scattering. The total kinetic energy of the positron can be lost during Bhahba scattering
as the particles can be distinguished. Only half of the incident kinetic energy of an
electron can be lost in Moller scattering as the electrons are indistinguishable.

Collisional stopping power.

The electron loses most of its kinetic energy through excitation and ionisation of a
and molecules. Excitation or ionisation occurs depending on the proximity of the
passing electron to the atom or its energy. That is, a close pass will transfer more
energy often resulting in an ionisational process and a distant pass will more often only
supply enough energy for a bound electron to be elevated to a higher state causing
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excitation. The energy lost by the electron per unit path length due to excitation and
ionisation is called the linear collisional stopping power, Scoll.

Radiative stopping power

When an electron passes close to a nucleus, it is decelerated and as a result, deflec
by the electrostatic force between the nucleus and itself. The energy lost is converted
into a photon and called a bremsstrahlung event. The energy lost (or converted into the
photon) during this bremsstrahlung event is called the radiative stopping power Srad.

The total stopping power is the sum of these two processes and is called the total li
stopping power, Sm - Scoll + Srad. The radiative stopping power at clinical energies
remains a relatively small component of the total being only 0.7% at 1 M e V and 8.4%
at l O M e V .

Electron scattering power

Elastic scattering of electrons is due to electromagnetic interactions with other
electrons and nuclei. This continually deflects the incident electron from its current
path.

Statistical prediction of the net angular deflections of the electron is possible as
deflections are independent of each encounter. According to Fermi-Eyges theory, when
crossing a material of thickness Az the electrons have an approximately Gaussian
distribution of angles through which they are deflected (Klevenhagen 1985). The
Gaussian distribution has a standard deviation a0 given by the root m e a n square
angular deviation
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1-21

where d02/rfz2 is the linear scattering power and 0 2 is the m e a n square angle of
deflection. The scattering power decreases with increasing electron energy (Werner et
al 1982, Andreo 1985).
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1.4 R a n g e of electrons in matter

An electron is deviated off a straight line in collisions with atomic electrons. An
electron can lose up to one half of its energy in a single inelastic collision. This value is
such, because of the indistinguishable nature of electrons. A loss of all the energy from
one electron to another is equivalent to no energy loss at all with the target electron
replacing the incident one and vice versa.

The fact that energy lost by electrons in their interactions is random means that
a probability that a very high energy electron will be stopped within a relatively short
distance (McGervey 1983) whilst a lower energy electron could travel further into the
material. However mean ranges for electrons at a given energy can be defined. This
range for low energy (up to 30keV) is proportional to E 2 whilst at high energies
(>lMeV) the range is proportional to E (Siegbahn 1963).

High energy electrons

A simple relation to calculate the maximum extrapolated range of electrons above th
energy of 0.6 M e V in gm/cm 2 is

#=0.526— 0.094 (Siegbahn 1963). 1-22
MeV

Table 1.5 shows the theoretical maximum range of electrons of energy 6, 9, 12, 16 a
20 M e V . These are the beam energies available for treatment purposes on the Varian
Clinac 2100C.
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Table 1.5 : Range of electrons in water and air.

Electron energy (MeV)

Range in water(cm)

6

3.06

255

9

4.64

390

12

6.22

520

16

8.32

690

20

10.43

870

Range in air (cm)

Low energy contamination electrons

The typical range for lower energy electrons can be calculated by the use of

spectrum produced by the accelerator and the total mass stopping powers of ma

Figure 1.12 shows the energy range relationship for low energy electrons as q
Khan etal (1984).

By examining the 6MV photon spectrum shown in figure 1.13 (Mohan 1985), the

average energy of the 6MV beam can be estimated by taking the mean of the spe
components (found to be 1.5MeV). The energy transferable to an electron in a
Compton scattering event is given by

1-23
'l + a(l-cos/3)y

where a = 0.51 l M e V for electrons and |3 is the scattering angle. M a x i m u m energy is
transferred when we have a 180° forward scattering, hence

= l,5x

E

*

0

' 5 1 1 x 2 = 0.758M*V
(1 + 2x0.511)
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Figure 1.12: Energy/range relationship for low energy electrons.
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Figure 1.13 : Linear accelerator, 6 M V photon spectrum determined by Monte Carlo. The mean energy
is approximately 1.5MeV. (Adapted from Mohan et al 1985).
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which gives a m a x i m u m kinetic energy for the electron in this collision of 0.76 M e V .
This relates to a range of approximately 3 . 0 m m in water.

There is a spectrum of incident photon energies and a range of scattering angles for t
electrons in the collisions. So various ranges will occur. Also, not all electrons will
scatter forward and m a n y will scatter at different angles and will have less energy.

Table 1.6 shows the relative ranges for electrons scattered at various angles from
various energy photons..

Table 1.6: Scattering angles and ranges of electrons.

energy

angle of

energy of

range of

(MeV)

electron

electron

electron in

(degrees)

(MeV)

water (mm)

1.5

45

0.195

0.1

1.5

90

0.51

1.7

1.5

180

0.76

3

6

45

0.78

3.1

6

90

2.0

10

6

180

3.0

15
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1.6 Electrons in electromagnetic fields

Electrons in constant magnetic fields

Contamination electrons produced by clinical linear accelerators can be considered as
medium energy relativistic particles. Relativistically the mass of an electron with
kinetic energy Ek is given by

m = m0+^-,
c

1_24

thus an electron with kinetic energy of 6 M e V will have a relativistic mass of

m-m0+ 12m0 = 13m0.

The radius of curvature (R) of an electron with charge e and momentum p within a
magnetic field of strength B is given by

R = ^-.
eB

1-25

A n expression which defines momentum in terms of kinetic energy is

P =

\

MTVC

2

^

•

!"26

Upon substitution into 1-25 w e canfindthe radius of curvature of an electron.

Figure 1.14 shows the radius of curvature as a function of energy for electron
uniform magnetic field. Our magnetic deflector produces magnetic fields up to 0.55
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tesla near the poles with an averagefieldstrength at the central axis ranging from 0.08
to 0.35 Tesla for clinical radiotherapy field sizes.

One limitation in using the radius of curvature for an electron in a magnetic field
clinical situation is that the magnetic field strength is not homogeneous. A magnetic
field used to sweep electron contamination out of a therapeutic b e a m would be ideally
positioned on the linear accelerators treatment machine head. Thus the magnetic field
would be generated across thefieldin a slice or section below the block tray. A s an
electron generated above this field travels towards the patient, the magnetic field
strength applied would increase as it approaches the poles and decrease again after
passing by. This would produce a deflected path of flight. Thus a deflection angle
would be a more appropriate measure of the magnetic deflectors ability to sweep
electrons away from the patient's skin surface. Experimental results are discussed in
chapter 4, where the deflection angles generated by a N e F e B magnetic deflector to
produce such an effect are discussed.
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Figure 1.14 : Radius of curvature for electrons in a uniform magnetic field, the radius of curvature
increases with electron energy and with decreasing magnetfieldstrength.
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Chapter 2 Materials and methods

2.1 Current dose planning

Assessment of skin dose during radiotherapy has to this point been limited by th
accuracy of currently available planning systems. Our centre uses a General Electric
Target series II planning station. The G E Target II uses a cubic approximation
algorithm to calculate dose in the build up region for megavoltage photon beams (GE
Target II physics manual 1996). This is performed by linear interpolation between the
starting reference dose dref at the surface and d m a x such that

max

The system allows the input of one initial starting point for surface dose and t
depth dose curve between this point and the dose at maximum. This is certainly not the
case for all patient build up dose curves as shown infigure2.1 which shows 3 build up
curves measured using an Attix ionisation chamber forfieldsizes 5 c m x 5cm, 15cm x
15cm and 4 0 c m x 40cm compared to the cubic approximation

Differences of 10%, 12% and 45% of applied dose are encountered at the basal cel
layer and 0 % , 2 5 % , 4 8 % at the dermal layer when the calculation in 2-1 is applied. In
the absence of a more elegant model, in-vivo dosimetry is performed to measure the
skin dose on any one patient to determine the absorbed dose to this region. This
process however is not an easy task due to the steep dose gradient in this region. Most
current in-vivo dosimetry devices do not produce an accurate measure of epidermal
dose due to theirfinitethickness which covers a significant distance across the steeply
varying dose gradient.
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The oversimplified calculation used by the Target series II planning system in the build
up region leads to dose calculation errors. Hence a n e w build up dose planning
calculation has been developed and reported in this thesis. T h e improvement and
implementation of n e w skin dosimetry techniques have also been undertaken.

o 5cm x 5cm
•

15cm x 15cm with wedge

V 4 0 c m x 4 0 c m with block tray
T

cubic approximation

depth ( m m )

Figure 2.1: Dose build up curves for 3 typical treatments and the cubic approximation used by the G E
Target planing system. Large discrepancies in calculations are seen from experimental results for the
cubic approximation.
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2.2 Linear accelerators

A linear accelerator as the name implies is designed to accelerate charged particl
electrons, protons and heavy ions) to high energies through a linear tube (Khan 1992).
A radiotherapy linear accelerator makes use of a wave guide to produce an electric field
to accelerate electrons. This is performed using high frequency electromagnetic waves
at approximately 3000 M H z . The radiotherapy machine almost exclusively used
during this thesis was a Varian Clinac 2100C, as shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.3 gives an overview of the major components and auxiliary systems of a
medical linear accelerator. The high energy accelerated electron beams themselves can
be used for treatment. Alternatively they can be made to strike a target and produce xrays for treatment (Metcalfe et al 1997).

Working principles

DC power is supplied to the modulator which includes a switch tube (a hydrogen
thyraton) and a pulse forming network. These pulses are injected simultaneously into
the klystron and the electron gun. The klystron is a microwave producing device. The
klystron consists of an electron tube which supplies amplified microwave power to the
waveguide. W h e n an electron travelling at high velocity is incident on an electric field
opposing its motion, the kinetic energy of the electron can be transferred to the electric
field. This energy in the klystron is then emitted in the form of amplified microwaves
in the microwave cavities. The klystron uses a resonant microwave cavity which
generally has a cylindrical or rectangular cross section which is several centimetres in
diameter and length. W a v e resonance (which is related to the cavity length) is the
condition under which these microwave cavities work. The Clinac 2 1 0 0 C utilises
multiple cavity resonators which act as bunching and catching cavities.

-:.•;; \.:: ™^w225S9*^£^>
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Figure 2.2: Photograph of a Varian 2100C linear accelerator

electrons
g u n driver

high energy
electron bunches

electron g u n

high power
D C pulses

microwave
source

beam output

Figure 2.3 : Major components and auxiliary systems for a medical linear accelerator.
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The electrons in the buncher are accelerated from the cathode and interact with an
alternating electric field between the cavity walls produced by a small microwave
oscillator. This interaction produces a variety of speeds to the electrons causing the
electrons to bunch. This process is called velocity modulation. T h e catcher utilises the
deceleration of the electrons to produce energy in the transfer process mentioned above
to produce microwaves.

In turn the pulsed microwaves from the klystron are delivered to the accelerator tub
wave guide along with the electrons produced by the electron gun. The accelerating
device consists of a copper tube whose interior is divided by copper diaphragms
(microwave cavities) of varying spacing and aperture. Copper is used as it has a high
electrical conductivity at the operating frequency and this results in low power loss
when the microwaves are reflected off the walls. This chamber is held close to vacuum.
The electrons are initially injected into the accelerator tube from the gun with an energy
of approximately

5 0 k e V and they gain energy from interaction with the

electromagnetic field of the microwaves and thus are accelerated along the tube.

In the accelerator/wave guide, the microwaves produced in the klystron are used to
accelerate the electrons. A s the microwaves are travelling m u c h faster than the
electrons within a tube, this means the electrons aren't in 'contact' long enough with the
microwaves to absorb energy. So to slow d o w n the microwaves, cavities are used
which give the microwaves a phase velocity matching the electrons, these being the
copper diaphragms in the tube. The electrons are quickly accelerated up to velocities
close to the speed of light as they m o v e d o w n the guide.

The Varian Clinac 2100C uses a standing wave accelerator system in which the
microwaves are reflected along the guide thus producing standing waves within the
guide. This is in contrast to travelling wave accelerators in which none of the power is
reflected. A circulator, (which is a directional coupler designed to introduce resonant
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frequency power) is used to feed microwave power into the guide while ensuring
reflected power is diverted to a water load, thus avoiding damaging the klystron. W h e n
the cavities are moved to the side of the accelerating structure away from the electron
central axis the structure can further be shortened and is then referred to as a side
coupled w a v e guide. These are the most c o m m o n devices used in medical linear
accelerators because of their compactness allowing the gantry to be shortened.

The high energy electrons exit the tube via a window in the form of a pencil beam o
the order of a few millimetres in diameter. This beam is then bent with the use of a
beam transport system to a suitable angle. The beam transport system consists of
bending magnets and focusing coils. The Varian Clinac 2100C accelerator guide is
mounted horizontally (due to the length of the accelerating tube). In theory a 90° bend
only is required to redirect the beam in the patients direction. But this linac uses a 270°
bending magnet as it appears to provide superior steering and energy stability compared
to the 90° bend. A n achromatic magnet is used to bend the beam. T h e magnets are
made with energy slits designed to remove electrons which do not fall within the
chosen energy range and thus the required curvature of radius. Variations in energy of
greater than 5 % of the required peak energy is a typical value for removal from the
beam.

Photon beams and their production

In the Bremsstrahlung process an electron loses kinetic energy and in doing so cre
one or more photons (Weidner 1980). W h e n the electrons hit a target m a d e from high
atomic number (Z) material, Bremsstrahlung photons are produced. The Varian Clinac
2100C uses a tungsten target.

The high energy electrons experience an electromagnetic force from the atoms and ar
thus deflected as they pass. Classical electromagnetic theory predicts that when a
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charged particle is accelerated it will radiate electromagnetic energy and quantum
mechanics predicts that this energy will be quantised. Thus w e have an equation using
energy conservation for the energy produced by the acceleration as

EKl~EKi=hv 2-2

where EKi is the kinetic energy of the incident electron, Ek is the kinetic energy of
electron after the interaction and hv is the energy difference represented as a photon
emitted.

Photons produced have a spectrum of energies with the largest being produced by a
collision in which the electron is entirely stopped such that

Ek = 0 , therefore

ETi = hvnax or the energy of incident electron (units e V ) and can be written as

EK «-£-. 2-3
min

The average photon energy of the beam is approximately one third of the maximum
energy.

Electron beams

Electrons are accelerated down the tube as described earlier in clusters with a thin
pencil like shape. Instead of striking a target as with photon beams, the electrons strike
an electron scatteringfilterwhich spreads out the beam into a near uniform electron
fluence across the treatment field. This scattering foil is usually m a d e from thin lead
foil so that the majority of electrons are scattered. A small amount of bremsstrahlung
(usually less than 5 % ) is produced by electron interactions with collimators and other
material in the beam path.
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The accelerators treatment head consists of various devices to guide, steer or shape the
electron/photon beam. These being the target, scattering foil, flattening filter, ion
chamber, fixed and moveable collimators made of tungsten as shown infigure1.2.
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2.3 Ionisation chambers

Bragg-Gray cavity theory

Bragg-Gray cavity theory can be used to determine the dose in a medium directly fro
ion chamber measurements. According to Bragg-Gray theory (Khan 1983), the
ionization produced in a gas filled cavity in a medium is related to the energy absorbed
in the surrounding medium. W h e n the cavity is infinitesimally small, the Bragg-Gray
relationship is satisfied, such that

°-A(l
where Dmed is the absorbed dose in the medium, Jg is the ionisation charge per unit

/S] m e d
mass within the cavity, ^P 'gas is the weighted mean ratio of the mass stopping power
of the medium to that of the gas for electrons crossing the cavity,

e is the average

energy absorbed per unit charge of ionization produced.

Electrons passing through a medium interact through Coulomb interactions with the
atoms of that medium. Processes such as elastic and inelastic collisions with nuclei and
electrons take place. In those processes, kinetic energy is converted into other forms of
energy such as production of photons, atomic excitation of the m e d i u m and
redistribution of energy among the emerging particles (elastic collisions). In a medium
such as water and tissue (low atomic number), electrons predominantly lose energy
from ionisation events with atomic electrons. Thus as the beam of electrons passes
through the medium, the energy is continually decreased until the point where electrons
reach thermal energies and are then captured by the atom.
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The stopping power is defined as the energy loss of a charged particle per unit length of
a m e d i u m in which it is travelling. T o determine the stopping power ratio's, it is first
necessary to determine a weighted mean of the stopping power ratios for the electron
spectrum set in motion by the x-ray spectrum incident on the material.

Spencer and Attix (Spencer et al 1955) formulated a stopping power ratio to
approximate an air filled cavity in a water medium given by

L

]<t>(E)-(E)dE

_i

P

—
\<ji(E)dE

2-5

L
where <|>(E) is the distribution of electron fluence in energy, P is the restricted mass
collision stopping power and A is the cut-off energy.

The cut off energy is introduced to account for the secondary electron energy transfer.
Below A it is assumed that the energy transfer is dissipated at a site near the site of
release. Thus the integration is performed to obtain the energy deposited in the cavity
by the primary electrons (those generated by initial x-rays). This gives us the SpencerAttix formulation of the Bragg-Gray cavity theory as

„ f T \"U!d

L

med

"$

2-6

\Pjgas
/ymed
IP/gas is the average restricted mass collisional stopping power ratio (between the
medium in question and the gas of the chamber) of the electron spectrum set in motion
in the material by the incident photon spectrum.
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Determination ofjg

If the volume of the chamber or mass of air in the chamber/cavity is known accurat
then Jg can be determined. However if it is difficult to determine the volume to the
desired accuracy, you can determine Jg with the use of a calibration beam such as
Cobalt-60 g a m m a rays.

If the gas is air and the chamber is made from material, m, then the dose Dm to the
centre of a homogeneous mass of the same material, m , can be calculated by the
Spencer-Attix formulation as

».*«<?)

r*en

2-7

V P Jair

where M is the charge measured in coulombs, N c is usually measured using a Cobalt-

a.

H"

60 beam as a calibration factor, e for air =33.85J/C (0.873 rad/R),' P /air is the ratio
of weighted mean mass energy absorption coefficient of material m , to that of air. A m
is a displacement factor and is the ratio of photon energy fluence at the centre of the
mass to that of air at the same point ( A A P M 1983, I A E A 1987).
Also from Spencer-Attix w e get

r

aT\

A , = Jair

A,

2-8

\PJ

where A 2 is a ratio factor in the electron fluence for the chamber being filled with
material m to that of air.

Thus comparing these two quantities gives
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/„.v = MN.

r~en
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4 v P Lv/v

This can be expanded to introduce a more realistic situation where the walls of the
chamber are material w and the buildup cap material c. Letting a equal thefractionof
cavity ionisation from wall generated electrons and (1-a) be that from the buildup cap
then

r

r*ei

4

P

L

L

— I a + (l-a)
\ V J yPjc

KP

2-10
j

which can be written as

Jair

=

MNCACK

2-11

where A c =A m /A2 and A a is the bracketed quantity in equation 2.10. Thus we have all
the components necessary to determine the dose received by the chamber by finding the
charge collected.

Markus parallel plate chamber

One key feature of the Markus chamber is that its small diameter enables me
of small field sizes. The Markus electron chamber is shown in figure 2.4. The Markus
chamber is water proof, so that it can be used in solid and liquid water phantoms.

The active volume of the Markus type 329 chamber is 0.055cm3. It consists of a
cylindrical body made from perspex in which the cylindrical measuring volume
(diameter 6 m m , height 2 m m ) is embedded flush to the surface. The chamber window
consists of a polyethylene disc covered with a graphite layer with weight of 2.3
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mg/cm 2 . The collector is m a d e from perspex with a graphite layer and has an effective
diameter of 5.4mm. This enables small radiation field sizes to be measured. Both
window and collector have fixed position. The collector is surrounded by a guard ring
which is grounded. The chamber is an open air filled chamber which means almost
instantaneous equilibrium with barometric pressure and temperature occurs.

Figure 2.4 : Picture of the Markus parallel plate ionisation chamber.
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Rawlinson corrections

The Markus chamber and other fixed plate separation ionisation chambers generally
over respond in the build up region and other regions of electron disequilibrium due to
the contribution to chamber signal from electrons produced in the side walls.

A paper by Rawlinson (1992) discusses how these effects can be corrected by chamber
design. The design features of an ion chamber to minimise the level of side wall scatter
are listed below.

i) the diameter of the wall (made from unit density material) needs to be at least 2
times the electrode separation of the chamber. This stipulation can be relaxed if the
walls are angled or made from low density material (Rawlinson 1992)

ii) a flange upstream of the walls should be avoided unless its diameter is greater
the wall diameter

iii) the ion chamber should include a guard ring. The guard ring helps produce a
homogeneous electric field across the collector and collects side scatter electrons but no
current is added to the signal

iv) a thin collector electrode plate (to minimise the polarity effect) , a thin ent
window and it should be m a d e from tissue equivalent material

If these parameters can't be optimised then there will be either an over response or
under response of the specific chamber. The Markus chamber has been tested and
found to produce an over response. This over response is dependent on depth in
material.
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Velkley et al (1975) formulated an empirical correction to the over response of the
Markus chamber in which electrode separation was considered as the major chamber
geometrical factor influencing the correction. However the proximity of the side walls
was not taken into account and this caused incorrect results under certain conditions.
That is when side wall electrons significantiy add to charge collected.

Gerbi et al (1990) extended the formulation to account for the distance between the
edge of the collector and side wall but did not take into account the size of the collector
electrode and again under certain chamber geometry's this can be inaccurate.

Rawlinson extended the Velkley formula further to account for the collector and gu
electrode size and side wall height and angle so that the Markus results can be corrected
once the b e a m energy, depth in the material of measurement and geometry of the
chamber is known.

The equation is

P(d,E) = F (d,E,G) - t;(d,E,G) 2-12

where E is the beam energy, d is the depth in the phantom and G is the geometry

Here P and P' are the true and measured percentage depth doses and S is the correct
factor.

S is depth (d) dependent and is given by the formula

C(d) = C(0)e-adfd™

2-13
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where OC=4.0±0.8 and d m a x is taken as 1 5 m m and 3 0 m m for 6 M V and 1 8 M V beams
respectively. *» \") is given as

C(0,E,G)^c(E)U-yi

2-14

where c(E) = 2 7 % for 6 M V and c(E) = 1 5 % for 1 8 M V photon beams, s is the electrode
separation, w is the wall diameter, p is the density of the chamber walls.

Table 2.1: The data required to calculate P(d, E) for the Markus chamber.

wall

parameter

data

material

polymethylmethacrylat

(PMMA)

collector

window

density (p)

1.17 g/cm3

diameter (w)

5.7mm

angle

0

material

graphited P M M A

diameter

5.4mm

electrode separation (s)

2.0mm

material

graphited polyethylene

thickness

2.7me/cm 2
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Figure 2.5 shows the overresponse calculated for the Markus chamber at various depths
for 6 M V and 1 8 M V . The calculation is for a 10cm x 10cm but it is expected that field
size changes will not significantiy effect the magnitude of electron scatter off the
chamber side walls so these results are also used to correct for all otherfieldsizes.
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Figure 2.5 : Overestimation of dose in the build up region for the Markus chamb
Rawlinson correction method.
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Attix parallel plate chamber

One key feature of the Attix chamber is that side wall correction is so small that
be neglected. The Attix model 449 chamber is a plane parallel ionisation chamber with
dimensions 6.0cm diameter and 1.4cm height, as shown infigure2.6. The body is
m a d e from R M I solid water, model 457 and nylon screws. The chamber window
consists of a 0.025mm thick, 4.8mg/cm 2 Kapton conductive film. The conducting
surfaces are minimal thickness colloidal graphite. The air gap is 1 m m giving an ioncollecting volume of approximately 0.127cm which is vented to atmospheric
temperature and pressure.

The guard ring diameter is 4.0cm and the collecting electrode is 1.27cm diameter. This
gives a wide clearance across the guard and reduces the over response due to in scatter
to less than 1 % if Rawlinson's scatter correction calculation previously mentioned is
applied. The Attix chamber with it's wide guard ring is the most ideal design
commercially available for near surface doses as over response correction is not usually
necessary. The wide diameter does however mean smallfieldshave to be measured by
other detectors.
MW^OWMISK^J^WiKffi^^

iLK^saavra^ftB'oWfltMK'?'^

Figure 2.6: Picture of the Attix parallel plate ionisation chamber.
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2.4

Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's)

Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's) of different thickness can be used as
extrapolation devices to estimate dose at different skin depths. They can also be placed
on patients as in-vivo dosimeters.

Thermoluminescence is the emission of light by the application of heat. Some
crystalline materials (when irradiated) store some energy in the crystal lattice. This
energy is emitted in the visible light region when heated and is proportional to the level
of radiation damage previously inflicted on them. Thus the light emitted from a crystal
can be used to determine the radiation dose absorbed by it. This phenomenon is
employed in TLD's.

Lithium Fluoride doped with titanium and magnesium

(LiF:Ti:Mg) is the predominant material used for TLD's in this thesis.

With an

effective atomic number of Zeff=8.31, the energy response is closer totissuethan many
other phosphors, (eg. C a S 0 4 has a Z=14). The mass density is however rather high (p
=2.65) when compared to most tissues.

Imperfections in the crystal lattice (which arise from the doping of various mater
provide energy traps for electrons in excited states within the material. The T L D is
irradiated, providing energy to raise the electrons from the valance band to the
conductor band or into higher excited states. S o m e of these electrons remain trapped
while the others re-radiate the energy and go back to the ground state.

Upon heating the TLD at a constant rate we receive an output of light as a function
time. This is called a glow curve. A n example of a glow curve is shown in figure 2.7.
Different peaks relate to different trapped energy levels. Thus the area under the curve
represents the measured radiation dose absorbed by it. Because the TLD's retain a
small residual T L after annealing, a small background light level m a y need to be
subtracted.

Each T L D has its o w n sensitivity thus each chip must be individually
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calibrated. With the T L D system used, the accuracy for each measurement is ± 5 % (±
2 S D based on the four chips used in each measurement; reproducibility is 3%) of the
reading above O.lGy.

Extrapolation TLD's consist of three TLD's, front surface dimensions of 3.15mm x
3.15mm and of nominal thickness', 0.14mm, 0.39mm and 0.89mm as shown by figure
2.8. They are Lithium Fluoride (LiF) crystals doped with Magnesium and Titanium
from Harshaw Chemicals. The 0.14mm thick TLD's were Li 6 enriched chips (700
model) which increases their response to neutrons but does not effect their response
under x-ray radiation. The 0.39mm and 0.89mm chips were made from the Li 7 isotope
(600 model). The TLD's were read in a manual Victoreen model 2 8 0 0 M T L D reader in
a two step read out cycle (pre heat anneal temp of 160°C for 10 seconds and read out
temperature of 300°C for 10 seconds) after a 10 minute 100°C pre read anneal in a
dedicated annealing oven. Extrapolation TLD's were used to verify surface dose results
in phantom and in-vivo experiments.
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Figure 2.7 : Glow curves produced by LiF TLD's at different heating temperatures. A broadening of the
glow curve is produced at lower heating temperatures.
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Figure 2.8 : Picture of the extrapolation TLD's and solid water holders.
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2.5 Film dosimetry

Radiographic film

A radiographic 'emulsion' consists of a suspended silver halide (normally bromide)
crystal layer in gelatine which is highly energy dependent to dose. Crystal size can
vary but a relative measure of their size is about 0.01mm diameter. The size and degree
of distribution of these grains is carefully controlled during the manufacture process.
This produces the degree of contrast and sensitivity of the film. A n x-ray film has a
layer construction that is built up on a transparent central support of cellulose acetate.
The film wrap can also lead to unwanted build up if skin dose measurements are to be
attempted.

Radiographic emulsions can be classified into groups according to their sensitivit
Ordinary untreated photographic film emulsion is predominantly sensitive to ultra
violet and blue light and only has a small response to longer wavelengths. Sensitizers
can be added to the emulsion to increase the films wavelength range. X-ray emulsions
normally consist of a double-coated emulsion of increased thickness and a very high
silver bromide content.

The use of radiographic film for dosimetry in photon and electron beams is dependen
on m a n y factors including exposure techniques, processing, scanning and its high
energy dependence as shown in figure 2.9 (Muench et al 1991). Silver in the film
emulsion has an atomic number of 47 and a K absorption edge at 25.5keV (Johns and
Cunningham 1983). Radiation is absorbed through the photoelectric process at lower
energies.
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Absorbed surface dose includes varying components of different energy photons as well
as a wide energy spectrum of electron contamination. Radiographic film in surface and
build up dose measurement is limited to 'qualitative work, however, a few direct
measurements are included in results for direct comparisons. Its advantages include
high spatial resolution, ease of set up and exposure, complete information from single
exposure and the ability to take cumulative measurements from multiple field
exposures.

The optical density (OD) of a film measures the degree of blackening and is defined a
the log of the quotient of initial intensity (In) and transmitted intensity (It).

0 D = log/o/7,

2-15

The measured optical density is a combination of the net optical density produced by
the exposure and the fog optical density which is the films natural background. For
m a x i m u m accuracy, films from the same batch should be used for calibration and
experiments, and should be exposed and developed at the same time. They should be
developed in a carefully controlled automatic processor to minimise the errors due to
changes in processing environment conditions (Suchowerska et al 1997).
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Figure 2.9 : Energy response curves for radiographicfilm,radiochromic film and LiF TLD's.
Radiographic film has an extreme over response at low energies.
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Radiochromic film

Radiochromic film has the potential for use as an in-vivo dosimeter to analyse off
skin dose profiles. It is able to produce quantitative dose measurements over a large
area. Radiochromic film works on the principle that ionising radiation activates a
chemical reaction of colourless leuco dyes. The specific name of the film used as a
radiation dosimeter here is Gafchromic film+. This consists of a thin film of hexahydroxyethyl pararosaniline leucocyanide dye coated onto a non-reactive base. The
reaction process produces a blue coloured dye whose optical density is proportional to
absorbed dose. Gafchromic film irradiated to various doses is shown in figure 2.10a on
a white paper background to highlight the colour change associated with absorbed dose.
Gafchromic film was manufactured in two forms, a single layer media which could be
used for surface dose measurements and a double layer media in which two active
layers are sandwiched between two plastic coatings and held together by a layer of glue.
The active film layer in each is approximately 7p.m thick (McLaughlin 1993) and the
base is 100pm thick for the single layer media and is given the name MD-55-1. The
double layer film is approximately 250p.m thick which can be considered as two single
layer devices stuck together by about 4 0 u m of glue. This film is given the name M D 55-2. A schematic of each film construction is shown in figure 2.10b. Gafchromic film
exhibits the following general properties.

Dosimeter response

Gafchromic film is slightly ultraviolet (UV.) sensitive and thus for optimum result
film should be placed in a dark storage container between irradiation's. However the
film will only degrade when exposed for long time periods in environmental U V . This
occurs after a few hours of direct sunlight unlike radiographic film whose response is
instantaneous.
+

ISP technologies, Nuclear Associates California, USA.

Figure 2.10a : Picture of Gafchromic film. The film does not require processing and turns blue
immediately on irradiation.
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Figure 2.10b: Cross section schematic of MD-55-1 and MD-55-2 Gafchromic film.
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Gafchromic film is relatively energy independent in its sensitivity response. Figure 2.9
shows a comparison of Gafchromicfilmto X-omat V radiographic film and LiF TLD's.
A slight under response to lower energy is seen when normalised to 1 at 1710 keV. As
monoenergetic beams are only attainable on synchrotrons, all measurements were taken
on an orthovoltage and megavoltage x-ray machines. The energy quoted is the mean of
the spectra, (eg. 1710keV refers to a 4 M V peak).

The absorbency spectra for Gafchromic film is shown in figure 2.11. This was
measured using a G E spectrometer scanning from 200nm to 900nm. The increase in
absorbency (A) at 3 wavelengths are shown in figure 2.12. All are relatively linear in
absorbency up to 30Gy.
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Figure 2.11: Absorbency spectra for Gafchromic MD-55-1 film. Two main absorption
in the red region.
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Post irradiation coloration

Figure 2.13 shows the post irradiation colouring of the film up to 10 days at constant
temperature and humidity. A relatively large increase in coloration (at 600 nm which is

consistent at all wavelengths) is seen over the first day but the film becomes relatively
stable following this period. Thus for improved accuracy, the Gafchromic film should
be read after a period of at least 1 day.
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Figure 2.12 : Optical density/absorbed dose relationship for MD-55-1 gafchromic film at various
wavelengths.
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Figure 2.13 : Post irradiation coloration of MD-55-1 gafchromic film which shows a significant increase
in coloration for a period of 5-6 hours after irradiation.
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Experimental methods and readout system

i) Broad band frame grab

Gafchromic dosimetry media type MD-55-1 was used with the broad band frame grab
system. The films were read after a two day delay from irradiation to reduce errors
involved with post irradiation coloration (McLaughlin 1991). A set of calibration films
covering experimental doses were produced with every set of measurements for
comparison. Light transmittance was measured using a C C D camera. A broad band
red light source with a 610-700nm band passfilterwas used for illumination of the
films. This was chosen due to the absorption spectra of the Gafchromic film. Results
were analysed with a hardware/software package called JAVA*. The broad band frame
grab equipment is shown in figure 2.14.

JAVA is an image analysis system generally used for astronomical image analysis
purposes. It consists of a video digitising board and software for analysis. The system
is calibrated using optical densities measured from an optical step wedge. Results can
be analysed with a multitude of functions including pixel comparisons, along lines, in
specific areas or over the whole film. Background subtraction is performed manually
by using the transmittance value through our control film as our initial intensity IQ.

The spatial resolution of the system varied depending on the lens used on the CCD
camera. For these experiments the resolution was set to approximately 20 lines per
m m . Measurements in a darkened room or with fluorescent room lights on showed no
perceptible difference.

The films were exposed perpendicular to the beam central axis at the entrance inte
and at D m a x for each beam.
+

Jandel Scientific

Figure 2.14: Picture of the JAVA system.
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Figure 2.15 : Calibration curve for MD-55-1, Gafchromicfilmusing the J A V A system. A relatively
linear optical density to dose relationship is found.
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The Gafchromic's sensitive layer is approximately 7u.m thick. The depth of D m a x , was
obtained with an Attix chamber and varies slighdy with field size. Measurements
performed include central axis percentage surface dose plus profiles at the surface.

Figure 2.15 shows the broad band frame grab relative density units versus absorbed
dose for the MD-55-1 Gafchromic film. The film was calibrated with 6 M V x-rays at
100cm S S D and 10cm x 10cmfieldsize. A relatively linear response was found using
this system. The percentage error in measurements is shown on the graph as one
standard deviation for 10 films. Films were irradiated to standard doses at D m a x in a
solid water stack phantom perpendicular to the beam direction.

ii) Narrow band LED scanning system

A narrow band high spatial resolution gafchromic film scanner was produced by the
conversion of an infrared densitometer to also produce and detect in the red region.
The infrared densitometer which w e used was produced by Scanditronix and controlled
by radiationfieldanalyser (RFA300) software. This infrared densitometer consists of
an attachable arm, which is placed together with a glass sheet over the Scanditronix
R F A 3 0 0 water dosimetry phantom. The infrared source is located below the glass sheet
and is focused through a lens onto a detector positioned on the underside of the arm
assembly. The film is placed on a glass sheet covering the water tank and scanning can
be performed in the x-y plane with a resolution of ±0.1mm. The system was modified
to introduce a red GaAlAs, 3000 m c d ultra bright L E D in a clear plastic housing into
the existing infrared source housing. - The L E D used has a m a x i m u m forward current
rating of 5 0 m A , and a forward voltage of 2.5V. The peak wavelength is 6 6 0 n m
according to manufacturers specifications. The red L E D was mounted inside the
scanning densitometers arm next to the infrared source and directed towards the lens
focusing system. A switch and appropriate current limiting devices were installed to
allow the selection of either infrared or red m o d e readout. The red L E D was not
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attached to a heat sink due to space restrictions and thus a w a r m up period of

approximately 30 minutes is required to alleviate errors involved with dark current
readings.

Figure 2.16 shows the scanner film relative density units versus absorbed dose for the
Gafchromic MD-55-2 film. The film was calibrated with 6MV x-rays at 100cm SSD
and 10cm x 10cm field size. The film was placed perpendicular to the beam axis

during irradiation. A second order polynomial is fitted to the scanner density rea
for a series of exposed calibration doses. This polynomial is then used for the
determination of Gafchromic absorbed dose in subsequent experiments using the

densities measured with the scanner. The shape of the non-linear response is assume

to be predominantly due to the conversion hardware/software already built in to the

Scanditronix infrared system. The unit is calibrated to be linear with the infrare
and a radiographic AgBr film. This device was used to analyse films placed around
curved patient surfaces for surface/skin dose analysis. THe differences seen with
two calibration curves are due to the bandwidths of the readout devices.
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Figure 2.16 Calibration curve for MD-55-2, gafchromic film using the narrow band R

system. The calibration curve could be matched with a 2nd order polynomial function
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Impact of ambient and readout light sources on Gafchromic film

Due to the low radiation sensitivity of Gafchromic film, the effects of ambient l
source readout light on Gafchromic MD-55-2 film m a y influence the final measured
results if the appropriate level of care and handling is not performed. C o m m o n light
sources used to measure Gafchromic films optical density include, helium neon lasers,
ultra bright diodes, incandescent and fluorescent white light sources. The effects of
these light sources as well as ambient light sources are studied.

Readout light sources

Measurements were performed under four possible Gafchromic dosimetry light sources
These being i) helium neon laser ii) ultra bright L E D iii) incandescent light iv)
fluorescent light. Details of each source are given as follows :

i) A lmW- helium neon laser with wavelength of 632.8nm was used. The film was
placed 3 m m from the beams aperture for experiments. The diameter of the laser beam
was approximately 1 m m . Measurement of luminance was unable to be performed due
to the band pass wavelength restriction (400nm -520nm) on the minolta/ air shields
fluoro-lite meter 451 used.
ii) A red G a A l A s 3000mcd ultra bright L E D in a clear plastic housing (peak
wavelength 660nm according to manufacturers specifications) was used. The film was
placed 3 m m from the L E D surface for experiments. A s with helium neon laser,
luminance was unable to be measured.
iii) A 6 0 W incandescent light source with a plastic diffuser (0.3mm thickness) was
used. The film was placed approximately 15cm from the light source on a clear glass
sheet, thickness 5 m m . Luminance from 400nm-520nm at this position was measured as
6.4 ±1.0 m w c m ^ n n r 1 .
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iv) A 4 0 W fluorescent light source was used, with and without a 3 m m plastic diffuser.
The film was placed approximately 15cm from the light source. Luminance from
400nm-520nm at this position was measured as 16.3 ± 1.7 m w c m ^ n n r 1 .

In all instances, measurements were performed using two 1cm x 1cm square pieces of
M D - 5 5 - 2 Gafchromic film of batch number 941206. A control film of the same
dimensions from the same piece of film was placed in a lighttightenvelope and used in
all experiments as a standard for background readings. Colouration of the films was
recorded periodically over a 175 hour period with a R F A 3 0 0 densitometer converted to
read Gafchromic film with a type ii) ultra bright red L E D .

Gafchromic film should be handled either using soft gloves or tweezers to avoid fi
prints and other contaminants which effect readout. B y attaching a paper or plastic tab
on the side of the film with sticky tape, it can be easily handled without touching the
film. Gafchromic film is prone to scratching which can also effect the optical density
readout. Care should be taken not to slide thefilmon surfaces with any force.

Ambient light sources

Experiments were performed under different ambient light sources and exposures.
Sunlight, fluorescent light and incandescent light were tested for coloration effects on
Gafchromic film.
i) Gafchromic film was placed in full and filtered sunlight during spring time (October)
in Australia. Both full and filtered conditions were through a 0.5cm thick glass window
with the filtered sunlight projected through 5 0 % black plastic shade cloth. Luminance
in the 4 0 0 n m - 520nm waveband varied considerably due to climatic conditions and
time during the day. For full sun conditions, luminance varied from 25 m w c m ^ n n r 1 up
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to 85 m w c m ^ n m - 1 between the hours of 7:00am and 6:00pm. For filtered light
conditions, the luminance varies between S m w c m ^ n n r 1 and 20mwcm 2 nm- 1 .

ii) The film was exposed by two 40W fluorescent tubes at a distance of 1.5m. They
were placed on top of a book shelf directiy under the light source. Measurements were
performed with the fluorescent lights uncovered and with a 3 m m plastic diffuser over
them. Luminance from 400nm-520nm at this position was measured as 0.64 ±0.1 m w cm-2-nm-l for uncovered fluorescent lights and 0.59 ±0.1 m w c m ^ n n r 1 for covered
lights.

iii) The film was exposed to a 60W incandescent light at a distance of 1.8m. The
was placed on top of a table directly under the light source. Measurements were
performed with the incandescent lights uncovered and with a 3 m m plastic diffuser over
them. Luminance from 400nm-520nm at this position was measured as 0.085 ± 0.02
mwcm" 2 nm _ 1 .

Results

Figure 2.17 shows the equivalent dose coloration of Gafchromic MD-55-2 film expo
to various types of light sources at close range as would be expected in typical
densitometry systems. The equivalent dose was calculated by comparing the coloration
of experimental films to a set of standard doses given by a 6 M V x-ray beam produced
by a medical linear accelerator. Results show a dramatic effect in coloration for
fluorescent lights. Increases in coloration were also seen for helium neon lasers
(approximately 7.5Gy equivalent dose for 175 hours of exposure), incandescent lights
(approximately 5 G y equivalent dose for 175 hours) and ultra bright LED's
(approximately 3 G y equivalent dose for 175 hours).
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Figure 2.17 : Equivalent dose coloration of MD-55-2 Gafchromic film associated with exposure to
various readout light sources.
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Figure 2.18 shows a matrix plot for the coloration obtained by the laser light source in
equivalent Gray. The laser produced a definite coloration within the beams aperture. A
slight blurring and non-uniformity is seen around the beam which is assumed to be due
to small alignment errors associated with each replacement of the film after
densitometer readout.

Figure 2.19 shows the equivalent dose of ambient light sources. The largest effect w
seen with direct sunlight accumulating approximately 50Gy equivalent dose from 175
hours of exposure. Fluorescent lights also produce a significant effect on coloration
with approximately 20-30Gy equivalent dose after 175 hours. Ambient incandescent
lights however produced a negligible effect onfilmcoloration.

Discussion

Many types of light sources and readout systems have been used to measure
radiochromic film dose response. These include incandescent and fluorescent light
sources (Butson et al 1996, Stevens et al 1996), Helium neon lasers (Cheung et al 1997,
Reinstein et al 1997) and ultra bright LED's (Carolan et al 1997). A s shown by figures
2.17 and 2.18, the readout light source can seriously effect the measured optical density
of the film. Fluorescent light sources even after 3 hours of exposure at close range can
produce an equivalent dose of up to 20Gy, most likely due to their high ultra violet
content. This equates to approximately llcGy equivalent dose coloration per minute.
Stevens et al (1996) have used a document scanner for evaluation of Gafchromic film.
This devise exposes the film for a few seconds to fluorescent light. This produces a
negligible coloration. However other devices which use a continuous illumination of
fluorescent light should be avoided for film analysis. Relatively smaller but still
distinguishable effect on coloration are seen using incandescent, L E D ' s and helium
neon lasers at close range.
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Figure 2.18: Matrix plot of equivalent dose coloration of MD-55-2 Gafchromic film exposed to 632.8nm
helium neon laser light.
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Figure 2.19 : Equivalent dose coloration of MD-55-2 Gafchromic film associated with exposure to
various ambient light sources.
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Equivalent dose coloration rates are approximately 1.7cGy/hr,

2.6cGy/hr and

4.3cGy/hr for LED's, incandescent and lasers respectively. The coloration would be
negligibly small if the film was read and then placed back in a light proof envelope,
however if unintentionally left under the light source for some time, spurious results
could be obtained.

Fluorescent light sources have been investigated previously and shown to effect
Gafchromic film due to its U V content (Meigooni et al 1996). Similar effects were
observed where fluorescent light and filtered fluorescence was found to produce an
equivalent dose coloration of approximately 18cGy/hr and 13cGy/hr respectively.
Direct sunlight produced a more significant effect with an equivalent dose coloration of
approximately 30cGy/hr and only lOcGy/hr forfilteredsunlight which showed the high
U V content of sunlight. Incandescent light sources do not produce significant U V rays
and there is an associated negligible coloration of film. Time of fluorescent light
exposure is the main consideration for clinical use of Gafchromic film. A normal
patient treatment including set up time would be approximately 15-20 minutes. A film
placed on the patient during a singlefractionwould therefore only receive an equivalent
coloration of 4-6cGy if removed at the end of treatment.

In the case of a radiosurgical procedure, if the film was left attached to the pati
an estimated l-2hours setup time, an equivalent coloration of 20-40cGy equivalent
coloration would be seen. These values would be considered to lie within the error
values associated with Gafchromic film evaluation.

The effect of ambient light could be significant in the case of accumulated dose
measurement. For example if Gafchromic film is placed on a patients head cast and the
film is left unprotected for a 5 week period, then up to 2 0 G y equivalent coloration
could be seen. In this case, a small light proof envelope should be used to hold the film
whilst remaining on the head cast.
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Conclusions

Both readout light systems and ambient light can affect the coloration of Gafchromi
film. Devices like document scanners which use fluorescent light for a few seconds will
not produce significant coloration of Gafchromic film however other continuous light
fluorescent sources should be avoided to reduce unwanted film coloration.

Temperature impacts on Gafchromic film

McLaughlin et al (1991) showed that there was a temperature dependence for optical
density measurements associated during irradiation and readout spectroscopy. During
irradiation an increase in temperature effects the evolution of the active layer and seems
to act as a reaction enhancer by increasing the optical density at 660nm. This is shown
in figure 2.20 where MD-55-2 film was irradiated to 30Gy at various temperatures
ranging from 17 °C to 40°C. This was achieved by placing the Gafchromic film on a
heat pillow warmed in a microwave oven and allowed to slowly cool. Results show an
approximate 5 % increase in measured optical density from 17°C to 40°C. These results
have implications when considering using Gafchromic film for in-vivo measurements
inside head casts which w h e n placed on a patient could heat to normal body
temperature.

The temperature during film analysis is a major consideration for accuracy due to t
temperature dependency on the absorption spectrum of Gafchromic film. Figure 2.21
(McLaughlin 1991) shows the shift of the Gafchromic films absorbency spectrum as
temperature is varied. Depending oh the wavelength of analysis a large change in
optical density could be recorded with a change in temperature of thefilm.Temperature
changes for film could be achieved by handling, where thefilmis heated (or cooled) by
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fingers, changes in ambient room temperature (heaters or air conditioners) or by the
heating of the readout system through normal electrical component heating.
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peaks temporarily shift to shorter wavelengths with an increase in temperature. (Adaptable
McLaughlin 1991).
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Figure 2.22 shows the change in optical density at 6 6 0 n m as a function of readout
temperature using the Scanditronix R F A 3 0 0 system. Temperature was measured using
a Fluke thermistor. D u e to this characteristic, the temperature around the densitometer
is constantiy checked during experimental analysis.
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Figure 2.22 : Changes in optical density caused by variation in readout temperature for MD-55-2
Gafchromic film.
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2.6 Metal oxide semiconductorfieldeffect transistor ( M O S F E T )

MOSFET's can be used as online in-vivo skin dosimeters. MOSFET devices consist of
a source (S), drain (D), gate (G) and a substrate (SB). This is shown schematically in
figure 2.23.

The channel region consists of the semiconductor located under the gate which
connects the source and drain. There is a direct relationship between current flowing in
the channel and the applied voltage. MOSFET's can have two classifications depending
on the conduction carrier types flowing in the channel. These being :
i) n-channel or electron conduction
ii) p-channel or hole conduction

They are also described by two mode types:
i) enhancement m o d e where the transistor is normally off,(if V g = 0 then current = 0)
ii) depletion m o d e where the transistor is normally on

Operation for a n-channel enhancement mode MOSFET

If Vg = 0 (the gate voltage), the source-drain current is negligible. (A small amoun
current will flow due to reverse saturation of the p-n junction). W h e n V g > 0 the hole
carriers in the channel are depleted due to the positive gate charge field. However, this
depletion acts as an insulator and the source drain current will still be negligible. W h e n
V g becomes large enough (ie. V g = Vt which is the threshold voltage), a number of
electrons will be attracted to the silicon oxide interface from the silicon source and
drain regions. This will allow a current to flow between the source and drain. A s V
increases so does current flowing to the drain.
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Figure 2.23 : Schematic representation of a M O S F E T radiation dosimeter.
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Figure 2.24 : Interaction processes within a M O S F E T dosimeter produced from ionising radiation.
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Ionising radiation affects

MOSFET's are effected by radiation and thus their performance parameters change.
That is with a shift in the threshold voltage and a decrease in gain. The damage in the
Si02 layer consists of three components :
i) a build up of trapped charge in the oxide
ii) an increase in the number of interface traps
iii) an increase in the number of bulk oxide traps

The process by which this happens is summarised in figure 2.24.

Principle of operation

On exposure, electron-hole pairs are formed in the Si02 oxide layer which is the acti
dosimetric volume. These holes migrate to the silicon oxide interface and are trapped.
The trapped positive charges cause a shift in the threshold voltage. Because of this, a
negative voltage must be applied to the gate to overcome the electric field of the
trapped charges to achieve conduction.

The change in the threshold voltage, AV,, is proportional to the radiation dose
deposited and can be given by
PN

t
AVt==-^

+ g(t)

2-16

£

ox£0

where g(t) = trapped charge leakage, N0 = number of captured holes/cm2 in the silicon
oxide layer, tox = thickness of silicon oxide layer.
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Experimental methods and circuit design

The experimental configuration for the MOSFET used in these experiments consisted
of a n-type M O S F E T device with the Nickel casing removed. This leaves the bare
crystal intact and exposed as shown infigure2.25. W e refer to this state as uncovered.
Only 200 microns of the surface area is the M O S F E T active crystal thus producing a
very small detector. During irradiation the M O S F E T was connected with a 6 V bias
voltage to the drain supplied by a dc battery as shown in figure 2.26. Following
irradiation , the bias voltage is removed and the voltage at V 0 ut is measured.

The MOSFET was placed in a custom made solid water phantom holder through which
a small hole was drilled to accommodate it. Small amounts of wax were placed around
the uncovered M O S F E T to fill any air cavities present around or below the exposed
crystal. A small channel was drilled to accommodate the connecting wires from the
battery/reader and M O S F E T . The reader consisted of a 2540 Keithley electrometer
operating in charge mode. During readout the potential difference between the
M O S F E T ' s gate and substrate was measured. This was performed before and after each
irradiation. The difference in voltage potential is proportional to absorbed dose. The
system is linear to within 1%. M O S F E T ' s experience a decrease in potential difference
across the gate and substrate after each irradiation and thus have a limited lifetime. At
6 V bias voltage, the M O S F E T ' s absorb approximately 50Gy before their response
becomes non-linear. At this level of radiation they are permanently damaged and are
discarded. Radiation doses were measured forfieldsizes ranging from 2 c m x 2 c m to
40cm x 4 0 c m for openfieldand with various beam modifying devices such as block
trays and wedges.
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Figure 2.25 : Schematic representation of an uncovered M O S F E T dosimeter used for surface dose
measurements.
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Figure 2.26: Simplified circuit diagram for our clinical radiation dosimetry system.
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2.7 P h a n t o m materials

Solid water

In radiotherapy the term phantom is used to describe a material and structure which
models the radiation absorption (attenuation) properties of body tissues. Solid water
type W T / S R 6 shown in figure 2.27 is the phantom material mainly used during this
thesis. Solid water w a s initially formulated and produced by the Radiation Physics
Department of St. Bartholomew's Hospital London E C / U K (Constantinou 1978,1982).
It consists of a solid epoxy resin based material with a composition as shown in table
2.2.

Table 2.2: Composition of solid water (type WT/SR 6): Percentage weight of component.

components epoxy CB4 % by mass
MY750 and 40 parts of

80.48

hardener XD716.
polyethylene.

10.00

calcium carbonate.

5.77

PMS

3.75

(pheonolic microspheres)
elements

hydrogen

8.09

carbon

67.22

nitrogen

2.40

oxygen

19.84

calcium

2.32

chloride

0.13

W T / S R 6 solid water's specific gravity is 1.015±0.002 (relative to distilled water at
22°C which has a density of 0.9978 g/cm 3 ). This slightiy higher density of solid water
w a s required in order to match the electron density of water (e/cm 3 ) and to m a k e it
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'volumetrically' equivalent to water so that x-ray transmission through each material
would be the same on a c m per c m basis.

The electron density Ne of water is 3.35 x IO21 e/cm3 (Khan 1984). From this a
relative electron density p"e of a material can be quoted. Water being pew=1.00, solid
water has p " = 1.00, perspex p e w =1.14 and polystyrene p"=1.01. The effective atomic
numbers Zeff of these materials are :- water (Zeff = 7.41), solid water (Zeff = 7.54) ,
perspex (Zeff = 6.46), polystyrene (Zeff = 5.69). Table 2.3 gives results for relative
transmission intensities through solid water type W T / S R 6 compared with water using
x-ray, g a m m a ray and electron beams. The transmission values were recorded at 10cm
for x-rays and at 3 c m for electron beams.

Table 2.3 : Relative transmission values for solid water at various beam energies. Data adapted f
White etal 1989)

Type of energy SSD I' (solid water)/I(water)
1.001+0.001

4 M V x-rays

80
80

1 0 M V x-rays

100

1.002+0.002

1 2 M e V electrons

100

1.031*0.010

1 5 M e V electrons

100

1.028+0.008

2 0 M e V electrons

100

1.037+X).003

Co-60

1.002+0.002
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Figure 2.27: Picture of solid water slab phantom used for the majority of data collection.
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Block trays

Block trays are used to hold lead shielding in position during clinical treatment. A
block trays are 30cm x 30cm to slot into the block tray holder. Four types of block
trays have been investigated in detail. These being,
i) steel honey comb tray. Constructed from steel with a hexagonal pattern with 8 5 % of
surface area open
ii) solid perspex, 0.6cm thickness
iii) solid perspex, 1.0cm thickness
iv) solid lexan, 1.0cm thickness

All four block trays are shown in figure 2.28. The block tray holder is located 65.3
from the source on the accessory mount of the Linac's treatment head. Blocks are
constructed from either 1 0 0 % lead or cerrobend material. They are usually mounted on
top of the block tray although they may hang below the block tray.

Wedges

Wedges are made from steel and are designed to produce isodose lines at 10cm depth of
angles 15°, 30°, 45° and 60° orthogonal to the beams central axis. The wedge
accessory mount is located 55cm from the source. The wedges studied in this thesis
were orthogonal wedges and are shown infigure2.29.
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Figure 2.28 : Picture of the various block tray types used in experiments. They are used clinically for
different treatment setups.
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Head casts

A transparent heat mould material, called 'uvex' is commonly used to make patients'
immobilisation masks, as shown in figure 2.30 This material is m a d e with 2 m m flat
sheets of cellulose acetate which has a relative electron density of 1.146. Therefore the
effective depth of a uvex sheet is 2.3mm.

Elementary data for uvex supplied by the

manufacturer is given in the table 2.4. A s uvex is moulded tofitsnugly around the
patients head, additional material is added to the build up region. This material
thickness changes the radiological depth to the skin surface. Thus larger skin doses are
given due to the build up material. Investigations are performed to ascertain the degree
of increase to skin dose with these materials.

Table 2.4: Composition for uvex material

specific gravity

1.2

chemical composition

C isHoAs

effective atomic number

7.05

relative electron density

1.146

Figure 2.30

Uvex head cast material used clinically to accurately position patients during treatment
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2.8 N e o d y m i u m iron boron lanthanide magnetic deflector

A set of Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) lanthanide ceramic magnets each of
dimension 30cm x 5 c m x 5 c m were placed in a custom made holder tofitdirecdy under
the block tray holder on the accessory mount of the machines head as shown by figure
2.31.

Neodymium Iron Boron alloy rare earth permanent magnets have a magnetic field
strength approximately 16 times greater than iron by weight thus producing a strong
magnetic field from a small volume. The magnetic field strength was measured with a
Hall effect probe. Field sizes up to 3 5 c m x 3 5 c m could be examined without
interference from the supporting frame. The magneticfieldwill sweep contamination
electrons away from the treatment field via the Lorentz force. It was important to m a p
the path of the swept electrons to ensure their path or magnitude could not accidentally
expose the patient in a non treatment zone.

Figure 2.31: Neodymium Iron Boron electron deflector mounted on the treatment head of the linear accelerator
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2.9 M o n t e Carlo techniques

Monte Carlo calculated are used in radiotherapy applications to simulate the
interactions of x-rays and electrons in matter such as human tissue or equivalent
mediums. Monte Carlo can directly simulate the physical processes which occur such
as photoelectric effect, Compton scattering or pair production and the particle transport
occurring from such interactions. Simulations of dose deposition in the build up region
of megavoltage photon .beams has been performed to analyse the photon in phantom
component. Electron contamination has not been simulated using geometric sources of
the electron contamination sites. This work has been performed elsewhere using the
B E A M code (Rogers 1993).

Physical processes and assumptions

Photon transport

Monte Carlo models a photon beam as a large but finite number of discrete events.
meanfreepath of a photon in a medium is expressed as

A = - ^ -

2-17

where M = molecular weight of the medium, N A = Avogadro's number, p = mass
density of medium, a = cross section per molecule.

The number of mean free paths N^ between two points x0 and X! is given by

N

=?J?L

A

JAW

2-18
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The Monte Carlo code generally simulates afinitenumber of homogeneous region in
which X has a given value. Interaction processes modelled include, photoelectric effect,
Compton effect, pair production, Thomson scattering, Rayleigh scattering, nuclear
photoelectric effect and triplet production. The relative probabilities of each interaction
are taken into account to produce thefinalinteraction process.

Electron transport

A simple Monte Carlo approach to energy deposition of electrons is to use a total
stopping power to determine the energy lost along an electron step, and a multiple
scattering theory to define the scattering angle. This method assumes a continuous
slowing d o w n approximation in which the energy losses of the electrons are
continuous. In reality, the energy loss per unit distance varies and the stopping power
represents the average energy loss. This fluctuation is known as energy loss straggling
and a correction can be incorporated to account for this.

A path length correction is also incorporated into the simulation to account for
differences in distance and displacement for the travelling electron. This effect is small
if the electron step size is small.

The electron gamma shower code (EGS4)

The EGS4 system contains two main components (Nelson et al 1985). These being the
P E G S 4 pre-processor and the E G S 4 simulation code. P E G S 4 creates data sets for each
element, compound or mixture used in the simulation. This data is read by the H A T C H
routine in the E G S 4 code. The user is responsible for writing the M A I N , H O W F A R
and A U S G A B routines. These three components form the user code. M A I N includes
such parameters as media type, particle parameters energy cut offs and simulation
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geometry. Using H A T C H to transfer data from P E G S 4 , M A I N repeatedly calls
S H O W E R to simulate particle transport. H O W F A R is used to determine the distance
to the next medium boundary along the current path and A U S G A B is used to score the
energy and other parameters of interest.

EGS4 electron transport and PRESTA

The EGS4 code groups small collisions together and large collisions are treated
individually using differential cross-sections. The user can control the implementation
of these two processes. A E represents the low energy threshold for discrete electron
collisional losses (delta ray production) and can be set to the required level. A P
represents the low energy threshold for discrete electron radiative losses
(Bremsstrahlung) and can be set to the required level. For simulations at megavoltage
therapeutic energies, energy cut-offs of lOkeV for A P and 521keV for A E is sufficient
for high accuracy without impractical time constraints. E C U T represents the charged
particle low energy cut-off (energy deposited locally below this value) P C U T represents
the photon low energy cut-off (energy deposited locally below this value).

Normally ECUT is chosen so that the range of the electron with energy ECUT is a
small proportion of the minimum scoring region. P C U T is normally chosen to be a
value similar to E C U T or less due to the photons attenuation properties. The values of
E C U T and P C U T are set when the P E G S 4 data is created however their values can be
increased when the simulation is run.

ESTEP represents the maximum fraction of energy lost during each electron step due
continuous energy losses. The larger E S T E P , the fewer steps will be performed per
electron. Using a high E S T E P value can underestimate the electron path length per step
and the electron is transported further than in reality.
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The parameter reduced electron step transport algorithm ( P R E S T A ) is used to
dynamically select the appropriate step length for quicker simulations without losing
accuracy. It consists of a n e w path length correction based on Moliere multiple
scattering theory, a lateral correlation algorithm ( L C A ) which accounts for lateral
movement of electrons during larger E S T E P sizes and a boundary crossing algorithm
( B C A ) when multiple scattering theory is compromised crossing from one material into
another. P R E S T A in this situation reduces the electron step size near a boundary and
then increases the size again after crossing.
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Chapter 3 Results and discussion

3. 1 Ion chamber measurements

Rationale - Central axis input data is needed to be collected for use in the emp
model outlined in chapter 4.

Mini methods

Measurements were taken on the central axis of the x-ray beam in a flat solid wa
phantom. The chambers were connected via a triaxial cable to a Keithley electrometer
at 300V bias voltage. The source surface distance (SSD) was kept to 100cm via the use
of horizontal side wall lasers. To achieve a constant S S D thin solid water slabs were
taken from underneath the chamber and placed on top so as to maintain a constant SSD.
Results were measured forfieldsizes between 5cm x 5cm and 40cm x 40cm in 5cm
increments.

Dose build-up curves

(i) Beam energy

A comparison of dose build up curves for energies, 1.25MeV gamma rays from a
Cobalt-60 source, 4 M V x-rays, 6 M V x-rays, and 1 8 M V x-rays is given in figure 3.1.
All beams were measured with a 10cm x 10cm field size using an Attix ion chamber.
The cobalt-60 beams S S D was 80cm and all others were 100cm.
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Figure 3.1: Increases in energy extends the build upregionfor megavoltage photon beams. The position
of 0^ increases from 3mm ^OT cobalt-60 up to 33mm for 18MV photons.
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The build up depth for cobalt-60 was measured as 3 m m . Three distinguishable features
concerning dose build up characteristics are noticeable in this graph. The depth of
m a x i m u m dose increases with energy. The position of d m a x ranges from 3 m m for
cobalt-60 up to 3 3 m m for 1 8 M V x-rays. This is directly related to the effective range
of the secondary electrons produced by the interaction of the primary x-rays. The mean
energy of cobalt-60 is 1.25MeV. In,a 180° forwardly scattered Compton interaction,
the m a x i m u m kinetic energy of the released electron would be 0.632MeV. This
corresponds to a range of 2.2mm in water. Similarly, the mean energy of a 1 8 M V x-ray
beam is approximately 6 M e V . In the same reaction process the range of the scattered
electron would be approximately 3 1 m m . These values are closely related to the depth
of d m ax for these x-ray beam energies. Ranges were determined using a low energy
range equation (Siegbahn 1963).

For a 10cm x 10cm field size surface dose was measured as 24% of maximum for
cobalt-60 and decreases with increasing x-ray energy (eg. 1 4 % for 1 8 M V ) . This effect
is due to a combination of changes due to photon phantom scatter and electron
contamination generated by different sites above the phantom and will be discussed in
more detail in the following sections. The increase in surface dose with lower energy
(i.e. 4 M V and 6 M V ) seems to be predominantly due to the increased production of low
energy electron contamination from the air column directiy above the patient. Finally
the dose gradient from the surface through to d m a x decreases with increasing energy.
Within the first 1 m m the dose gradients range is from 5 0 % / m m to 1 5 % / m m from
cobalt-60 to 1 8 M V x-rays. This is directiy related to the range of secondary electrons
produced within the phantom and their energy deposition. The data in this region is of
importance especially in areas such as the treatment of breast and head/neck tumours
where there is a requirement to keep the near surface dose reasonably high to reduce the
risk of cancer recurrence in the superficial layer of skin.
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(ii) Field size

Figure 3.2 demonstrates the percentage dose build up effect for 6MV x-ray open beams
asfieldsize is varied between 10cm x 10cm and 4 0 c m x 40cm. Results are measured
with the Attix chamber at 100cm SSD. Surface dose and dose build up increases with
field size. Surface dose ranges from 1 6 % of m a x i m u m at 10cm x 10 cm, to 4 2 % of
m a x i m u m at 4 0 c m x 4 0 c m field sizes respectively. A s mentioned in chapter 1, two
contributions to dose build up are photon interactions within the phantom and electron
contamination due to photon interactions outside the phantom. A s shown previously in
figure 1.2 the flattening filters shape is concave rising to a point at the centre. This
spreads the x-rays into a flat beam but also produces a spectrum of different energy
contamination electrons across it. Contamination produced from the flattening filter
and ionisation chambers in the accelerator head will inherently be in every beam from
the smallerfieldsizes to the largerfieldsizes. Note that most contamination produced
above the jaws will be stopped by the jaws w h e n they are in a small field size
configuration. However as the field size is increased three effects occur:

i) the upper surface of the jaws allows more contamination produced in areas of the
flatteningfilter,mirror and ionisation chambers to pass through
ii) a greater surface area of the sides of the jaws presents itself to the beam. Extra focal
photons in particular m a y interact with these surfaces causing electron contamination
iii) the air volume exposed to x-rays increases and therefore increases the probability of
electron contamination being produced

Thus as field size is increased the near surface dose increases.
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Figure 3.2: Dose build up characteristics change significantly withfieldsize. This is mainly due to the
effects of electron contamination produced in the treatment head of the machine and within the air
column above the phantom.
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Another feature not easily distinguishable from figure 3.2 is that the position of d m a x
decreases with increasingfieldsize. .This region has a small dose gradient and slight
changes in dose deposition will effect the position of d m a x . With the increase in field
size a relative increase in the electron contamination component with a range capable of
reaching near d m a x is produced. This in turn deposits more dose just before the d m a x
position bringing the position of d m a x closer to the surface. The position of d m a x is
1 5 m m for a 10cm x 10cmfield.This reduces to 1 1 m m for a 40cm x 40cm field.

(iii) Beam modifying devices

Beam modifying devices such as perspex block trays inherently change the dose build
up region. Figure 3.3 shows the percentage dose build up for a 6 M V beam with and
without block trays in the beam for a 10cm x 10cm and 30cm x 30cmfieldrespectively.
Data for different block tray types, steel honeycomb and solid 6 m m perspex are shown.
Results show an increase in surface and build up dose with the introduction of both
block trays, however perspex has a more significant effect. Surface doses normalised to
D m a x for the steel block tray ranged from 15.9% to 45.6% from 10 x 10cm to 4 0 c m x
40cm. For perspex block trays, these values ranged from 17.8% to 57.4% from 10cm x
10cm to 40cm x 40cmfieldsizes.

Dose delivered to the surface and at 1mm depth are important sites in terms of skin
reactions within the basal cell and dermal layer. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the increase in
surface dose withfieldsize for various types of block trays at 6 M V . A n important
feature is that the steel honeycomb block tray has a small effect on the dose to the
surface/basal cell layer. Increases in surface dose produced by the introduction of a
1 0 m m perspex block tray range from 1 % for a 5 c m x 5 c mfieldup to 2 1 % for a 4 0 c m x
40 c m field. Similar dose increases are seen at 1 m m depth as shown in figure 3.5. At
this depth, the increases range from 3 % for a 5 c m x 5 c m field up to 1 7 % at 4 0 c m x
40cm field size.
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Figure 3.3: Block trays can significantly increase the dose in the build up region due to the product
extra electron contamination. The effect is minimal for the steel honeycomb design block trays and
largest for 6mm perspex trays.
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Figure 3.4: Surface dose increases withfieldsize and with the use of block trays. Increases from 1 0 % at
5cm x 5cm field size up to 6 0 % at 40cm x 40cmfieldsize with a 10mm perspex block tray are seen.
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Figure 3.5 : Increases in dose are seen at 1 m m depth which is in the dermal region with field size and the
use of block trays. Increases from 4 0 % at 5cm x 5cmfieldsize up to 8 5 % at 40cm x 40cm field size with
a 1 0 m m perspex block tray are seen.
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Block trays absorb and produce electron contamination w h e n exposed to x-ray
radiation. Electron contamination produced within the head must pass through the block
tray before reaching and interacting with the phantom. L o w energy electrons will be
absorbed and higher energy electrons will be attenuated to varying degrees. Electrons
are also produced and scattered towards the phantom by the interactions of the x-rays.
Changes in percentage dose build up due to the block tray were obtained by subtracting
experimental openfieldresults from the respective block tray results. Differences seen
are due to the introduction of the beam modifying device.

Figure 3.6 shows the additional dose produced by the 6mm perspex block tray and the
steel honeycomb tray at 10cm x 10cm and 30cm x 30cm field sizes. Results show an
increase in contamination in the build up region from the introduction of the perspex
block trays however a negligible effect was seen with the steel honeycomb tray. The
steel honeycomb block tray has virtually no effect on the percentage dose in the build
up region due to its open design with 8 5 % of its surface area being open. The steel
with a relatively high atomic number also acts to some degree as an electron filter with
no measurable increase in electron production compared to its absorption. The perspex
tray due to its low atomic number however produces a spectrum of electrons which
deposit their dose at various depths. Comparison of the shape of the curves asfieldsize
changes give some indication of the homogeneity of electron energies produced and
absorbed as field size increases. The shape is consistent with a peak somewhere
between 0 m m and 2 m m (recorded at 1 m m ) followed by a gradual drop off. The block
tray is homogeneous and would produce similar contamination throughout its whole
area. Thus the increase seen with field size is comparatively linear with field size
increase.
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Figure 3.6 : Change in percentage dose seen with the introduction of a 6 m m perspex block tray and a
steel honeycomb tray in the build up region. Maximum change in build up dose is seen at 1mm depth.
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Another commonly used beam modifying device is a physical wedge made from steel
or lead. This is designed to skew the isodose curves of an x-ray beam and thus can be
used to compensate for a patient's sloping external contour or to compensate for angled
wedge pairs. These wedges are constructed from either steel or lead. The effect of
placing a 15° wedge in a 6 M V beam is shown infigure3.7. Percentage dose build up
curves for the central axis are shown for field sizes of 7 c m x 7cm, 14cm x 14cm and
20cm x 20cm. Percentage surface doses were 10.8%, 17.1% and 22.6% respectively
showing a decrease in percentage dose from open fields. Similar results are seen for
other wedge angles up to 60° which is the largest attainable.

Figure 3.8 demonstrates the change in percentage surface dose across the wedge face
for 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° wedges with a 5cm x 5 c mfieldsize normalised to 1 0 0 % at d m a x
on the central axis. These results were measured using the Markus chamber with the
Rawlinson correction applied to the results. The Markus chamber was used to increase
spatial resolution in the profile. It is recognised that these penumbral results are not
corrected due to thefinitesize of the Markus chamber (Metcalfe et al 97) however a
correction was not applied as this was not the primary concern of this report. The
predominant effect here is the elimination and production of n e w electron
contamination by the 'secondary' x-rays produced by the wedge.
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Figure 3.7 : Percentage build up dose with a 15° wedge. The wedge reduces the percentage dose in the
build up region by partial removal of electron contamination produced in the treatment head of the
accelerator.
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Figure 3.8 : Surface dose profiles across a field for a 15° wedge. Larger percentage surface doses are
measured on the thin side of the wedge. (Normalised to 100% at dmax.)
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Wedges produce a 'decontamination' effect or effectively reduce the percentage dose in
the build up region compared to open fields. Figure 3.9 shows the 'decontamination'
percentage dose which is the reductions in percentage dose produced by wedged beams.
These were obtained by subtracting experimental openfieldresults from the respective
wedge field results. Results show a change in percentage surface dose of - 1 % , - 4 % and
-4.5% for 7 c m x 7 c m , 14cm x 14cm and 2 0 c m x 2 0 c m field sizes respectively. A s
field size increases, a larger proportion of electron contamination is absorbed by the
wedge as shown by the increase in decontamination with field size, especially in the
region from 0 - 6 m m depth. Results are quoted here only on the central axis but a
difference in percentage doses over the profile as the amount of wedged material
changes along the incident ray off axis was also observed. There are two possible
reasons:

i) the hardening of the x-ray beam where lower energy photons are absorbed increasing
the electron range
ii) the wedge absorbs electron contamination produced inside the treatment head
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Figure 3.9 : Change in percentage dose seen with the introduction of a 15° wedge in the build up region.
Maximum change in build up dose is seen at approximately 2-4mm depth.
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3.2 Differentiation of photon in-phantom scatter and electron contamination.

Monte Carlo modelling

Contamination free dose calculations were performed by simulating beams incident on
a water phantom using the E G S 4 Monte Carlo dose calculation code. A 6 M V beam
spectrum which had been tested and matched our data in the depth dose region to
within 2 % at all depths was employed. The spectrum was originally generated from
M o h a n 1985. Monte Carlo dose calculations were performed on an I B M compatible
P C using the E G S 4 user code. The extension X Y Z D O S was utilised where parameters
such as beam spectrum, phantom material and voxel size could be defined. Primary
and back scatter dose was scored together. Voxel sizes were defined according to field
size in each of the simulations, for example, 2 c m x 2 c m x 0.05cm for a 10cm x 10cm
field size. Larger voxels were used for largerfieldsizes. Results quoted are the
percentage doses at depth along a perpendicular line from the central axis at the surface
and averaged over the voxel size used. P R E S T A was employed and 20 million histories
with E-step set at 1%, were scored in each case. Subtraction of Monte Carlo data from
experimental data to produce the contamination components was considered reasonable
and has been performed previously (Harper etal 91). However as beam data generated
from Monte Carlo was to be subtracted from experimental data, careful validation of
the results by other purely experimental methods were undertaken.

Figure 3.10 shows the percentage dose build up curves normalized to 100% at dmax fo
Monte Carlo E G S 4 , contaminationfreebeams at 6 M V energy using Mohan's spectrum
(1985). Field sizes from 10cm x 10cm to 40cm x 40cm are shown. The position of
dmax changes by about 1 m m , but this is a low dose gradient and does not affect the
normalisation. Voxels in each case were 0.5mm thick and had a surface area of
approximately one quarter of the beam size
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Figure 3.10 : Monte Carlo generated 'pure' photon beams using a 6 M V spectrum to match our linear
accelerators depth dose. Only small differences were seen in the build up dose as field size was varied
from 10cm x 10cm up to 40cm x 40cm.
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at central axis. Results show slight differences in percentage dose build up as field size
is changed. Surface and near surface doses where comparatively similar for all field
sizes. Statistical errors for Monte Carlo simulations where approximately ± 2 % .

Figure 3.11 shows the electron contamination dose produced by open fields at various
field sizes as derived from Monte Carlo and experimental results. The Monte Carlo inphantom photon dose build up is subtracted from experimental results atfieldsizes
between 1 0 c m x 10cm and 4 0 c m x 4 0 c m to estimate the level of contamination
produced inside the treatment head and the air column. Surface dose contributions
normalised to D m a x for electron contamination range from 11.4% to 37.4% for 10cm x
10cm to 4 0 c m x 4 0 c mfieldsizes respectively. The electron contamination is produced
from x-ray interactions with material in the beams path outside of the phantom. From
the surface, a steep reduction in contamination dose is seen to the levels of
approximately 8 % of D m a x at 4 m m depth. Close coincidence from 4 m m to d m a x for
most field sizes is seen. There m a y be a small amount of dose included in the
subtraction due to extra focal scattered photons. The random directional changes set for
the incident photons in the Monte Carlo model m a y account for some but not all of this
effect.

Extrapolation methods

TLD methods

Direct verification of electron contamination components was performed using two
different methods. Firstly, electron contamination percentage dose was measured with
the use of T L D extrapolation. A thin strip of glad wrap was used to suspend the
extrapolation TLD's at the central axis of the beam at 100cm S S D to isolate them from
any scatter material. Doses were measured within each T L D chip and results were
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Figure 3.11: Electron contamination produced by the treatment head and air column for open fields at
6MV energy. The contamination level at the surface constitute the majority of dose deposition.
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extrapolated back to zero thickness to eliminate the scatter component produced within
each T L D . Results were also measured with various thicknesses of plastic sheets below
the T L D to enable extrapolation to zero thickness of supporting material.

Attix chamber

Secondly a comparative measure was used with the Attix chamber suspended in the
beam without any other scatter material around it. Charge was measured starting from
a small field size which covered the whole chamber. Results at depth were measured
by placing pieces of cellulose acetate the same size as the chamber above it. Results at
largerfieldsizes were then compared to the smaller field size results. Increases seen
above the small field size results would be almost entirely due to electron
contamination minus a small amount from scattered x-rays from outside the phantom
and the chamber. However, as the dimension of the chamber remains constant ie. no
more scattering medium, the increase due to scatter which occurs should result in a
negligible increase in collection.

Figure 3.12 compares the variation in electron contamination measured using Monte
Carlo methods and validated by suspended Attix chamber experimental procedures as
mentioned above. Results are shown for the extra dose build up produced by increasing
thefieldsize from initially 10cm x 10cm, up to 30cm x 30cm and also from 10cm x
10cm up to 4 0 c m x 40cm. Changes in surface dose contamination levels are 2 0 % , 1 9 %
and 2 6 % , 2 5 % respectively forfieldsize changes of 10cm x 10cm to 30cm x 30cm and
10cm x 10cm to 4 0 c m x 40cm respectively.
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Figure 3.12 : Experimental verification of the electron contamination component of openfieldphoton
beams.
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Suspended T L D extrapolation at the surface measuring electron contamination
produced results of 29% ± 3% and 37% ±3% for 30cm x 30cm and 40cm x 40cm field
sizes respectively showing close coincidence with Monte Carlo results. These two
results, suspended TLD and chamber methods seem to validate the results obtained by

subtraction of Monte Carlo simulated data from experimental data to obtain the elect
contamination components.
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3.3 Angle of incidence effect

Rationale - As beams often enter the patient at an oblique angle, the surface dose
enhancement due to this effect was studied.

Chamber angular response

A detector with a low inherent angular response is required to avoid the chamber
response adding to the true angular dose enhancement. The angular dependence of the
Attix parallel plate ionisation chamber was tested in a cylindrical solid water slab
phantom at a depth of 7.5cm. The chamber was placed at the centre of the cylinder.
The beam was rotated through various angles of incidence to the chamber with the
distance to the centre of the chamber remaining 7.5cm. Dose variation for the beam
normalized to 1 0 0 % at normal incidence was 2 % between 0° and 75°. Corrections
were applied for this slight over response. The Attix chamber results were compared to
T L D extrapolation for verification and results showed a match within ± 2.5% over all
data points collected for both Attix and T L D . Results reported are restricted to angles
equal to or less than 75°.

Figure 3.13 shows the way in which results were taken and depth measured. The
chamber was continually placed on the central axis of the beam at depth thus the
position of the chamber followed the beams central axis as angle was varied. The depth
quoted was the perpendicular depth ( m m ) or the thickness of solid water placed on top
of the chamber. Results are quoted as perpendicular depth, instead of radiological
depth along the beam ray (ie. xsecO), as the former relates to the depth in a patient's
skin and subcutaneous tissue. Thus giving a direct comparison to dose at depth in
tissue. Results were measured for angles from 0° to 75° incidence. Angle of incidence
is defined as the angle subtended by the beam from a normally incident beam
perpendicular to the surface.
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Figure 3.13 : Definition of experimental procedure for measurement of dose at varying beam angle of
incidence. The chamber was continually placed on the central axis of the beam whilst depth was quoted
as the perpendicular depth to the chamber.
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Dose versus angle with energy

The majority of dose deposited on the patients skin is due to electron contamination at
normal incidence from therapeutic radiotherapy (Biggs et al 1983, 1979, Fiorino et al
1992). At depth, the balancetipsback towards phantom scatter, with this component
eventually becoming the predominant dose depositor. At oblique incidence, the
percentage dose results show a similar scenario but the in-phantom photon component
at the surface and near surface increases due to the Compton scattering of tissue
electrons. Figure 3.14 shows dose versus angle at the surface for different energies
ranging from Cobalt-60 up to 1 8 M V x-rays. Results are normalised to 1 0 0 % at the
surface for a 0° incident beam.

Results show that the angle of incidence effect decreases with increasing energy. This
can be explained if the Klein-Nishina scattering theory is applied to Compton
interactions. This theory predicts an increase in forward scattered photons with an
increase in energy. Thus a greater percentage of photons would be forward scattered in
higher energy beams. Hence, when a high energy beam is incident at an angle there is
less probability that a side scattered photon will make its w a y back to the surface to
create an electron to deposit dose. This in turn inhibits the increase in dose with beam
angle for higher energy beams. Conversely at lower energies such as Cobalt-60 the
production of side scattered photons is greater. This acts to increase the dose with an
increase in incident beam angle.
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Figure 3.14 : Incident angle effect for various photon beam energies. With all energies, the percentage
surface dose increases with incident beam angle.
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Dose versus angle withfieldsize

Figure 3.15 shows dose versus angle at the surface as measured by the Attix chamber i
a solid water slab phantom for a 6 M V x-ray beam with varying field sizes from 5cm x
5cm to 40cm x 40cm. Results are normalised to 1 0 0 % at the surface for 0° incidence.
The angular response on the Attix chamber at the surface here is assumed to be
negligible. At the surface, the relative proportions of electron contamination, secondary
photons and electrons are different to that of a depth of 7.5cm. However, the Attix
chambers negligible front window thickness and solid water design, w e feel makes it
the most adequate detector for these measurements. Results show a non linear increase
in dose with angle where the percentage dose increases more dramatically with larger
angles. A s field size increases, surface dose increases mainly due to the increase in
electron contamination produced by more of the Flattening filter, ionisation chambers,
collimators and air column being in the x-ray beam (Johns and Cunningham 1983,
Khan 1984). Percentage surface dose for a 10cm x 10cmfieldsize on a 6 M V Clinac is
1 6 % of D m a x whereas for a 40cm x 4 0 c m field size this increased to 4 2 % of D m a x .
Dose at angle increased at everyfieldsize. Percentage dose (relative to 1 0 0 % , 0°
incidence) of 2 8 0 % was seen for 10cm x 10cmfieldsize at 75° whilst for 40cm x 40cm
percentage dose of 1 5 7 % was recorded at 75°.

The percentage dose increases for 10cm x 10cm, 20cm x 20cm, 30cm x 30cm and
40cm x 40cm fields relative to their o w n D m a x values at the surface for 60° angle of
incidence were 13.4%, 14.4%, 14.4% and 14.3% respectively giving a relatively
constant increase in percentage dose independent of field size. Initial surface doses for
normally incident beams ranged from 1 6 % to 4 2 % of D m a x or 10cm x 10cm to 40cm x
40cm fields. Thus showing the larger proportional percentage increase at small field
sizes where the angular effect becomes more substantial.
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Figure 3.15: Incident angle effect on surface dose for 6 M V photons at variousfieldsizes. Smaller fields
produce a larger percentage increase in surface dose at oblique angles.
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Dose versus angle with depth

Figure 3.16 shows the angular response at different depths in solid water and with
overlying cellulose acetate and O R F T T head cast material. Data was measured with the
Attix chamber in a 6 M V x-ray 10cm x 10cmfieldsize. Shown are results for surface,
l m m and 5 m m solid water plus 2.3mm effective depth in cellulose acetate and 3 m m
O R F I T head cast materials. Normalised to 1 0 0 % at 0° incidence, percentage dose
results at 60° incidence are 1 8 5 % at surface, 1 4 7 % at l m m , 1 1 2 % at 5 m m and 132%,
1 4 1 % under Cellulose acetate and O R F I T head cast material respectively. The resultant
percentage increase in dose at depth is much less substantial than at the surface. This is
important to note for head cast material and the treatment of head/neck patients. In this
region, large oblique angles exist on the patients surface due to the extreme curvature
and shape of the patients head and neck. All angles between 0° and 90° would be seen.
The patients skin dose will already be higher due to the 2.3mm of overlaying head cast
material above them but there is not as substantial a percentage increase in dose due to
the angular effect at this depth as at the surface.

Figure 3.17 shows the percentage depth dose build up curves for a 6MV beam at 100cm
S S D 10cm x 10cm field size as angle is varied. Results are normalised to 1 0 0 % at
Dmax- Results show an increase in percentage dose at the surface and in the dose build
up region as angle is increased, note also a reduced depth of D m a x . Percentage doses
normalised to D m a x at the surface for angles ranging from 0° to 60° were 1 6 % to 2 9 %
respectively. This shows an almost doubling in percentage surface dose from 0° to 60°
angle of incidence. Over this range of angles the position of D m a x moved closer to the
surface by 4 m m from 1 4 m m to 10mm. Figure 3.18 shows similar results as in figure
3.17 but for a 40cm x 40cmfieldsize. Surface doses at angles ranging from 0° to 60°
were 4 2 % to 5 7 % of D m a x respectively. The position of D m a x was reduced by 3 m m
from 1 2 m m to 9 m m at thisfieldsize.
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Figure 3.16: Incident angle effect on dose at various depths for a 10cm x 10cm field size, 6 M V photons.
The percentage dose increases to a lesser extent at depth.
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Figure 3.17 : Percentage dose build up for 6 M V photons at 10cm x 10cmfieldsize at various incident
angles. Dose in the entire build up region increases with increasing angle of incidence.
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Figure 3.18 : Percentage dose build up for 6 M V photons at 40cm x 40cmfieldsize at various incident
angles. Dose in the entire build upregionincreases with increasing angle of incidence.
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By subtracting the percentage dose build up curve for a 0° angle of incidence beam
from the oblique incidence beam the percentage dose build up increase due to angle of
incidence is obtained. This is given in figure 3.19 for 6 M V x-ray beams at oblique
incidence for a 10cm x 10cm field size. The results show an increase in percentage
difference from the surface to l-2mm then a decrease up to approximately 1 2 m m where
the results align. Percentage dose differences at the surface ranging from 15° to 60
were 1 % to 13.5% respectively. Figure 3.20 shows the differences at 40cm x 40cm
field size. The results show a decrease from surface to a depth of approximately 1 0 m m
where the results align. Percentage differences in surface dose for angle ranging from
15° to 60 were 1.5% to 14.5%. These percentage differences at the surface are
relatively field size independent but at depth differences vary with field size. The
relative independence offieldsize on the angle of incidence effect points towards the
negligible influence of electron contamination produced outside the phantom. T o
ascertain the validity of this assertion, Monte Carlo simulations of obliquely incident
beams were performed. A n x-ray beam with initial spectrum as described by M o h a n et
al (1985) was simulated to model a pure beam with no electron contamination at
various angles of incidence.

Figure 3.21 shows the percentage dose build up for Monte Carlo simulations of a 10cm
x 10cmfieldof 6 M V x-rays were set incident with an angle of 0° and 45° respectively.
The curves only represent photon in-phantom dose, ie. defined here as a pure beam
where a pure beam has no contamination component produced outside the phantom.
Dose due to primary and back scatter photons are combined to give results shown.
Results show an increase in percentage dose in the build up region as angle of incidence
is increased. Surface dose for the 0° beam was 4.5% whilst for the 45° beam it was
11%.
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Figure 3.19 : Change in percentage dose in the build up region at 10cm x 10cmfieldsize associated with
the change in angle of incidence.
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Figure 3.20: Change in percentage dose in the build up region at 40cm x 40cmfieldsize associated with
the change in angle of incidence.
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Figure 3.21: Monte Carlo simulations of dose build up for a 6 M V photon beam at 0° and 45° angle of
incidence at 10cm x 10cm field size.
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Figure 3.22 shows a comparison of the percentage dose differences between the Monte
Carlo results and the experimental results at 0° and 45°. This was achieved by the
subtraction of the 0° incident percentage dose build up from the 45° build up to produce
the two curves shown. W h e n the 0° percentage depth dose results were subtracted
from the 45° results a close match was found to experimental results using the same
parameters. This indicated that the increase in percentage dose in the build up region
was mainly caused by electrons set in motion by in-phantom photon scatter effects and
that electron contamination did not contribute significantly. Suggested reasons for this
are as follows
i) the electron contamination component peaks at the surface and decreases in its
contribution at depth due to absorption by thetissue.For a 10cm x 10cm field size the
contribution to percentage dose is approximated 1 0 % and falls to 2 % at 5 m m depth.
This 2 % is only a small fraction of dose deposited there and thus not effectively seen in
results as compared to the change in dose due to in-phantom scatter effects.

ii) due to the dose deposition path of low energy electrons, the initial angle of incide
of the electron contamination is so broad and varied that it does not play a major role in
altering dose with change in incident angle.
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Figure 3.22 : Percentage dose differences measured between 0° and 45° angle of incidence,
experimentally and with Monte Carlo generated results at 10cm x 10cm field size.
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3.4 Source surface distance (SSD)

Radiotherapy treatments are not always performed at 100cm SSD. Isocentric
treatments are often used. Isocentric treatments usually consist of several fields
matched to a fixed centre of rotation (isocentre). Usually this point is located within the
patient. D u e to overlayingtissuethis means the S S D m a y be typically less than 100cm
eg. 80cm if there is 2 0 c m of tissue between the isocentre and the patients skin surface.

Sometimes extended SSD treatments are used. These produce a larger field size than
physically possible at 100cm SSD. Experiments have been performed to ascertain the
S S D dependence of build up dose with variations in parameters such as field size and
with the use of block trays. SSD's ranging from 80cm up to 120cm have been studied.

Figure 3.23 shows build up dose for a 10cm x 10cm field size (at the isocentric
position) with varying S S D from 80cm up to 120cm. Only a slight difference is seen in
all dose build up curves with the largest differences being near the surface which is
approximately 2 % when all beams are normalized to 1 0 0 % at their respective D m a x
values. This is shown infigure3.24. This result is similar in magnitude for all field
sizes up to 4 0 c m x 4 0 c m for open fields. The fact that field size is quoted at the
isocentre (ie. collimator jaws remain unchanged) would explain the closeness of the
build up dose. The area inside the treatment head which produces and allows electron
contamination to escape remains constant as the S S D is varied. Electron contamination
is mostly produced by the photon interactions within the treatment head and the air
column. Head produced electrons m a y be of relatively high energy (ie. range up to
1 5 m m in water). Thus when these electrons are required to travel 10cm more or 10cm
less in air, it will not change their range in the phantom by a sizeable amount.

The

inverse square law for radiation divergence is not exact for electrons due to the
isotropic nature of their production but can be considered as a reasonable
approximation for photons.
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Figure 3.23 : Percentage dose build up for 6 M V photons at 10cm x 10cm isocentricfieldsize as SSD is
varied form 80cmto120cm. No significant difference in build up dose was measured.
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Figure 3.24: Change in percentage dose compared to 100cm SSD results for a 10cm x 10cmfieldsize.
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The inverse square law for x-ray beams is not expected to produce a significant effect
compared to electron contamination in build up dose for varying S S D treatments. The
amount of electrons produced by the air column irradiated by the beam varies with
SSD. A s will be shown later the most significant air volume for the production of
electron contamination is the last 20cm above the patient. Thus if the S S D is increased
the volume of air irradiated increases which in turn will produce an increase in the
production of low energy electron contamination. Similarly a smaller air column is
irradiated for smaller SSD's. These differences are small, ie. for a 10cm x 10cm field
only the outer 1 0 % of the air volume will change with a S S D change of 10cm. It is
shown experimentally by the closeness of build up dose for varying SSD's that these
two effects produce a negligible impact on the build up dose relative to D m a x for 6 M V
photons as they cancel each other out.

In contrast, with the introduction of block trays and blocks to the photon beam a
considerable variation in build up dose is seen with varying SSD. Figure 3.25 shows
build up dose for a 4 0 c m x 4 0 c mfieldsize as a function of S S D which is varied from
80cm up to 120cm with a 6 m m perspex block tray. Surface dose differences of 2 1 % of
m a x i m u m dose can be seen as S S D is varied from 80cm to 120cm. The variations are
shown in figure 3.26 where dose differences for a 10cm x 10cm field is seen. These
results point towards the measurable difference in low energy electron contamination
produced by the perspex block tray being recorded at different SSD's. The 4 0 c m x
40cmfieldsize has a larger dose effect than the smaller fields eg. 10cm x 10cm as the
volume of block tray irradiated is larger. A s these electrons have a large angular
distribution it is hypothesised that their dose contribution decreases quite considerably
with increasing SSD.
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Figure 3.25: Percentage dose build up for 6 M V photons at 40cm x 40cm (for 100cm SSD)fieldsize with

a 6mm perspex block tray as SSD is varied form 80cm to 120cm. Large differences a
range and spread of electron contamination produced by the block tray.
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Figure 3.26 : Change in percentage dose compared to 100cm SSD results for a 40cm x 40cm field
sizeior a 6mm perspex block tray.
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3.5 Patient geometry

Patient geometry can influence the amount of scatter material around a certain point,
that could in turn influence the dose to that point. Geometry is also associated with
changing angle of incidence and the source surface distance when dealing directly with
patients. A n example would be a breast treatment where a lack of scatter due to the
patients geometry would be present. This is however offset in part with associated
changes in angle of beam incidence around the curvature and a change in S S D at
different positions in thefieldas well.

Lack of scatter

The effect of patient geometry or 'lack of scatter' was studied in the build up regio
especially the first few millimetres for slab phantoms at 0° incidence. Experiments
were performed by reducing the size of a rectangular phantom to remove the side
scatter component of dose in the build up region. This was performed with a wood
phantom that could be chopped into pieces as side scatter material. Solid water was
placed over the chamber to simulate depth. The Attix chamber was used to measure
surface and build up dose. Table 3.1 shows results for surface dose for a 10cm x 10cm
and a 3 0 c m x 30cmfieldsize for various phantom sizes ranging from 3 0 c m x 30cm to
5cm x 5cm. Negligible differences in dose were observed.
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Table 3.1: Phantom geometry effects on surface dose using Attix chamber.

phantom size

field

size
10cm x 10cm

field

size
30cm x 30cm

(Cm)

(%OfDmax)

(% Of Dmax)

5

16 ±1

37±1

10

16

37

20

16

37

16

37

30

.

Lateral electron disequilibrium seems not to interfere with build up dose for the
phantom sizes studied. The lack of side scatter also has a negligible effect on the dose
deposition of electron contamination. In brief, the effect of patient geometry in terms
of lack of scatter does not play a major role in the build up region when the phantom
size is larger than 5 c m x 5cm. The effect of incident angle and S S D play a m u c h larger
role in changing the build up dose.

Curvature

Experiments were performed on a cylindrical phantom (radius 7.5cm) where the lack of
scatter is immediately next to the point of measurement. Extrapolation TLD's were
used to measure surface dose with varying angles of incidence to ascertain if the
curvature influences the surface dose and the incident angle effect measured earlier.
Figure 3.27 shows the reduced surface dose associated with varying angles of incidence
on the curved phantom compared to a flat phantom. A reduction in dose is seen at the
surface by 2 % - 5 % for a 10cm x 10cm field size when the angle of incidence becomes
large. A s previously discussed, the extra surface dose associated with the angle of
incidence effect could be due to the increased 'upstream' phantom interactions
depositing dose at the measurement site. In this case, the upstream position n o w has a
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lack of scattering material which could effect the production of extra dose. Another
possible explanation of these results is the direct lack of side scatter produced around
the TLD's which were placed directly on top of the curved phantom. In most
extrapolation T L D experiments, the TLD's are housed in a custom built solid water
holder which has a flat surface and side walls to produce side scatter. This housing was
not used in these experiments as it is thought that the flat surface design of the holders
would effect the validity of the curvature experiments. In stating these results is is also
known that the errors involved with these measurements are often larger than the
differences seen. The influence of curvature has only been initially studied here. Future
work will include a detailed study of all effective radius' of curvature both
experimentally and with Monte Carlo simulations. At this stage no correction is made
for the curvature effect in the model discucces in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.27 : Effects on surface dose for obliquely incident photon beams in a flat phantom and curved

phantom configurations. The lack of side scatter in a curved surface phantom seems to redu
incident angle effect.
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3.6 Exit dose

Dose deposition to the skin can also originate from an opposing exiting beam. The
dose delivered to the skin will depend on the radiological depth of the skin on the exit
side as dose reduces with depth. The dose will be less at this point however due to lack
of back scatter (Klein et al 1993). E G S 4 , Monte Carlo studies were performed to
evaluate the effect of the lack of backscatter due to exiting beams to see the effect on
skin dose. Simulations were performed using very thin voxels on the exiting side of
the virtual phantom. A 10cm x 10cm field was simulated and a 5.025cm thick water
phantom used with an air interface beyond it. Figure 3.27 shows the effect of the lack
of backscatter for a 6 M V spectrum. A reduction of approximately 1 5 % is seen over
the last few centimetres due to the lack of backscatter with an extra 5-10% decrease
seen over the last 0.2mm which would reduce the dose to the basal cell layer. Kron et
al (1995) have performed experimental measurements which have confirmed this
reduction close to the exit surface for 6 M V and 1 8 M V x-ray beams.

Their

measurements were undertaken using black carbon loaded TLD's and an Attix
ionisation chamber. They found the dose to the skin from an opposing beam is about
8 5 % of the percentage depth dose at the specific radiological depth of the sight in
question.
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Figure 3.28: Dose to skin due to exiting photon beams. A reduction in skin dose is seen in exiting beams
due to the lack of backscatter. This effect reduces skin dose by approximately 15% compared to full
scatter conditions.
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3.7 Metal oxide semiconductorfieldeffect transistors (MOSFET's) results

Surface and build up dose response

MOSFET's are small devices which only require a minimal potential difference to

power them. Table 3.2 shows the surface dose results for MOSFET's compared to Att

ionisation chamber and TLD's at various field sizes and with the use of beam modi

devices. Results are normalised to 100% at dmax. Field size was varied between 2cm
2cm and 40cm x 40cm.
Table 3.2: Percentage surface doses from a Varian 2100C 6MV x-ray beam at 100cm SSD with
beam configurations.

field size

beam modifier

MOSFET

Attix

TLD's

(cmxcm) wedge/block tray (%ofDmax) (%ofDmax) (%ofDmax)
(±1%)

2

(±0.5%)

(±2

3

6.5
8

5

10

10

10

16

16

10
17

15

22

21

22

20

27

25

25

32

27
32

30

37

37

35

35

39

39

40

40

42
1 0 m m perspex
10
block tray

42

43

10

11

5

none

31

10

18.5

19

18

15

26

26

27

20

34

33

34

30

49

49

48

40

59

60

59

10

9

9

10

15

14

15

20

23

23

22

5

15° wedge
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Figure 3.29 shows a build up curve as measured with the M O S F E T device compared to
the Attix chamber. Results show the accuracy of the M O S F E T for surface and skin
dose measurements.

100

o M O S F E T unencapsulated
• Attix chamber

10

0
0

±
6

±
8

10

12

14

depth (mm)

Figure 3.29 : Percentage dose build up measured with a M O S F E T dosimeter compared to an Attix
chamber. Good agreement is found for normally incident beams.
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Table 3.3 shows percentage surface dose results for 1 8 M V x-rays and various electron
beam energies using the M O S F E T ' s and Attix chamber.

Table 3.2 Percentage surface doses for 18MV x-ray and high energy electron beams.

Energy

M O S F E T (±1%)

Attix (±0.5%)

TLD's (±2%)

6 M e V electron

82

80

83

9 M e V electron

85

85

87

12 M e V electron

90

89

92

16 M e V electron

91

20 M e V electron

95

91
94

93
94

18 M V x-rav

15

15

12

M O S F E T ' s have previously been shown to be acceptable radiation dosimeters in both
medical and non-medical applications (Hughes 1994). A simple change in design
characteristics of a commercially available M O S F E T was undertaken to improve there
surface dose measurement capability. B y removing the nickel casing, high density
scattering and 'build up' material is eliminated and replaced withtissueequivalent solid
water and wax. With the M O S F E T totally encapsulated in its nickel casing, surface
dose results were inaccurate with an over estimation of dose. That is, for a 10cm x
10cm openfieldat 100cm S S D for 6 M V x-rays, the encapsulated M O S F E T produced a
percentage surface dose reading of 6 5 % normalised to 1 0 0 % at d m a x . W h e n just the top
lid was removed so as to leave the nickel side walls, the percentage surface dose
recorded was 3 5 % of D m a x . Totally uncovered and with wax used tofillthe air cavities
created by removing the casing, the percentage surface dose recorded w a s 1 6 % of
D

max- This value agreed with other detectors ie. Attix chamber, Markus chamber with

Rawlinson correction and T L D extrapolation.

As shown in table 3.2, the MOSFET results agree well with percentage surface doses
measured with the Attix chamber in measurements for open fields and with b e a m
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modifying devices such as block trays and wedges. The M O S F E T in each case has
matched the Attix data for photon and electron beams. Photon beam percentage surface
dose contributions are mainly supplied by electron contamination produced outside of
the phantom. This is exaggerated at larger field sizes and with the use of perspex block
trays. The M O S F E T has accurately measured surface dose contributed by varying
levels of contamination and photon in phantom scatter in this region of electronic
disequilibrium. These results indicate that the uncovered M O S F E T shows potential for
skin dose assessment in-vivo on patients. The M O S F E T ' s low power requirements
mean that only a small dc battery is required to supply power during irradiation
alleviating any electrical risks. The M O S F E T can then be immediately read and
compared to a standard for skin dose assessment. In-vivo surface and skin dose
measurements are currently available through techniques such as T L D extrapolation
where 3 thicknesses of TLD's are placed on the skin surface and dose recorded at the
nominal centre of each T L D is extrapolated to zero thickness. However, the uncovered
M O S F E T has a few advantages over this system. These being :
i) immediate retrieval. Dose can be ascertained accurately after irradiation with as low
as lOcGy of applied dose
ii) M O S F E T ' s can be re-used again immediately. They do not require an anneal
process after irradiation like TLD's
iii) inexpensive support equipment. They only require a small power source and
voltmeter for data retrieval
iv) M O S F E T ' s retain their dose history as information is not lost during the retrieval
process
v) the precision of the reading is ± 2 % for two standard deviations whereas for thin
TLD's the precision is ± 5 % for two standard deviations

All of the above properties make the uncovered MOSFET an attractive in-vivo
dosimeter for skin dose measurements. The small wax mounting is primitive however
and commercially available M O S F E T ' s in atissuetype substrate would be ideal.
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Conclusion

The uncovered MOSFET is an attractive alternative for in-vivo measurement of
surface dose in clinical radiotherapy. The surface dose measurements for normally
incident beams aligned closely to the well k n o w n Attix plane parallel ionisation
chamber for normally incident beams.

Additional features include, immediate retrieval of information, accuracy at low app
doses, immediate reuse and its ability to record dose history. Using a small dc battery,
the uncovered M O S F E T can be used in-vivo for surface and skin dose measurements.

MOSFET's have only initially been tested at angle. The higher density base material
may distort the accuracy of these devices at oblique angles of incidence. Initial tests
performed by Perez (1995) showed a small angular response in results up to angles of
60°. Future tests should focus on the angular dependence of these detectors at very
oblique incidence as this could be encountered in-vivo.
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3.8 Radiochromic film results

Hypothesis

Data collected with other dosimeters produce point dose results, mainly located at
central axis. Gafchromic film would be a suitable in-vivo dosimeter for collecting off
axis data concurrentiy with central axis data.

Accurate surface dose measurements covering the surface contours of a phantom or
patient have been a tedious process in the past. Dosimeters such as extrapolation TLD's
can be used however results are still point doses and accuracy depends on the quantity
used. Gafchromic film along with several readout systems can be used for mapping the
surface dose of an irradiated media. The low energy under response of MD-55-1 and
MD-55-2 film (Kron et al 1998) should not cause significant disagreement in measured
dose at linear accelerator energies.

Surface dose response

Surface dose response was measured with both MD-55-1 and MD-55-2 film. MD-55-1
was an attractive surface dose detector due to its active layer being 6p.m thickness and
located at the surface. Because MD-55-1 was less robust, it became commercially
unavailable and was replaced by MD-55-2 which had two active layers located at
approximately 100p.m and 150p:m. Table 3.4 shows the percentage 'surface' dose
results for Gafchromic film along with the Attix chamber, T L D extrapolation,
M O S F E T and Radiographic film detector results. All readings were m a d e for a 6 M V
x-ray beam at 100cm S S D normalised to 1 0 0 % at dmax-
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Table 3.4 : Comparison of dosimeter techniques for surface dose measurement.

Dosimeter

Field size
(cm x cm)

5x5

10x10

20x20

30x30

40x40

9±3

16

25

35

40

12±3

20

31

41

46

MOSFET

9±1

16

27

37

42

Attix

9±0.5

16

27

37

42

TLD

10±2

17

25

35

43

31±2

36

46

57

63

Gafchromic
MD-55-1
Gafchromic
MD-55-2

extrapolation
Radiographic
X-omat V

Figure 3.29a shows the percentage surface dose profile for a 10cm x 10cm field, 6 M V
x-ray beam with a 45° steel wedge. Results are normalised to 1 0 0 % at a depth of
1.5cm on the central axis. Results show increased percentage surface dose on the thin
side of the wedge. The Markus chamber was placed perpendicular to the beam. A s
discussed previously in section 3.1, the dose averaging due to the spatial resolution
would account for the larger surface penumbra seen with the Markus.

Discussion

For central axis surface dose measurements using the Java CCD system, a 2cm x 2cm
piece of Gafchromic film is used and results are averaged over the entire area. The
mean and standard error are quoted. Surface dose increases withfieldsize are due to
extra electron contamination and photon head scatter and is well documented (Sixel
1994). Table 3.4 shows the close agreement of Gafchromic film with other dosimeters
except for radiographic film. Radiographic film's high energy response makes it
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unsuitable as a surface dose detector where a large degree of low energy electron
contamination and low energy head scattered photons are present.

Profiles have been measured as shown in figure 3.29a for a 45° wedged 6MV beam.
W h e n normalised to 1 0 0 % at d m a x on the central axis, a larger percentage dose is
recorded on the thinner edge of the wedge. A significant contribution to this is the
higher degree of attenuation of x-rays reducing the transmitted fluence through the
thick end of the wedge. L o w energy electron contamination and head scattered photons
will also be attenuated more by the thicker end of the wedge. D m a x profiles closely
follow the wedge angle as measurements are not influenced by electron contamination
at this depth.

Off axis measurements

Measurement of off-axis and peripheral skin dose (Fraass et al 1983, Kase et al 1983
with conventional detectors such as ionisation chambers (Mellenberg 1995) becomes a
tedious task as dose integration is required at each position then the detector needs to be
repositioned. The wide diameter of parallel plate ionisation chambers also provides
poor spatial resolution in regions such as the penumbra and other high dose gradient
areas. Extrapolation TLD's (Kron et al 1993) provide better spatial resolution however
these require batch calibration and provide only point by point data. Radiochromic film
provides a complete surface dose profile data set limited only by spatial resolution of
the readout densitometer. This ensures very convenient collection of off-axis and
peripheral skin doses in phantoms or in-vivo. Radiochromic film's near water
equivalence also reduces the possible perturbations caused by primary and backscatter
fluence. Measurements were also performed with MD-55-2 to assess skin dose off axis.
Measurements were performed at 6 M V , 1 0 M V and 1 8 M V . T h e film used was
Gafchromic M D 5 5 - 2 with batch number 970116. The film results were corrected for
non-uniformity with a double exposure technique (Zhu et al). The film was analysed
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with the 6 6 0 n m Red GaAlAs ultra bright L E D on a converted Scanditronix R F A 3 0 0
densitometer (Carolan et al 1997). Results are compared to Attix ionisation chamber
results at 0.15mm depth for skin dose analysis. The effective depth of measurement in
M D 5 5 - 2 was found to be 0.17±0.03mm water equivalent for high energy photon
measurements by comparison of results to Attix ionisation chamber measurements. The
Gafchromic film was placed perpendicular to the beams path on the surface of a solid
water slab phantom. The film was cut into 1cm x 12cm strips and used to cover the
beam profile. For largerfieldsizes, two strips were used to extend into the peripheral
region. Errors associated with M D 5 5 - 2 radiochromic film are mainly due to inherent
variations in the film thickness and optical defects caused by scratches,fingerprints
and similar marks. Combination of these errors produce a standard error of
measurement of approximately ± 2 % (one standard deviation) of D m a x for measured
dose.

Results

Figure 3.30a. shows the percentage skin dose normalised to 100% at Dmax measured
using M D 5 5 - 2 Gafchromic film placed on the surface of a solid water slab phantom at
6 M V photon energy. The 10cm x 10cmfieldsize and 30cm x 30cm field size shown
are open fields without any beam modifying devices. Skin dose is greater for the larger
field sizes at central axis and at all points inside and outside the field. The 2 0 c m x 20cm
field has a 6 m m perspex block tray placed at 65.4 c m from the source. A 3 c m wide by
8cm thick lead block is positioned on the block tray in an off axis position. The perspex
block tray increases the skin dose and also produces a higher surface dose
(approximately 7 % ) at the central axis compared to the field edge. Under the lead
block, the skin dose reduces to approximately 2 0 % of D m a x .

Figures 3.30b. and 3.30c. show results for the experiment repeated for 10MV and
1 8 M V photons. Results show that the reduction in skin dose under the block decreases
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as beam energy increases. Reductions in dose under the lead block are approximately
10% ± 2 % for 6 M V , 7 % ± 2 % for 10MV and 3 % ± 2 % for 18MV.

Discussion

The finite thickness of MD-55-2 Gafchromic film influences the measurement
dose to a certain depth, namely 0.17 ± 0.03mm. The skin region which extends within
thefirstl m m of depth has a large dose gradient with a change of up to 2 0 % per m m
occurring in this region. The measurement at 0.17mm from the Gafchromic film is the
minimum depth of measurement attainable with this dosimeter and relates to a region
just below the basal cell layer which is located at approximately 0.1mm depth.

The increase in percentage skin dose due to the perspex block tray is great
axis with an approximate reduction of 5-10% from the central axis out to thefieldedge.
This may be explained by the lateral scatter of electron contamination from the block
tray contributing a larger dose at thefieldcentre compared to the off-axis and
peripheral regions. This effect is seen for 6 M V , 1 0 M V and 1 8 M V photons with the
magnitude of dose decrease off-axis remaining similar.
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Figure 3.30a : Shows the off-axis and peripheral skin dose measured at 6 M V energy. Several Attix
chamber measurements made at 0.15mm depth are showed to compare with Gafchromic results.
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Figure 3.30c : Shows the off-axis and peripheral skin dose measured at 1 8 M V energy. Several Attix
chamber measurements made at 0.15mm depth are showed to compare with Gafchromic results.
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A reduction in skin dose is seen directly under a lead block as shown in figure 3.30.
This effect seems to be energy dependent with a larger reduction in skin dose seen with
lower energy. The block was thick enough to ensure block transmission remained at
less than 2 % for all energies tested. The majority of dose deposited at the surface
directly under the blocks therefore has been produced by electron contamination. T w o
important contributors to skin dose under blocks comes from the block tray and the air
column. Nilsson (1985) and Yorke et al (1989) have shown that the air column has a
much more significant effect on electron contamination at lower energies. This could
explain the effect seen. B y removing the photons in the air column directly under the
blocks, w e eliminate the production of electron contamination in this site. Thus a larger
reduction in skin dose is seen at lower energies. For higher energies, the block tray
produces the majority of electron contamination. A s it is located approximately 35cm
from the skin, the electron contamination produced at this site has enough longitudinal
distance to scatter producing the higher skin dose under the blocked region.

Peripheral skin dose increases with field size. Measurements using the Attix chamber
showed that less than 1 % of peripheral dose is due to collimator transmission. Scattered
electron contamination constitutes the rest of the percentage dose outside the field.

Conclusion

Gafchromic film shows potential as a very useful non intrusive detector for the
measurement of skin dose especially in regions of high dose gradient such as the beam
penumbra and under edges of blocks. Skin dose reductions under lead blocks are energy
dependent with greater reductions seen at lower energy.
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Extrapolation of surface dose with MD-55-2 film

The original MD-55-1 Gafchromic film had been used successfully to measure surface
dose due to its single layer design which allowed the active layer to be positioned at the
surface. Design changes of the new, more sensitive MD-55-2 Gafchromic film which
effectively produced a two piece MD-55-1 sandwich moved the two active layers away
from the surface. A simple extrapolation technique has been employed to estimate
surface dose.

Measurements were performed at 6MV and 10MV. The film used was Gafchromic
MD-55-2 with batch number 970116. The film results were analysed using a double
exposure technique (Zhu et al 1997). This is performed by giving each film an initial
dose of 5 G y to ascertain if any corrections are needed due to non-uniformity in dose
response. A variation of 3 % for 1 standard deviation was recorded in optical density for
the films used in the experiment. The film was analysed with a 660nm, 3000mcd,
GaAlAs ultra bright L E D on a converted Scanditronix R F A 3 0 0 densitometer (Carolan
et al 1997). Negligible polarization effects (Klassen et al 1997) were observed using
this densitometer. A set of standardfilmswere irradiated to known doses in increments
of 1 G y to produce an optical density versus dose calibration. Results are compared to
uncorrected Attix parallel plate ionization chamber results for surface ionisation
analysis. Both Attix chamber and Gafchromic film experiments were performed in a
R M I 30cm x 30cm solid water slab phantom at 100 c m source to surface distance.

The MD-55-2 Gafchromic film was tested for its thickness and physical density. The
thickness was measured using digital callipers (Starrett) and was found to be 0.267 ±
0.005 m m . The films weight was measured using a micro balance (Mettler) and results
were used to determine the physical density which was found to be 1.3 ± 0.5 mg/cm 3 .
Using these values an approximate effective water equivalent thickness of the
Gafchromic film is calculated to be 0.35 ±0.015 m m .
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The extrapolation technique was performed by irradiating a stack of 5 horizontal films,
lcm x 1 c m pieces, placed on top of a solid water phantom. N o scatter material was
placed around the film during irradiation. In each case, the optical density was
measured at the centre of each film piece to minimize the effects of variations in
measured dose near the edge of the film. The experiments and film analysis were
performed at a constant temperature of 22°C ± 1°C to reduce the effects of time and
temperature dependent evolution (McLaughlin et al 1991) of Gafchromic film and the
temperature dependent absorption spectra of the film. Gafchromic film was handled
with tweezers to minimize scratching andfingerprints.The film was only removed from
its lighttightenvelope during irradiation and readout to reduce the effects of ambient
light (Butson et al 1998). All films were irradiated with an applied dose to D m a x
ranging from 4 0 G y to 80Gy . The exact dose depended on the field size and was
designed to give thefilma surface dose of approximately 15Gy to 20Gy.

Figure 3.31 shows the extrapolation technique used where 5 film layers are used to
produce a central axis percentage build up dose measurement within the first few
millimetres. Shown are results for 10cm x 10cm openfieldand 30cm x 30cmfieldsize
with a 1 0 m m thick perspex block tray located at 65cm from the source for 6 M V and
1 0 M V photons. The active point of measurement was assumed to be at the centre of
each film and thus the results for each film layer are quoted at half the water equivalent
thickness, ie. 0.175mm. Dose was normalized to 1 0 0 % at D m a x . D u e to the non-linear
nature of photon build up characteristics, a second order polynomial extrapolation was
used as the line of best fit. Extrapolated surface dose for a 10cm x 10cm field at 6 M V
is 1 5 % ± 2 % of D m a x compared to surface ionization of 1 6 % ± 1 % of D m a x as
measured by the uncorrected Attix chamber.
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Figure 3.32a compares Gafchromic film extrapolated surface dose for open and blocked
fields as a function of field size for 6 M V photons to Attix chamber results. Surface
doses matched to within 2 % over allfieldsizes and energies. Figure 3.32b shows
similar results for 1 0 M V photons with open and blockedfields.Results agree within
2 % of percentage surface dose. Gafchromic film extrapolation has produced an accurate
surface dose assessment as well as produced dose measurements within the first 1 m m .

Its present relatively low dose sensitivity excludes Gafchromic film from in-vivo use
for 1 fraction to assess entire treatment skin dose however if replaced every day on a
patient or left on a head cast. In this w a y a record of integrated skin dose could be kept.
This could be compared with patient skin damage as assessed by some other method.
The necessary precautions needed to be taken to ensure the film is not damaged would
include wrapping to prevent moisture or oil contamination, scratching and excess light
exposure. Increased temperature during irradiation m a y also influence the dose
response. The method presented shows that M D - 5 5 - 2 Gafchromic film has a high
spatial resolution for surface dose assessment and is a useful extrapolation device.
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Figure 3.32a : The extrapolated electron contamination surface dose across a profile of a few typical
clinical field sizes at 6MV x-ray energy.
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Measurement of electron contamination with Gafchromic film

In order to measure electron contamination, the film was suspended in air using a strin
brace which consisted of a 0.2mm thick string line attached to two points 6 0 c m apart
and stretched tightly .The side of the film was attached to the string thus negligible
scatter material except the film itself was present. Three layers of Gafchromic film cut
into 1.5cm x 13cm strips were stacked horizontally on top of each other to extrapolate
to zero thickness to remove the incident dose due to phantom photon scatter. Results
were measured along a profile of the beam for 6 M V and 1 0 M V x-rays.

Figure 3.33 shows the percentage dose results recorded in the first two layers of
Gafchromic film and the extrapolated electron contamination dose derived by an
extrapolation to zero film thickness. A linear extrapolation curve is used to derive the
incident electron contamination dose. Figure 3.34a and 3.34b shows the extrapolated
incident electron dose measured for various field sizes at 6 M V and 1 0 M V energy.
Electron doses within the geometricfieldedge are relatively uniform for allfieldsizes
with an increasing fluence with field size. A distinctive reduction in electron dose is
seen in the penumbral region with a measurable dose recorded in the peripheral regions.
Peripheral electron dose increases withfieldsize. At 3 0 c m x 30cm field size, electron
contamination levels of 1 0 % of applied dose are still measured up to 8 c m outside the
treatment field.

Gafchromic film has shown that the electron contamination produced in open fields is
uniformly distributed across the entire treatmentfield.The extrapolation data shows
that 60-70% of total incident surface dose is due to electron contamination at a 10cm x
10cmfieldsize. A sfieldsize is increased this proportion increases. Peripheral dose due
to electron contamination is also significant especially at largerfieldsizes. 10-15% of
applied dose is delivered to the skin surface outside the treatmentfielddue to electron
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contamination. This is due to the lateral scatter of electron produced in the treatment
head and air column.
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Fractionated treatment

Hypothesis

By placing Gafchromic film in the same position on the patient over the entire
treatment, a dose record can be accrued by the time the patient has received a
significant proportion of their treatment (ie. about 15Gy is required to produce a
comparatively readable result). T o achieve this aim, the film dose response needs to be
linear over a range of doses given per fraction.

Table 3.5 shows the optical density/total dose obtained over various dose fractionation
regimens to the same total dose. The films were irradiated to a total of 5 0 G y over a 4
week period in 20 x 2.5Gy. This typical clinical regimen was compared with 5 0 G y
single exposure and otherfractionatedregimens. Results show that similar optical
densities are achieved as a final result for all films. This investigation shows a constant
response for this dosimeter which is independent of dose fraction size. This implies
this dosimeter could be suitable as an in-vivo dosimeter used to integrate a dose record
over several patient dose fractions. However, as mentioned in chapter two, the effects
of temperature during irradiation which m a y be varied when used in-vivo could effect
the accuracy of measured dose. Another important consideration would be to keep the
film in a lighttightenvelope until the end of treatment to avoid effect due to ambient
light.

As the dosimeter showed a constant response it was tested on an anthropomorphic
phantom as an in-vivo skin dose monitor. Figure 3.35 shows a surface dose profile
obtained w h e n placed on a uvex head cast across the neck of an anthropomorphic
phantom. A lateral field was applied. The surface dose profile follows the contour of
the neck across the entry side and over to the exiting side of the beam. Results show an
increasing surface dose as the angle of incidence to the neck increases.
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Table 3.5 : Comparison of fractionated dose regimens on Gafchromic absorbed dose response.

Number of fractions

Dose per fraction

Relative optical density

Absorbed dose
(compared to 50Gy last

(Gy)

day)

20

2.5

0.624

50.2

10

5

0.621

50.0

5

10

0.625

50.3

25

0.624

50.2

1

50 (first day)

0.625

50.3

1

50 (last day)

0.621

50.0

2

.

As the film passes over to the beam exiting side of the neck a substantial increase in
skin dose is seen. This dose then falls off again as the amount of attenuating material
increases with the thickness of the neck.

Conclusions

Gafchromic M D - 5 5 - 1 film provides accurate measurements for surface dose in
radiotherapy beams. Agreement with other dosimeters was found to within ± 3 % . Film
type MD-55-2 provides a measurement at an effective depth of approximately 0.15mm
relating the measured dose to within the dermal layer. Gafchromic film provides a 2-D
skin dose mapping tool and will be especially useful on curved surfaces where
differences in absorbed dose are seen, ie. phantom breast, and head/neck treatments.
The most viable option for this device appears to include mounting the film on a patient
head cast in a light tight container, eg. afilmenvelope.
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Figure 3.35 : A surface dose profile obtained with MD-55-2 film which is placed across the neck region
of an anthropomorphic phantom. Note the incidence angle effect, where the surface dose increases

incident angle. When the film has passed the apex of the neck a reduction in dose is measured due
exponential decay of the x-ray beam as it passes through the neck tissue.
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3.9 Magnetic removal of linear accelerator contaminates

Rationale

It is sometimes desirable to reduce the electron contamination component of a medical
linear accelerator x-ray beam from reaching the patient. Electron filtering using high
atomic number attenuators is the subject of further investigation in appendix one of this
thesis. Another method to achieve this is to apply a magnetic field to sweep
contamination electrons away from the beam path. Electrons experience a force
perpendicular to their direction of motion in the presence of a magnetic field. Thus
electron contamination could be removed from an x-ray field.

Magnets

The aim of our study was to develop a very strong magnetic field which was not too
heavy or cumbersome to be used in a clinical environment. T o achieve this task, w e
decided to use permanent ceramic magnets. The magnetic characteristics of rare earth
lanthanide inter metallic ions are very complex when compounded with transition
metals such as iron. At sufficiently high temperatures above the curie temperature, they
exhibit paramagnetic properties, ie. they are soft magnets and are only magnetic in the
presence of another electromagnetic field. U p o n cooling, the magnetic entropy is
extracted and the material becomes 'hard' producing a permanent magnetic moment.
The neodymium iron boron, N d F e B , compound used has a sufficiently high curie
temperature (approx. 300° C ) that it becomes permanently magnetised at room
temperature. With an approximate percentage by weight of N e o d y m i u m 3 8 % , Iron
6 0 % , Boron 1 % , the magnet exhibits Ferro and Ferri magnetic properties as well.
These magnets exhibit a high magnetic flux, light weight and a high curie temperature.
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Results

Figure 3.36 shows the magnetic field strength across the poles of the NdFeB magnetic
deflector. Results were measured in planes across the magnet at the centre parallel to
the main field direction. Field strengths up to 0.622 Tesla were recorded near the
magnet faces with a pole separation of 6 c m and reduced to a m i n i m u m of
approximately 0.085 Tesla at the centre when the pole separation was 26cm,

As magnetic fields are dipole interactions, each pole strength is enhanced/diminished
by its pole pair distance. This restricts thefieldstrengths attainable for larger fields.
Field strength variations measured with a magnetic flux meter in the axis normal to the
pole faces is shown infigure3.37. Field strengths with pole separations 6cm, 10cm,
15cm and 2 0 c m are given. Zero centimetres on the x-axis refers to the plane across the
central axis of the two magnetic poles with the positive and negative distance being
above and below the magnet respectively. The magnetic field strength at the pole
midpoint is greatest w h e n the pole separation is the smallest. The magnetic field
gradient is also the greatest at this pole separation w h e n moving off axis. This relates
to a higher flux density in this arrangement with the dipole lines of force not being
allowed to spread away from the poles. This effect can produce a greaterfieldstrength
for larger pole separations at small distance off axis.
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Figure 3.36 : Magneticfieldstrength across the plan of the electron deflector in various configurations.
The magnetic field becomes stronger as the pole separation decreases.
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Figure 3.37 : Magnetic field strength perpendicular to the field direction for the magnetic
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Figure 3.38 shows a computer enhanced x-ray image of a 10cm x 2 0 c m 6 M V x-ray
beam at a position 6 c m below the magnetic deflector holder position. The magnetic
deflector was removed during this exposure. The Ag-Br Kodak X - O M A T V x-ray film
was suspended in air. S h o w n are the x-ray interactions within the thin layer of film
material and the Compton electron contamination incident producing a scattered dose
distribution. Results were obtained with energy dependent film thus the film produces
a qualitative result but gives no indication of actual dose deposition. Figure 3.39 shows
another computer generated x-ray of the same field size and position of film with the
N d F e B magnet in the block tray accessory mount.

The magnetic field was

perpendicular to the x-ray direction. S h o w n is the x-ray interactions and the swept
electron contamination following a path relatively perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The x-ray images shown provide a qualitative picture of the presence of electron
contamination and the effect of the magnetic field. Figure 3.38 shows the slightly
ellipsoidal ring of electron contamination around the rectangularfieldsize. Perhaps this
pattern is produced by electrons scattering at large angles and spreading out past the last
point of collimation which in this instance is the lower variable collimators. W h e n the
magnetic field is present the electrons are partially swept out of the treatmentfieldvia
the Lorentz force as shown by figure 3.39. The electrons are bunched together as they
are swept due to the magnetic gradient between the poles. The magnetic field is m u c h
stronger at thefieldedges (close to magnetic poles) than in the centre. Also it can be
seen that a small percentage of particles are swept to the opposite side of thefield.This
would be due to two occurrences:
i) electrons that have performed a loop approaching 360° and then escaped the
magnetic field to be projected to the opposite direction
ii) a small percentage of positrons produced via pair production and swept in the
opposite direction to the electrons
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Figure 3.38: Digitally enhancedradiographicimage of an x-ray beam. Picture shows therectangularxray beam and a ring of electron contamination.
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Figure 3.39 : Digitally enhanced radiographic image of an x-ray beam with the magnetic deflector
attached to the linear accelerator. Shown is the unaffected rectangular x-ray beam and the electron
contamination being swept away by the magnetic field.
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Note that this is small compared to the levels swept on the other side. The magnetic
field produced is non-uniform. If a uniform magnetic field strength existed then the
electron would m o v e in a circular path atrightangles to thefieldand with a constant
velocity parallel to the field. In a non-uniform field the electron experiences an
increase and subsequent decrease infieldstrength as it passes through the deflector. In
this situation the electrons path will be hyperbolic. It will start on a large radius of
curvature with lowerfieldstrength which will narrow d o w n until a m a x i m u m induction
occurs followed by a broadening of curvature again as it passes by the poles to the other
side.

Experiments to ascertain the magnetic devices ability to deflect electrons was
performed with monoenergetic high energy electron beams. Electron energies ranging
from 6 M e V up to 2 0 M e V were passed through the magnetic deflector to determine
their deflection angles. A 1.0cm x 1.0cm monoenergetic electron beam was directed
through the magnetic deflector with various pole separations. The lateral distance, the
electron b e a m was deflected from the central axis was measured using radiographic
film placed perpendicular to the beam axis. A deflection angle w a s calculated from
trigonometry by the relationship of longitudinal and lateral travel.

The effect of magnetic field was measured for electrons ranging in energy from 6MeV
to 2 0 M e V . The electron contamination produced by x-ray interactions will be in the
energy range of 0.5MeV to 3 M e V . Therefore, the values for deflection angles by the
magnetic field were extrapolated from the above measurements. A third order
polynomial function was employed for this. Figure 3.40 shows the deflection angles as
a function of energy at differentfieldstrengths attainable. This figure gives a guide for
determining if electron contamination will still be present in the b e a m at various field
sizes and field strengths. For example, with a 6 M V x-ray beam of 10cm x 10cm field
size. The field strength attainable by the magnetic deflector is 0.33 Tesla at the centre.
If all electron contamination is less than 6 M e V energy, the smallest deflection angle
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would be approximately 45°. This is interpolated using figure 3.40. From simple
geometry, this would relate to a deflection distance of approximately 3 0 c m from the
magnetic deflector (at 7 0 c m from the source) to an S S D of 100cm. This would
theoretically remove all contamination produced above the deflector. In the case of a
40cm x 4 0 c m field size, the magnetic field would be approximately 0.085 Tesla. This
would produce a m a x i m u m deflection angle of 30° and a m i n i m u m deflection angle of
20°. At 100cm S S D this relates to a deflection distance of 11cm to 17cm. Thus
electron contamination is not totally removed from the beam. T o remove all the
electron contamination from the b e a m above the deflector a deflection angle of
approximately 50° is required as a minimum. T o achieve this deflection using this
rationale, a field strength of approximately 0.35 Tesla is required. T o perform this with
a similar structured magnetic deflector as w e have used, the field strength at the poles
would have to be approximately 5 times larger than at the centre, or 1.5 Tesla. T o
theoretically produce thisfieldstrength, approximately 50-75kg of N e F e B material
would be needed in the deflector. This would be too heavy for convenient placement
and removal from the linac treatment head. A n alternative might be to increase the
effective strength of magnetic field. This could be achieved by placing another
magnetic field closer to the x-ray source. This could be smaller in size as the
divergence of the x-ray beam at this point would be smaller and the magnetic poles
could be closer. It would 'start' the deflection process which would be finished by the
second deflector. This feature is incorporated into the design of some racetrack
microtrons.
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Figure 3.40: Predicted deflection angles (for electrons) produced by the magnetic deflector. As the field
strength increases the angular deflection increases.
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Skin dose outside the field

One concern when dealing with sweeping electron contamination is the dose delivered
off central axis. Figure 3.41 shows the off axis percentage surface dose profiles for a
20cm x 3 0 c m (x,y) field size with and without the magnetic field. Scans were
performed along the x and y axes of the beam from the central axis. Results showed a
reduction in surface dose along both x and y profiles with the magnetic field. This
reduction can vary for larger field sizes where thefieldstrength attainable is not large
enough to remove all contamination out of the treatment field. H o w e v e r an
enhancement of dose is never seen. If contamination is swept to a position still on a
patient, attenuation material such as 1.5cm blocks of wax or a thin sheet of lead could
be placed next to afieldto absorb the electron contamination.

Figure 3.42 shows dose build up curves for 6MV x-rays ranging from 10cm x 10cm up
to 35cm x 3 5 c mfieldsizes for open beams without the magnetic field. Surface doses
range from 1 6 % to 4 0 % of D m a x respectively. With the addition of the magnetic field
the percentage dose build up curves for the samefieldsizes are shown in figure 3.43.
Surface doses n o w range from 1 0 % to 3 1 % for 10cm x 10cm to 35cm x 3 5 c m field
sizes respectively. B y subtracting the percentage dose results for the open field magnet
results from no magnet results, differences which represent electron contamination
swept off the central axis are also shown in figure 3.43. Surface dose differences range
from 6 % to 1 5 % . Figure 3.44 shows the electron contamination left along the central
axis with the use of the magnetic deflector. Results were obtained by a series of steps.
Firstly Monte Carlo contamination free simulation results are subtracted from open
field (ie. no magnet) results to obtain the electron contamination component. From
this, the electron contamination swept away is subtracted to leave dose levels deposited
by electron contamination when the magneticfieldis present. Evaluation of this graph
shows that a considerable portion of low energy electron contamination is still present,
depositing dose near the surface.
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Figure 3.41 : Percentage surface dose measured off axis with and without the magnetic deflector.
Reductions in dose are seen in all sights.
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Figure 3.42: Openfieldpercentage dose build up without the magnetic deflector.
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Figure 3.43 : Openfieldpercentage dose build up with the magnetic deflector and the percentage dose
from electron contamination swept away by this device.
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Figure 3.44 : Electron contamination still present in openfieldswith the magnetic deflector in place.
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As the magnet is expected to sweep lower energy electrons to a greater extent than
higher energy electrons it can be concluded that the majority of electron contamination
still present must be produced after the magnetic deflectors position. The only material
between the magnetic deflector and the patient/phantom surface is the air column. This
consists of 3 5 c m of air above the patient at 100cm S S D and isfieldsize dependent.
The effect of this air column will be examined in more detail in section 3.10.

Block trays

The magnetic deflectors effect on skin dose reduction was also measured for blocked
fields. Figure 3.45 shows the percentage dose build up curves for a 2 0 c m x 2 0 c m field
size with a 6 m m perspex block tray for both magneticfieldoff and on. Also shown is
the contamination swept away which is the difference of the two curves. Surface doses
were 1 9 % and 3 2 % for magnetic field on/off respectively meaning 1 3 % of surface dose
is removed by the magnetic field on the central axis. S h o w n in figure 3.46 is the
electron contamination dose present for a 2 0 c m x 2 0 c m field size with the 1 0 m m
perspex block tray for both magnetic field on/off. Results were obtained with the same
procedure as forfigure3.43. Surface doses due to electron contamination were 1 3 %
and 2 7 % respectively at this field size for magnetic field on/off. Essentially the
magnetic deflector can remove the effects of increased skin dose produced by the use of
a perspex block tray.
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Figure 3.45 : Build up curves for photonfieldswith a 10mm perspex block tray with and without the
magnetic deflector and the electron contamination swept away.
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Figure 3.46 : Electron contamination present in a photon beam of 20cm x 20cm field size and a 10mm
perspex block tray with and without the magnetic deflector.
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Angle of incidence

Because the magnetic deflector removes most of the electron contamination the
assumption that electron contamination has a minimal effect on the increase of skin
dose with angle of incidence is examined. Figure 3.47 shows the percentage surface
dose levels obtained for a 2 0 c m x 20cm field size at oblique angle of incidence with
and without the magnetic field present. Results are normalised to 1 0 0 % at each
individual D m a x position. Subtraction of normal incidence percentage surface dose
from oblique beam percentage surface dose for magneticfieldon/off is given to show
any irregularities in the incident angle effect by the removal of most of the electron
contamination. This would also be shown by percentage dose differences recorded at
the surface between the two experimental data values at various angles. N o major
variations were recorded at small angles. Similar results were obtained at depth within
the build up region.

The percentage surface dose differences seen between various angles for a 20cm x
20cm field size with and without a magnet as shown in figure 3.47 are constant over the
range of angles measured ie. (0-75°). There is a 1 0 % difference which relates to the
reduction in electron contamination produced from the introduction of the magnetic
field. Its consistency over the range of angles measured points towards the assumption
that electron contamination does not play a substantial role in the increase seen in
percentage surface dose with angle of incidence. This agrees with analysis of the pure
Monte Carlo simulations previously outlined.
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Figure 3.47 : Effects on percentage surface dose at oblique angles of incidence with and without the
magnetic deflector.
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Conclusions

Ceramic magnets such as the NdFeB magnets are a viable option for clinical use due to
their size and weight. Light enough to be removed and replaced easily by one person,
the ceramic magnet assembly can reduce skin dose by up to 3 0 % of applied dose for the
largerfieldsizes. This relates to a reduction of up to 6 0 % of the original surface dose.

When the magnetic electron deflector is used clinically, certain considerations have t
be accounted for. These being :
i) care must be taken when handling ferro magnetic objects such as cone plugs, metal
rulers and iron edged lead blocks
ii) the magnet must be removed for electron treatment
iii) the magnetic device does not reduce dose deposition due to exiting opposed fields
(eg. tangent breastfields)where approximately double the dose is deposited to the skin
from the exitfieldas the entrancefield(Kron et al 1995)

The NeFeB rare earth magnets have partially reduced the surface dose of the linac xray b e a m by sweeping the majority of the electron contamination away from the
central axis. The ceramic magnets have been a useful experimental tool for removing
electron contamination.
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3.10 Removal of air generated electrons

Rationale

Helium is the closest inert gas available to produce near vacuum conditions. The
contamination electrons normally produced in the air gap region directly between the
magnetic deflector and the patient, will be significantly reduced with the introduction of
helium. Production of a helium bag is a m u c h simpler and cost effective w a y of
removing electron contamination clinically as compared to a vacuum system.

Introduction

The Neodymium Iron Boron magnetic collimator produced a considerable reduction in
dose to the build up region by sweeping the electron contamination away from the
treatment field. However, on comparison of the percentage dose build up curve
produced with the 'pure' photon incident Monte Carlo simulations it was noticed that
the Monte Carlo results imply the magnetic device had not swept all (5-10% of D m a x )
of the low energy electron contamination. A s the magnet should be more efficient at
sweeping lower energy electrons it was possible that the extra electron contamination
was due to the 35cm air column located below the magnetic collimator and above the
phantom surface. Yorke et al (1989), had previously performed experiments and had
shown that the air column above the phantom was capable of producing the electron
contamination in question.
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Materials and methods i Helium bag and Monte Carlo

The air volume directly below the magnetic deflector reintroduces electron
contamination into the x-ray beam. The helium bag system was constructed from
0.02mm thick plastic with thin wire edges and a valve. A s shown in figure 3.48 the bag
has dimensions 4 0 c m x 40cm x 25cm. Wire edges were inserted firstly to add weight
to the device and secondly so the device could be moulded to form an irregular patient
shape if required. A release valve was used to p u m p helium into the bag system.
Experiments were performed with the helium flowing through the system and
alternatively by injecting and corking the helium bag. Both methods produced similar
results for skin dose reductions and thus the second method which reduced the amount
of helium was employed.

The helium bag was positioned initially by itself and secondly in combination with th
magnetic deflector under the Varian 2100C linear accelerator. Percentage dose build up
curves were measured on the central axis for various beam configurations and energies.
Results for contamination removed by the helium system alone are quoted along with
the total reductions achievable with both systems.

With the helium bag, on top of the phantom, percentage dose build up results obtained
are shownfigure3.49. B y subtraction of these percentage dose curves from percentage
dose build up curves for open fields the quantity of electron contamination removed by
the system is attained as shown infigure3.50. The dose removed is m a x i m u m at the
surface and falls off quickly, at a depth of 4 m m virtually no difference is seen. The
short range of dose deposition implies the contamination electrons produced in the air
volume direcdy above the patient are relatively low energy.
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Figure 3.48 : Picture of helium bag system used to eliminate electron contamination produced by the air
column.
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Figure 3.49 : Percentage dose build up produced for 6 M V x-rays with the helium bag inserted into the
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Figure 3.50: Electron contamination eliminated by the replacement of air by helium.
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Monte Carlo simulations were performed to simulate the dose deposition from the air
column above the patient. The was performed using the Monte Carlo Neutron Photon
( M C N P ) , Monte Carlo code. Varying volumes of the air column were simulated by
changing the boundary conditions for the layer of air above the simulated water
phantom. This approach would account for electrons generated directly by x-ray
interactions with the air. It does not simulate accelerator head produced electron
contamination or 'knock on' electrons produced in the air column by these head
produced electrons.

The MCNP Monte Carlo input code for simulations were generated by Martin Carolan
(private communication 1996) for this part of the analysis.

Figure 3.51 shows the first 2mm of percentage build up dose as the volume of air
directly above the phantom was varied. All results were normalised to 1 0 0 % at D m a x .
Results are for a 10cm x 10cm field size at 100cm SSD. A n increase in extrapolated
surface dose of approximately 4 % was seen when the volume of air directly above the
phantom was increased from 0 c m to 20cm. A slight increase to approximately 5 % was
seen when the air volume was increased to cover the entire 100cm SSD. This is shown
infigure3.52 which also shows percentage dose at 0.3mm depth. A similar trend is
seen with an increase in dose due to the air column. A negligible increase in percentage
dose was recorded beyond 3 m m depth with the M C N P simulations.

Percentage surface dose for experimental data, MCNP simulations with a vacuum and
100cm of air are shown infigure3.53 as a function of field size. Percentage surface
dose increases negligibly when only photon in-phantom scatter is considered. This is
shown by the M C N P simulation with a vacuum. Approximately 4 % to 5 % of D m a x is
recorded at the surface for field sizes from 10cm x 10cm up to 25cm x 25cm.
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Figure 3.51 : Monte Carlo simulations of the first 2mm of dose build up with varying amounts of air

directly above the phantom. As the air column increases so does the percentage do
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Figure 3.53 : Percentage surface dose for 6 M V x-rays in three beam configurations. Experimental data
shows large surface doses due to electron contamination. Monte Carlo generated results with an air
column and vacuum have smaller surface doses.
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Simulations with air show an increase in air contributed electrons as field size is
increased. A n increase from 1 0 % to 1 4 % is seen from field sizes 10cm x 10cm to 25cm
x 25cm. B y best fit extrapolation this would increase to 17-18% at afieldsize of 40cm
x 40cm. Comparing these values to experimental helium data for 2 0 c m of air removed
shows a close match. Experimental contributions to surface dose from the air column
are 4 % for 10cm x 10cm, 6 % for 20cm x 20cm and 7.5% for 4 0 c m x 40cm. These
values are 4 % , 7 % and 9 % respectively for M C N P simulations with the same
configuration of air column. The helium is expected to contribute a small amount to the
production of electrons due to its density. However its density compared to air is 6.8
times less dense than air. This is expected to produce an approximate 1 5 % difference
compared to the simulated vacuum results.

The physical density of air at NTP is 1.205kg/m3' compared to 1000kg/m3 for water.
The relative electron density is 0.0012, thus the range of electrons in air is
approximately 3 orders of magnitude larger than their range in water. That is, an
electron with a range of l m in air has a range in the order of millimetres in water.
Monte Carlo simulations predict that the last 20cm of air produces approximately 7 0 %
of dose due to the entire air column. Thus statistically, 3 0 % of the electrons produced
should have a range in air greater than 20cm or 0.2mm in water. Experimental results
show 35-40% of the dose at the surface is measured at l m m depth. This constitutes a
slightly larger proportion of dose at depth. Experimentally, air is still present above the
helium layer and electrons generated here would travel a greater distance due to the
presence of helium instead of air.

The density of helium at RTP is 0.178 kg/m3, ie. approximately 14% the density of ai
thus it probably removes 8 6 % of the 'air' column particles for interaction. At
megavoltage energies, the spectrum of electron energies produced by the helium atoms
will not differ significantly from air particles due to the low energies needed to ionise
the electron clouds surrounding these low atomic number atoms or molecules. Another
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significant difference between simulation and experiment would be the production of
'knock on' electrons in the air column by higher energy electron contamination. These
electrons could have a higher energy and thus deposit their dose at a deeper depth than
photon induced air interactions.

Helium bag and magnetic deflector

Experiments were performed with the helium bag combined with the magnetic electron
deflector. Figure 3.54 shows percentage dose build up curves for the combined
magnet/helium bag system and the electron contamination removed by the system. The
contamination removed was calculated by subtraction of the magnet/helium build up
data from openfielddata. Results shown are for 6 M V x-rays at 100cm S S D with a
1 0 m m perspex block tray inserted at 65cm distance from the source. Reductions up to
3 0 % of applied dose are achievable at this energy.

Contribution to surface dose by each component

By comparing the percentage doses due to photon in-phantom dose, air generated
electrons and head generated electrons,figures3.55 and 3.56 were produced. They
show the percentage by ratio contribution to surface dose and dose at l m m by each
component. At the surface, only a small contribution is deposited by photons and the
majority by head and air generated electrons. At l m m , phantom scatter deposits the
majority of dose however at larger field sizes, head generated electrons deposit
comparable dose to phantom scatter.
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Figure 3.54 Dose build up curves measured with the combination of the magnetic deflector and the
helium bag system. A reduction of up to 7 0 % of initial surface dose is seen for this treatment
configuration.
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Figure 3.55 : Percentage contribution to surface dose from photon interactions, head generated electrons
and air column generated electrons.
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Figure 3.56 : Percentage contribution to dermal layer (lmm) dose from photon interactions, head
generated electrons and air column generated electrons.
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Chapter 4 6 M V dose build up modelling

4.1 A new analytical model for calculation of dose build up

Using the information presented in chapter 3, a quantitative empirical model has been
formulated to predict entrance dose deposition in the build up region from photon
phantom scatter radiation, openfieldelectron contamination and changes associated
with beam modifying devices. With this modelling system open fields, block trays and
wedges can be modelled as well as S S D changes, patient geometry and b e a m incident
angle.

Most equations were fitted from experimental data using the Marquardt-Levenberg
algorithm (Marquardt et al 1963). This is a regression procedure using values for one
or more independent variables to predict other dependent variables. T h e MarquardtLevenberg algorithm is used tofindthe coefficients of the independent variables that
give the 'bestfit'between the equation and the experimental data. Thus the algorithm
looks for the parameters to minimize the s u m of the least squared differences (SS) such
that,

where yi is the observed and y, is the predicted value of the dependent variable. An
iterative procedure is followed to reduce the residual s u m of the squares to a negligible
amount.

Equivalent square calculations
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To enable accurate dose calculation in the build up region for rectangular and irregular
field sizes, an estimate of equivalent square field size for the irregular field size is
required. The introduction of lead blocks into the x-ray beams path shields both
primary photons, head scatter and electron contamination. This section shows models
to convert a rectangular or irregularfieldsize to equivalent square size estimation for
build up dose modelling.

For a rectangular field, a modified Sterlings formula was used as follows :

ESQm = ^ + -?--0.25 4-2
x + y Ab

where : x = x direction field size in cm, y = y direction field size in cm , a = larger
or y in c m , b = smaller of x or y in cm. Note, the first term on the right is Sterling
formula.

Figure 4.1 shows model fits and experimental data for equivalent square field sizes at
the surface for y = 5cm, 15cm and 3 0 c m with the x-axis varying. The standard
deviation of the model over measured data points was 0.2cm.

Figure 4.2 shows the percentage surface dose recorded for blocked fields and open
squarefieldsat an initial 3 0 c m x 30cm collimator field size. Results were obtained by
placing cerrobend blocks on a block tray and equating surface dose on central axis or in
an open part of the beam. Results show that surface dose from blocked fields follows a
similar response in surface dose for squarefieldsof the same area.
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Figure 4.1: Modelfitsto data for the equivalent square calculation
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Figure 4.2 : Experimental validation data for the equivalent square calculation for irregularfieldshapes.
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Thus for irregular shaped blocked field:

ESQirreg = ^ESQrec2 -area(cm2).of.blocks 4-3

Discussion

Surface dose equivalent field sizes were seen to be relatively collimator independent,
a 10cm x 4 0 c m field size is equivalent to a 4 0 c m x 10cmfield.This is attributed to the
electron contamination producing the majority of the dose in this region. The
symmetrical design of the accelerator treatment head contributes to this collimator
independence. There is a small difference in exposure of the flattening filter due to the
difference in height of the two sets of collimators. This does affect collimator output
factors but is not a large enough effect to be apparent for surface dose measurements.

Large discrepancies in calculated equivalent square field sizes can occur if part of th
beam is blocked producing irregular shapedfields,ie. the surface dose E S Q field size
for a typical inverted Y treatment calculated with Sterling's 4 x Area/Perimeter formula
would be 1 3 c m 2 where as experimentally it is 20cm 2 . In evaluating surface dose
equivalent squarefieldsizes of irregular shapedfieldswith large blocked areas, errors
could occur if only Sterling's 4 x Area/Perimeter model w a s used. Thus a model is
introduced which accounts for these variations. It accounts for both, variations from
Sterling's model for rectangular fields and changes in equivalent square field size from
irregular shaped blockedfields.This model is incorporated with analytical models for
build up dose to enhance the calculation of surface and build up dose for patients before
treatment begins.

Methods have been developed by other scientists to calculate equivalent squares from
irregular shaped fields such as :
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i) geometric approximation method where rectangular portions are selected which
contain most of the irradiated areas and excludes only that which is remote from this
point (Khan 1992).
ii) the Clarkson method which separates the primary and scattered components of dose
at a point in the phantom (Clarkson 1941).
iii) sector integration to calculate the equivalent area of the scatter component
(Cunningham J, et al 1972).

These methods however have been developed with dose at depth in mind with inphantom scatter as the important variables. The simple area method explained in this
paper gives adequate results with regards to surface dose. Foremost is that calculating
an equivalent square field size for irregular shaped patient fields is a very convenient
way to calculate the field size. M o r e detailed analysis of accuracy of the equivalent
square method is given in appendix 2.

The photon in -phantom component

Build up dose is contributed to by photon in-phantom scatter produced by x-ray
interactions occurring within the patient and by electron contamination which is
produced by x-ray interactions outside the patient. This model deals with these
components separately. Each additional change in build up dose associated with the
addition or removal of a certain treatment procedure such as the use of block trays or a
change in angle of incidence is then included.

Photon in-phantom scatter radiation is modelled by :

%DDhoton = 1 0 0 -(100-S)e-

4-4
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where S is the photon component surface dose, x is the depth in water ( m m ) and a is
the empirical value which defines the curvature. For a 6MV x-ray beam :

a = 0.352 + 6.37x10^ 4-5

where s is the equivalent square field size in centimetres and is calculated usi
equations 4-1 and 4-2.

Figure 4.3 shows the results of applying the empirical fits for the photon in-ph

scatter model or %Dphoton in the build up region for a 20cm x 20cm field size at
SSD.

Electron contamination and head scatter

Open field contamination is modelled by the empirical formula:

(Range of validity 0-1 mm)

%Dcont=Pe-*-\i/(s)(l-x) 4-6

(Range of validity l-15mm)

%Dcont=Pe-*

where /3 = 8 + es + ^s2

Y=T]+IS

y/(s) = K + Xs + Hs2

4-7

4 8

"
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Figure 4.3 : Modelfitstodata for the photon in-phantom scatter calculation. Photon in phantom scatter
is generated using Monte Carlo methods.
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where x is the depth in water (mm), 8=-3.637, e = 2.014, £ = -0.01832, ri= 0.2798, i
= 0.00208, K = -0.577, X = 0.4, p = -0.003175.

Figure 4.4 shows the results of applying the empirical fits for the open field
contamination produced or %Dcont in the build up region forfieldsizes between 10cm
x 10cm and 40cm x 40cm.

Beam modifying device : block trays

The change in percentage dose for the addition of a block tray (for 6mm perspe
modelled by the equation:

(Range of validity 0-1 mm)

%Dtray = &-vx-a(s)(l-x) 0<x<lmm A.\\

(Range of validity 1-15mm)

%Dcont = pe'* x > lmm 4-12

Z = o + 7ts+ps2 i 4-13

v= o"+ is

4-14

a(s) = v + <j>s+xs2 + v^ 3

4 15

"

where o=.512, % =-.01102, p= 0.0001748, a=-0.877, x=0.6123, -0=1.28, d>=0.190,
X=0.0037,\|/=-0.000103
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Figure 4.4: Modelfitstodata for the electron contamination calculation.
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Figure 4.5 shows the results of applying the empirical fits for the change in percentage
build up dose through the introduction of a 6 m m perspex block tray at 10cm x 10cm
and 30cm x 30cm field sizes compared to experimental results.

Beam modifying device : wedges

The change in percentage dose with the introduction of a 15° wedge is modelle
equation:

Orange of validity 0-6mm)

%Dwedge = a+Px+yc2 4-16

(Range of validity 6-15mm)

%Dwedge = %D(6mm) - 0.643* + 2.94 x 1 0 " V

x > 6mm

a = 8 + es + £s2

4-17

4-18

P-ri + is + Ks2 4-19

y = X+fis + vs2 4-20

where 5=-4.378, e=0.9648, £=-0.02637, vt=-0.01591, p. =0.006046, v=-0.0008548,
11=1.401, t=-0.1938, K = 0 . 0 0 9 2 3 5

Figure 4.6 shows the results of applying the empirical fits for the change in
build up dose through the introduction of a 15° wedge at 7cm x 7cm, 14cm x 14cm and
20cm x 20cmfieldsizes compared to experimental results.
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Figure 4.5 : Modelfitsto data for the change in dose due to block tray calculation.
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Figure 4.6: Modelfitsto data for the change in dose due to the inclusion of wedge calculation.
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Beam angle of incidence

The change in percentage dose build up produced by the beam angle of incidence
modelled by:

Grange of validity 0-1 mm)

A%^te = b(0) + (f(s)b + g(0))x 4-21

(Range of validity l-12mm)

W°Dangle = a(6) + b(0)(x -1) + c(d)(x -1)2 4-22

where x = depth(mm), s = equivalent square field size(cm), b = surface dose at
incidence, 0= angle of incidence, a(0) = dose at l m m and

f(s) = 0.8-0.2/ 4-23

b(d) = mene 4-24

m = 0.6797 , n = 0.05055

g(d) = c-(dd-ef 4-25

c=1.352, d = 0.03212, e = 1.116

b(d) = p(s)eqe 4-26

q = 0.04944
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p(s) = g + hs + is2

4-27

s= field size(cm), g = -0.206
h = 2.32xl0" 3 , i = - 2 x l 0 " 5

c(0) = re'e 4-28

r = 0.003168, t = 0.06076

No correction is need to dose after 12mm depth due to the agreement of results .
4.7 shows the results of comparing the model and experimental results for beam angle
of incidence.
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Figure 4.7 : Modelfitsto data for the change in dose due to the beam angle of incidence calculation.
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Source surface distance

The effect of the source surface distance is negligible when open fields are used
is related to thefieldsize being quoted at the isocentre and thus the collimators remain
unmoved.

The effect of SSD is significant when using a block tray. This is likely to be du
large angle scattering of the electron contamination being rapidly reduced as distance
from the block tray increases. Changes in percentage dose build up (for 6 m m perspex
block tray) are modelled by :

£ = ycxp(-cox) 4-29

where x = depth (mm)

y = as + ps2 4-30

where s is the deviation from 100cm SSD (cm).

a = 0.6501 + 0.0017/ -0.0002/2 4-31

P = 0.0119-9xlO-6f + AxlO'1f2 4-32

where f = field size (cm)

Q) is separated into two equations for SSD's smaller and larger than 100cm. For s
SSD's the value of change in S S D is given by a negative distance. For SSD's greater
than 100cm the distance is positive.
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(Range of validity SSD<100cm)

CQ = X + 8S

4-33

where s = deviation from 100cm S S D in centimetres.

£ = 0.16, 8 = 0.0018-0.0013/ + 0.0525/2

4-34

f isfieldsize in metres.

(Range of validity S S D > 100cm)

d) = X + 8s

4-35

where s = deviation from 100cm SSD in centimetres, ^ = 0.1, 8 = 0.0015f , whe
field size in metres.

Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of model and experimental results for the SSD
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Figure 4.8 : Model fits to data for the change in dose due to the SSD effect with block trays calculation
included.
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4.2

Clinical dose estimates

Software program and data input

The 6MV empirical equations are stored in a Microsoft EXCEL program spreadsheet as
individual functions. Each part of the equation (eg. in-phantom photon scatter, open
field electron contamination) is stored independently and a percentage dose
contribution is given individually. Dose is shown from the surface to 1 5 m m depth
(D m ax position) in l m m intervals with the inclusion of dose at 0.07mm equivalent to
the basal cell layer. If warranted, extra depths can be included to study dose at a
particular depth. Each section is s u m m e d appropriately if needed. A n input table is
provided to enter treatment parameters such as the collimatorfieldsize, blocked field
size, S S D , angle of incidence, and the use of beam modifying devices. Each dose
section is then s u m m e d in the spread sheet to give total entrance build up dose. The
system also graphically presents the entrance build up dose curve for the treatment
procedure.. T o get a total skin dose, the exit dose can also be added from an opposing
beam. Figure 4.9 shows the input table and dose columns for the planning system with
patient data entered. Figure 4.10 shows the entrance build up dose curve produced for
these parameters.

The complete calculation is given by:

%Dtotal = %Dphoton + %Dcm + %Dm + %Dwedge + %Daoi + %DSSD + %De3dt 4.36

where each section is defined earlier. Each section is used depending on the patien
specific treatment parameters.
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Figure 4.9: Input data table for the build up dose planning equation.
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Figure 4.10: Calculated dose build up curve using equations for typical patient parameters.
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Examples of dosefitsto model

Measurements to validate the accuracy of the planning system were performed in
i) solid water slab phantom
ii) in-vivo patient measurements
The solid water slab phantom trials were used to measure dose over the whole build up
region. Surface, basal cell and dermal layer doses were measurable in-vivo using
extrapolation TLD's.

Slab phantom results

Figure 4.11 shows the comparison of the mathematical model fit to experimental data
for the differences in normally incident beams and at an angle of 37° for an open 2 3 c m
x 9 c mfieldsize beam at 100cm SSD. T w o standard deviations over all angles and data
points measured was calculated as 1.9%.

In-vivo results

Clinical measurements have been performed as part of a breast skin dose study. A
sample of 18 patients undergoing parallel opposed tangentialfieldsof 6 M V x-rays have
been examined. All patients gave their informed consent to participate in the study. A
dose of 2 G y was prescribed perfractionto the tumour/target volume. This covered the
whole breast excluding approximately a 1cm margin around the breast skin surface. A
fixed S S D of 100cm was used and in some cases, wedges were used to improve the
dose homogeneity across the target volume. Measurements were performed using the
T L D extrapolation technique. Measurements were performed on the central axis of the
fields in the entrance and exit locations for the tangential fields. Other parameters
measured include,fieldsize, angle of incidence, use of block trays and wedges and the
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separation for the exit dose determination. In-vivo results are compared to predicted
calculations for accuracy.
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Figure 4.11 : Model fits to data for the total build up dose calculated compared to experimental data.
Surface doses are 30%- model and 31% - experimental.
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Figure 4.12 shows the 18 patients entrance dose as measured by T L D extrapolation.
Also shown are the calculated skin dose results for each treatment. Surface dose results
for this group of patients ranged from 2 1 % to 4 3 % of applied dose. The average
difference between in-vivo measured results and the calculated results was 32cGy. A s
a percentage of applied dose, the deviations between measured and calculated dose was
2.5% and in terms of a surface dose, the deviation was 9.5%. Figure 4.13 shows the
results for total skin dose which includes both entrance and exit dose. The standard
deviation between calculated and measured results is 2.1cGy which relates to a
percentage deviation of 3.5%.

Adaptability to other machines

The model was originally created using data collected from a Varian 2100C linear
accelerator with serial number 142. This machine is approximately 8 years old and its
head design includes only single asymmetric jaws. The second Varian 2100C linear
accelerator available for use at the Illawarra Cancer Care Centre, serial number 1050,
has dual asymmetric collimators and perhaps some small undefined differences in head
design.

Table 4.1 quotes surface dose and dose at lmm depth for various configurations on t
old and n e w Varian 2100C as a percentage of D m a x . Also quoted is a percentage
difference from the model in the dose at these points. These results show an agreement
of within 3 % at 0 and l m m for the new Varian machine. If these differences were
considered a problem by a centre, variations to the models could be simply performed.
Assuming, by physical principles, that the shape of each dose component would be
similar, a limited set of data could be collected to reproduce the parameters needed to
reshape each mathematical equation.
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Figure 4.12 : In-vivo patient data for patient surface dose compared to calculated skin dose for entrance
beams.
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Figure 4.13 : In-vivo patient surface dose compared to calculated total skin dose (entrance + exit dose).
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4.3 Spectral analysis of the electron contamination

The relative fluence of each electron contamination energy component can be
approximated by correlation of the percentage attenuation of the beam in the build up
region to the electron ranges of monoenergetic beams. The percentage attenuation of
contamination electrons from depth dt to dM corresponds to the relative abundance of
electron contamination with energy range from £. to Ei+l having electron range from
R) to Ri+l. Therefore by comparison of these two quantities an approximate energy
spectrum can be ascertained.

Assuming a parallel incident beam of electrons, secondary electrons undergo multip
random scattering which causes their ranges to vary slightly. In terms of mass stopping
power, the range R, in the continuous slowing down approximation can be estimated by

R=f-(dE_YdE 4.37
Jo

ypax)

where E0 is the incident energy of the electrons in the phantom and p is the densit
the target material. dE/pdx is the mass stopping power in M e V cm 2 /g. With equation
4.37, the approximate range for electrons with different energies can be determined.
The range is defined well enough to produce a coarse estimate of each spectral
components value.

Figure 4.14 shows Monte Carlo generated monoenergetic low energy electrons beams
over thefirst1 5 m m depth. A slowly increasing range is seen with beam energy. The
build up region of electron beams increases with beam energy.

Figure 4.15 shows the energy spectrum calculated to match this data by the means
described above. Each energy bin is 0.25 M e V wide. Results show a high proportion
of low energy contamination with quite a long tail out to 3.75MeV.
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Figure 4.14 : Monte Carlo generated monoenergetic dose curves for electrons ranging from 0.25MeV up
to 3MeV.
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Figure 4.16 shows the simulated depth dose produced by this spectrum from E G S 4
Monte Carlo in water compared to the measured contamination levels.
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Figure 4.16: Experimental and simulated depth dose curves to verify the energy spectrum generated, for
contamination electrons.
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Chapter 5 High skin dose modalities

5.1 Introduction

Enhanced dose is sometimes prescribed for skin cancers or to reduce near surface
recurrence at other sites (eg. breast). Three methods of increasing skin dose are outlined
in this chapter. These include the use of k V x-rays, electron/x-ray mixes and bolus
techniques.

5.2 Skin dose from an orthovoltage x-ray machine

Rationale

Orthovoltage and superficial x-ray machines produce a much higher skin dose than
megavoltage machines. The contributions to this dose from electrons and low energy
photons was examined.

Mini methods

Detailed skin dose experiments are reported at 250kV filtration
(0.3mmSn+0.5mmCu+1.5mmAl), ( H V L 2.3mm Cu) for a 10cm x 10cm field size at
50cm F S D unless otherwise stated. This field size was accomplished by the use of the
10cm x 10cm cone in various configurations and with a variable collimator as shown
in figure 5.1. Surface doses were recorded with the cone having :
i) intact perspex front and side plates
ii) no perspex plate
iii) lead side plate
iv) cone lead lined without plates
v) magnetic field
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The lead was added to the cone to mimic the behaviour of previous designs which used
lead glass . T o accomplish this, 0.45 m m copperised lead was placed inside the cone to
simulate a lead cone. Skin dose measurements were taken at central axis unless
otherwise stated. Experiments to ascertain the contribution from low energy
contamination electrons and photons produced within the cone were performed. These
included measurements using the lead lined cone at extended F S D , surface dose
measurements across thefieldat 50cm F S D to measure surface dose closer to the wall
of the cone, plus the introduction of a magneticfieldbelow the bottom of the cone to
sweep away low energy electrons produced within the cone.

Figure 5.1: Picture of the orthovoltage cones and variable collimator used in the experiments.
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Results and discussion

Figure 5.2 shows the surface/near surface dose obtained at 250kV 10cm x 10cm field
size, 5 0 c m F S D , for various cone configurations and the collimators as measured by the
Attix chamber. T h e results were normalised to 1 0 0 % at the 'flat' beginning of the
beams characteristic depth dose. That is, at 0.3mm depth in solid water for the cone
and at l m m depth in solid water for the collimator. Results for depth ionisation were
also obtained with a Markus chamber. The percentage ionisation and percentage dose
was assumed to be the same for these results. A comparison is given in table 5.1.

Table 5.2 shows results for experiments undertaken with the perspex cover removed
from the 5 0 c m F S D cone at 250kVp. Percentage surface doses are quoted for the 10cm
x 10cm lead lined cone as the chamber is moved across the umbra closer to the wall.
Results are normalised to 1 0 0 % at the central axis with the percentage dose at the wall
as measured by the Markus chamber being 1 1 3 % . Table 5.3 shows the percentage
surface dose for the lead lined cone as the F S D is changed to increase the distance
between the lead material and the collecting chamber. Results are normalised to 1 0 0 %
at l m m depth. At 5 0 c m F S D the surface dose was 1 2 7 % and at 5 5 c m F S D 1 1 2 %
measured by Attix chamber.

Table 5.1: Percentage doses for various orthovoltage cone/collimator configuration

configuration

Attix

Markus

cone closed with perspex

100

100

cone open

110

109

cone with lead sides

113

111

cone lead lined

127

120

collimator

98

98
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Figure 5.2: Surface dose produced by an orthovoltage machine. High surface doses are measured when
there is no front perspex plate to absorb low energy electron contamination.
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Table 5.2 : Dose for 50cm and 45cm F S D at surface normalised to 100% central axis.

distance from central axis

50cm FSD

45cm F S D

(cm)

(% dose)

(% dose)

0

100

100

3

103

106

5

107

113

Table 5.3 : Range of surface dose contamination at extended FSD's.

F S D (cm)

50

51

52

53

54

55

%dose

127

127

123

119

115

112

As shown in figure 5.2 the highest surface dose at central axis for the 10cm x 10cm
cone was obtained when the cone was lined with 0.45mm thick copperised lead and the
front perspex plate removed. The surface dose increased to 127.5% of dose when
normalised to 1 0 0 % at l m m as measured by the Attix chamber and 1 2 0 % as measured
by the Markus chamber. The differences measured are possibly due to the Markus'
front window thickness being larger and therefore not allowing as many low energy
electrons to pass through and be collected. With just the sides near the ends being lead
and no perspex over the front of the collimator, surface dose was measured as 1 1 3 %
with the Attix chamber and 1 1 1 % with the Markus chamber. The open cone was 1 1 0 %
(Attix) and 1 0 9 % (Markus). These results point towards both low energy secondary
photons and electrons being produced within the cone through photon interactions.

To test the hypothesis of the extra surface dose being low energy electrons and
three tests were carried out.
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i) Source of extra surface dose

As the chamber was moved closer to the edge of the cone at 50cm FSD the surface do
increased to 1 0 7 % normalized to the central axis dose of 100%. This indicated that the
contamination was produced by the wall material as measured charge increased close to
it. This effect was seen in every direction towards the walls. This was expected as lead
produces both low energy photons and electrons.

ii) Energy of electrons and photons

The FSD was increased, thus increasing the distance between the photon/electron
producing material and the collecting chamber. Results showed a drop in surface dose
from 1 2 7 % at 50cm F S D to 1 1 2 % at 55cm FSD. The range of electrons produced has
been calculated in order to ascertain if this drop is consistent with low energy photons
or electrons or a mixture of both.

Lead has its K-shell binding energy at 88keV. Below this level the photon has
insufficient energy to eject the k-shell electron. Other shells occur at 15.8keV (LI) ,
15.2keV (LII) d o w n to very low energies. If the 250kVp (maximum likely energy)
beam produces a k-shell photo-electron from the lead material inside the cone this will
produce a spectrum of electron energies from 0 to 162keV. Equating from stopping
powers, an electron with energy 162keV has a range of approximately 0.032g/cm2 in
water which is equivalent to 0.32mm depth and approximately 0.036g/cm2 in air. This
relates to a range at normal temperature and pressure of 30cm in air. The half value
layer of the 250kV beam using filter 7 is 2.3mm Cu. This equates to an effective
energy of 125keV. This energy x-ray could produce a k-shell photo-electron at 37keV.
For a k-shell photoelectron at this energy, from stopping powers, its range is
0.0025g/cm2 = 0.025mm in water and 0.0029g/cm2 = 2.4 c m in air.
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The ratio of photoelectric to Compton interactions varies greatiy as a function of
energy. In the case of water, the ratio of Compton scattering to photoelectric effect at
250keV and 125keV respectively is 9 9 % : 0.2% and 9 6 % : 1%. However as the atomic
number increases, so do the ratio's. For lead the Compton to photoelectric ratio at
250keV is 1 0 % : 9 0 % and 125keV is 3 % : 9 7 % respectively. A s the copperised lead is
more than 9 5 % lead the photoelectric effect is the dominant interaction at the energies
used on the orthovoltage machine. Thus the range of electrons could be up to 30cm
with the majority being of the order 0-10cm around the effective energy of the x-ray
beam.

iii) Differentiating electrons and photons.

A set of NdFeB ceramic magnets (5cm x 5cm x 2cm) were placed underneath the cone
to sweep away the electrons produced via the Lorentz force. This was a smaller version
of the magnetic electron deflector discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Results showed that
surface dose at 5 0 c m F S D was reduced from 1 1 0 % to 1 0 2 % with the use of the
magnets. This shows that the majority of the dose enhancement at the surface is indeed
contamination electrons produced from the side wall material of the cone. With the
10cm cone, the ceramic magnets had a pole separation of 12cm. The magnetic field
strength was measured with a Hall effect probe. At 2 c m distance from the poles, the
field strength was approximately 0.1 Tesla. This point corresponds to a point 1cm in
from the wall of the cone and thus a position where the majority of contamination
electrons would be. At the centre of the cone, the magnetic field strength was 0.034
Tesla.

Combining the Lorentz force equation F = qV x B and centrifugal force equation
F = mv 2 /r, the relativistic velocity of an electron with kinetic energy 250keV in a
magneticfieldstrength of 0.1 Tesla can be calculated. The result gives us a radius of
curvature for this electron to be 1.26cm. In the centre of the cone where magnetic field
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strength is 0.034 Tesla the radius of curvature of the same electron would be 3.72cm.
A s the cone was 5 c m above the phantom, this should include nearly all electrons
produced from the lead. Note, only a small percentage of low energy photons and some
electrons that were not totally deflected by the magneticfieldare still present. However
these results indicate that the extra surface dose is due mainly to the effects of electron
contamination produced by the lead material placed on the inside wall of the cone.

Conclusion

The perspex front plate attached to the orthovoltage 50cm FSD cones absorb the
electron contamination produced within the cone and thus give the basal cell layer a
skin sparing effect. The contamination is only low energy and was mostly absorbed by
0.1mm of solid water. This shows that a thin film of low density material could be
painted over the inside of the cone to eliminate the electron contamination if the front
perspex plate needed to be removed for any clinical reason. A consequence also of the
photoelectrons produced with the cone by the lead material is the dose incident on the
patient from lead shielding. The same copperised lead is used for shielding purposes on
patients which could increase the surface dose quite considerably at the boundary of the
lead causing large basal cell doses to occur. With consideration of this in hand, lead
edges should be painted or covered with a thin layer of w a x to reduce the contamination
ejected from them.

The magnetic device proved a useful tool in differentiating the electron contribut
from the x-ray contribution. It was however no more useful in reducing surface dose
than the perspex end plate provided. This is due to the low energy and short range of
these electrons. In this respect, the skin dose provided by orthovoltage machines
remains dose limiting in some cases, unlike megavoltage machines which provide skin
dose sparing.
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5.3 Build u p characteristics of electron beams

Rationale

Electrons are often used to boost areas where there is a probability of near surfac
recurrence. The boost dose is generally l/6th of the total dose eg. lOGy boost on top
of 5 0 G y x-ray dose. The skin dose properties of electron beams are therefore of
particular significance when the contribution to total dose from both modalities is
considered.

Open fields

Percentage ionisation distributions for electron energies 6, 9,12, 16 and 20 MeV we
measured by the Markus chamber in the build up region. Results are shown in figure
5.3 for a 10cm x 10cm electron applicator. All data is for the 2100C type I applicators.
It is acknowledged that type n applicators will give slightly lower surface doses due to
less electron scatter.

These results were in agreement with build up results obtained with a diode detect
water. Because the dose gradient near the surface for electron beams is small compared
to x-ray beams, then detectors such as the scanditronix diodes used (which have a l m m
epoxy overlay above the detector) do give reasonably accurate surface dose
measurements. The Markus data was applied together with fall off characteristics
previously measured with diodes to produce complete data for depth dose curves as
shown in figure 5.4. These results were then combined with x-ray results to analyse
photon/electron beam weighting's for point dose optimisation.
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Figure 5.3 : Dose build up for a clinical electron beam using a type 110cm x 10cm electron applicator.
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Figure 5.4 : Measured percentage depth dose for a 12MeV electron beam.
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Assumptions

i) no Rawlinson correction for Markus over response was applied to electron data
because T L D and diode results closely matched the raw Markus data. The nominal
electron energy is high compared with x-rays and scattering power reduces with energy.
The surface dose is so high that it masks the need for a chamber wall in scatter
correction.

ii) the data in the build up region has been re normalised to account for air to
stopping power because the air to water stopping power ratio has a small energy
dependence. This is performed as the chamber is airfilledwhich produces slight
discrepancies in measured dose and absorbed dose.

iii) no depth ionisation to depth dose correction has been performed on the diode
This is because the stopping power ratio of silicon to water is relatively energy
independent.

Table 5.5 displays the surface dose and position of maximum dose for the various
applicator and energy configurations. In general surface dose increases for increasing
energy.

Results show an increase in surface dose as beam energy increases for electron be
The depth of m a x i m u m dose does not follow any systematic pattern. The size of the
applicator seems to have a nominal effect. The jaw settings for different applicators
change and this m a y have some impact on surface dose. Each energy has a different
type of foil which m a y also influence the surface dose with energy. N o information
concerning electron beam build up is given in detail as this lies outside the scope of this
thesis. However basic build up characteristics are needed for photon/electron beam
weight optimisation.
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Table 5.4 : Surface dose for megavoltage electron beams.

applicator size

beam energy

surface dose

(cm)

(MeV)

(%)

(mm)

10cm x 10cm

6

85

16

9

89

20

12

92

30

16

94

28

20.

94

24

6

84

16

9

90

20

12

94

30

16

95

28

20

95

24

20cm x 20cm

depth of maximum

Dual modality treatment

B y mixing the photon and electron beams together by selected ratios, a combined
percentage depth dose curve can be produced. The combined percentage dose was
produced by manipulating the raw data on a spreadsheet. The percentage depth dose
data of the beams were multiplied by selected ratios to produce the required percentage
depth dose. ie. for 6 0 % x-ray and 4 0 % electrons, the weighted depth dose curve was
calculated by adding, 0.6 times the x-ray dose to 0.4 times the electron dose at the
required depths. The calculated build up curves always lie in between the x-ray and
electron 1 0 0 % weighted depth dose curves and follow the general trend in shape of
these two curves. A calculated beam with a higher x-ray weighting will more closely
resemble the x-ray depth dose and a higher electron weighted beam will have a shape
more closely resembling a pure electron depth dose curve. Figure 5.5 shows results of
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weighting the 6 M V x-ray and 1 2 M e V electron beams to ratios of 100X/0E, 60X/40E,
50X/50E, 40X/60E, 0X/100E.

Shown as a convenient summary in table 5.6 are the results for surface dose, dos
20cm, the 9 0 % dose levels and the 7 0 % dose levels for these selected ratios. It can be
seen that as the weighting of the x-ray beam is increased, the surface dose decreases
and as the weighting of the electron beam is increased, the dose at 20cm decreases.
However, the depth of 9 0 % dose shows very little variation over the entire range. From
below 4 m m and above 3 0 m m for 40X/60E compared to below 6 m m and above 3 0 m m
for 60X/40E shows that the 9 0 % level is relatively unaffected by the beam weighting's.

Virtually any percentage depth dose curve could be produced inside the total xelectron beams with a given weighting. However, increased electron weighting leads to
higher skin dose with less dose at d2f> Increased x-ray weighting decreases skin dose
but increases dose at depth, d20-

Table 5.5 : Dose parameters for dual modality treatments.

9 0 % level

70%

depth

depth

(cm)

(cm)

38.6

0.7-4.0

0.3-9.0

92

1

0.0-3.5

0.0-4.5

40

46

23

0.4-3.5

0.2-5.0

60

61

15

0.4-3.5

0.1-4.5

weight

weight 1 2 M e V surface dose

6 M V x-rays

electrons

(%)

(%)

(%)

100

0

16

0

100

60
40

ofDmax

dose at 20cm

(%)of

J-'max
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Figure 5.5 : Calculated percentage depth dose curves for various photon electron beam weights using
6MV x-rays and 12 MeV electrons.
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Note, as m a n y electron doses are prescribed to the 9 0 % , it is misleading to assume that
weight change within a reasonable range will significantly affect the depth of this 9 0 %
level.

Discussion

Skin dose to a patient by the use of photon/electron mixes can be controlled and ke
an optimum level whilst still taking into consideration other necessary effects, eg.
spinal cord dose. There are m a n y factors that can influence the x-ray beam surface
dose component of the mixed modality treatment. A s mentioned earlier, the depth dose
characteristics of photon beams is influenced by beam characteristics and other settings
such as field size and the use of block trays. These parameters vary from patient to
patient. T h e field size, block trays and beam angle have a significant impact on the
depth dose build up characteristics of photon beams and thus the dose to skin during
treatment. These effects should also be taken into account w h e n dual modality
treatments are used for skin sparing.

Conclusion

The photon/electron weighting's can be optimised for a certain clinical treatment
individual patient requirements.

This data is important from a clinical point of view. It shows that the 90% level o
radiation does not vary in depth significantly within a wide range of photon and
electron weights. This means that dual modality is not useful in shifting the area of
treatment in accordance with depth but has the ability to control dose to skin and vital
organs to produce the optimal level for both areas whilst still delivering the required
tumour dose.
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This data is useful for assessing patient skin and vital organ dose and a data set
containing these types of graphs contain an effective guideline in terms of optimising
beam weighting. This data can be used in conjunction with isodose plans which
generally do not effectively show the surface dose in sufficient detail.

A simple protocol has been presented here where predicted central axis dose for coincident x-ray and electron beams can be calculated. The ability to formulate depth
dose curves along a ray with electron and x-ray beams incident at different angles
would be an excellent future enhancement.
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5.4 Bolus

Bolusing is performed to increase the dose to the skin of a patient whilst receiv
radiotherapy. X-ray beams produce a significant build up region or a large skin sparing
effect. Measurements were performed to ascertain if the effect of bolus was
compromised when small air gaps inadvertently arise in between the bolus material and
the patients skin. In some instances, due to the shaping ability of the bolus material,
small air gaps of the order of a few millimetres might occur in certain regions of the
treatment field. This section examines whether these air gaps compromise the dose
given to the skin during radiotherapy. Electron beams are not considered in this
analysis.

Mini-methods

Measurements were performed under a Varian 2100C linear accelerator. Photon beam
measurements were made using an Attix Model 449 parallel plate ionisation chamber,
in a solid water stack phantom. The chamber was connected via a triaxial cable to a
Keithley model 2540 electrometer at 300V bias voltage. Results were obtained with
variousfieldsizes, differing amounts of bolus material and various air gaps. The bolus
materials investigated were w a x and superflab.The air gaps were introduced by placed
small plastic blocks on the edge of the solid water phantom and placing the bolus on top
of it. Results quoted are for 6 M V x-rays with w a x bolus however similar results were
recorded for other experimental configurations (ie. super flab).

Results

Figure 5.6 shows a typical build up curve for a 6MV x-ray beam at 100cm SSD. Two
field sizes are shown, 10cm x 10cm and 3 0 c m x 30cm. Surface doses are 1 6 % and
3 7 % respectively for the two beams showing the variability of surface and skin dose
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associated with patient specific parameters. With the use of block trays and with
varying beam angle of incidence the values for surface dose at 6 M V x-rays can reach
7 0 % . If some cancerous cells were expected to be located near the surface then a bolus
material would be needed to increase the dose to the skin to close to that of the tumour
dose.

Figure 5.7 shows the same two build up curves and the influence on the curves wit
introduction of bolus and air gaps. Results are quoted for twofieldsizes and with three
different air gap distances. The x-axis quotes the distance from the isocentre which is
at 100cm from the source. The experiments were performed with the top surface being
kept at 100cm S S D . Thus as the air gap increases, the distance from the isocentre of the
skin also increases as a constant 1 0 m m of bolus is placed on top. Results show that for
small air gaps of only a few millimetres a negligible decrease in skin dose is observed.
If the air gap is 1 0 m m a noticeable decrease in dose to the skin surface is seen with a
drop of 6 % for a 10cm x 10cmfieldsize however this has increased back to m a x i m u m
dose within 2 m m .

By subtracting the percentage dose results beyond the air gap from percentage dos
results without an air gap, the reduction in dose delivered to the skin can be seen.
Figure 5.8 shows these results for a 6 M V x-ray beam, 1 0 m m of wax bolus at 10cm x
10cm and 3 0 c m x 30cm field sizes with different air gaps. A negligible result is seen
for a 2 m m air gap. Less than 2 % difference is seen for all air gaps at the larger field
sizes. For a 10cm x 10cm field size a difference of 6 % at the surface was seen for the
air gap of 1 0 m m . This value dropped to 2 % after 2 m m depth. This 2 % was mainly due
to the inverse square law effect with the changing distance to the measurement
chamber.
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Discussion

Bolus material is often placed on a patients skin during radiotherapy thus effect
removing the build up effect of photon beams. Treatments for breast carcinoma
(Muller-Sievers et al 1992) or maxillary sinus carcinoma (Janjan et al 1991) are
examples of treatments where bolus material is used to increase the skin dose.
Unfortunately due to insufficient malleability of bolus material small air gaps can be
generated.

The significance of the air gap effect was considered as electronic disequilibriu
be regenerated in the secondary build up region and this could have caused the dose
directly to the patient skin to decrease. This is seen in the case of air cavities such as
the nasophrynax or oesophagus (Wong et al 1992). These cavities are however a larger
size (of the order of centimetres). Results here using small air gaps of less than 1cm
show that no significant reduction in skin dose results. Clinical air gaps are expected to
be discontinuous, being mostly small air pockets whereas these results are for
continuous air gaps produced by a flat sheet and therefore represent the m a x i m u m
likely reduction in dose. The small reductions seen are due to the forward scattering of
electrons produced by the high energy photon beams. Electrons generated in the bolus
material are mostly forward scattered. They are therefore likely to exit the bolus
material and pass through the small air gap to reach the skin surface and deposit dose.
A small percentage will be scattered and a small percentage will not be generated from
side scattered interactions. This can be seen as a field size dependent effect where a
smaller 5 c m x 5 c m field has a larger reduction due to lateral electron disequilibrium
than the 3 0 c m x 30cm field.

Higher energy beams are not frequently used with bolus due to the nature of the
treatment site, however a similar effect would be expected as the electron scattering
patterns at high energies are similar. Experiments with larger air gaps at high energy
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show a small secondary build up with the valley to peak dose only differing by a few
percent. This difference increases slightly with increasing energy in the primary build
up region ( W o n g et al 1992).

Conclusion

The effects of small air gaps under bolus material have been shown to produce onl
small decreases in skin dose for radiotherapy x-ray treatmentfields.Air gaps should be
minimised under bolus however though, the introduction of small air gaps does not
significantly reduce skin dose.
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Chapter 6 Summary

Predicted clinical results with magnet and helium system

The clinical use of the magnet and helium bag system, discussed in chapter 3 could
reduce the dose delivered to skin if needed. Predicted results are shown below.

Table 6.1 below shows a list of various patient treatments at our centre. Quoted are
treatment site, tumour dose, applied dose per field, and the predicted basal layer skin
dose (depth 0 . 0 7 m m ) with and without the skin sparing system and finally the predicted
reduction in basal cell layer skin dose. Table 6.2 provides data for the same patients
however predicted skin doses are quoted at a depth of l m m relating to the dermal layer.
Results were obtained using phantom data collected in this research as clinical trials
have not begun as yet. Patients have not yet been treated using either of these clinical
devices in place. T h e clinical use of the magnet electron deflector is envisaged on
patients requiring low skin dose provided ethical questions about the implementation
can be worked through.

Table 6.1: Predicted basal layer (0.07mm) skin dose reductions achievable clinically

treatment site

tumour dose

applied dose
per field

basal dose

basal dose

reduction in

without

with magnet

basal dose

magnet
(Gv)

(Gv)

(Gv)

(Gv)

(Gv)

supra/clav

50

50

12.5

7

5.5

larynx

62.5

32.5

6.8

3.5

3.3

breast

50

30

10.5

5.7

4.8

hip^pelvis

40

32.7

16

6.9

9.1

mantle

35

25.5

15.3

7.4

7.9
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Table 6.2: Predicted dermal layer (lmm) skin dose reductions achievable clinically.

treatment site

tumour dose

applied dose

basal dose

basal dose

reduction in

per field

without

with magnet

basal dose

magnet
(Gy)

(Gv)

(Gy)

(Gv)

(Gv)

supra/clav

50

50

27.5

20

7.5

larynx

62.5

32.5

16

12.7

3.3

breast

50

30

16.8

11.7

4.3

hip/pelvis

40

32.7

24.5

17.6

6.9

mantle

35

25.5

21.7

15.5

6.2

.

A s can be seen in tables 6.1 and 6.2 significant reductions are achievable clinically with
the integral skin dose reduction system. A n important consideration when dealing with
skin reactions is also the exit dose from opposing fields. For example with the breast
treatment mentioned above, a relatively low entrance skin dose is recorded. W e see a
reduction from 10.5Gy down to 5.7Gy. A dose of 10.5Gy to the basal layer m a y not
produce any harmful effects alone but skin dose is also deposited from the exiting beam
by the parallel opposed tangentfield.A basal layer skin dose of 23Gy would be given
from the opposingfield.Thus initially total basal layer dose is 33.5Gy.

Studies by Turesson (12) have shown clinical normaltissuecomplication probability
( N T C P ) curves for erythema/telangectasia reactions in skin. Results show a sharp
increase in likelihood of reactions for erythema at approximately 30-35Gy. Similarly,
telangectasia which could be considered to occur from dose deposited at l m m depth
has a sharp increase in N T C P at around 40Gy. Predicted dose results at l m m show that
dose initially would be (considering entrance and exit dose) 39.5 G y which would be
reduced to 3 5 G y by the use of the magnets and helium bag. In this case, a small
reduction in skin dose could significantly reduce the patients N T C P .
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Conclusion

The practicality of the above system makes it feasible for clinical use where sk
needs to be reduced. The magnetic deflector weighs approximately 15kg and is easily
attachable to the treatment head of the accelerator. It can also be easily removed like a
block tray if the device is not needed. The helium bags could be made in different sizes
and shapes to suit typical treatment sites and field sizes. The bag could be easily
inflated and placed on the patients skin during treatment. There would realistically be
opposition to its use around the head/neck region due to initial safety precautions but
other areas would be clinically useable, with a small time penalty.

Basal cell layer dose was reduced by up to 30% of applied dose for 6MV photons, t
equates to up to 7 0 % of initial skin dose. The two piece system (magnets and helium)
can be easily attached and removed from the accelerator and produced no change to
tumour dose whilst removing unwanted skin dose caused by electron contamination.

Clinical implementations of the magnetic electron deflector and helium bag syste
be investigated. Studies into the effects of other overlaying materials such as burn
retention tapes will be investigated.

Reliable in-vivo techniques which measure skin dose have been established as rep
here. These include extrapolation TLD's, M O S F E T ' s and Radiochromic film. This
report shows that accurate skin dose assessment can be performed in the radiotherapy
clinic. T h e correlation bewteen skin dose and skin reactions is not yet an exact science
and should be the subject of further investigation.
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Appendix 1 Electron filters in radiotherapy

Electron contamination which reaches a patient skin can be reduced by the use of
electronfilters.These devices are normally constructed from either medium atomic
number materials for lower energy photons (Khan 1984) through to a low/high
combination atomic number filters for higher energy photons (Nilsson 1985). They
primarily reduce the amount of forward scattered electrons. A s shown infigureA 1.1,
adapted from K h a n (1984), Tin was found to be an optimum electron contamination
filter in 1 0 M V x-ray beams. For higher energy beams such as 2 5 M V , a combination
aluminium leadfilterwas found to be optimum for electron contamination removal.
These results however vary greatly depending on the position of the filter in relation to
the phantom, the thickness of the filter material and spectrum of the x-ray machine. In
general the thickness of an electronfilterin theory should be at least equal to the
m a x i m u m range of secondary electrons produced. This would relate to a thickness of
0 . 9 m m (0.5gm/cm 2 ) for tin in a cobalt-60 beam. However this thickness must be
tailored to produce a negligible effect on the depth characteristics of the x-ray beam (ie.
beam hardening) and to provide a respectable output (similar to a wedge) due to the
attenuation of the primary beam by such a device.

Mini-methods

Filtering of electron contamination produced from the head of the linear accelerat
performed with a series of elements with different atomic numbers. Materials used
included aluminium, copper, zinc, and lead. All these materials were placed at 65cm
from the source in the block tray accessory mount to determine the effective filtering
properties of each material. Table Al.l gives the atomic details of each filter used.
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atomic n u m b e r

Figure Al.l: Electronfilteringcapabilities of various absorbers at 1 0 M V x-ray energy. Tin was found to
be the optimum electron filter at this energy.
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.1 Atomic number and physical density of electron filter materials.

material

aluminium

copper

zinc;

lead

atomic number

13

29

30

82

physical density

2.7

8-93

7.1

11.35

Results

Electron contamination produced by the treatment head of the linear accelerator can
removed by placing an electron filter in the beams path. Figure A 1.2 briefly
demonstrates the reduction in surface dose achievable by using electron filters.
Reductions up to 5 % in surface dose are achievable. At 6 M V , lead was shown to be
marginally better at reducing surface dose than Aluminium, Copper and Zinc. There
seemed to be only a small (<1%) change in surface dose when the thickness of filtering
material placed in the beams path was increased or decreased from approximately
0.2mm to l m m .

Clinical use of electron filters are hindered by two factors. Firstly their opaquen
means thefiltermust not be in place during patient setup. Secondly, the filters
attenuation properties would require an attenuation factor to be used. If thefilterwas
accidentally left out then a correction would be needed. B e a m hardening could also be
an issue in effecting the depth dose characteristics. Electron filters can be used
clinically to reduce skin dose however the magnetic electron deflector and/or helium
bag system were able to remove more electron contamination.
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Figure A1.2 : Percentage surface dose measured as a function offieldsize for various electron filters at
6 M V x-ray energy.
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Appendix 2 Equivalent square calculation

Introduction

To enable correct dose calculation in the build up region for irregular patient field
sizes, an estimate of equivalent square field size for the irregular patientfieldsize is
required. T h e introduction of lead blocks into the x-ray beams path shields both
primary photons, head scatter and electron contamination. This section briefly reports
data on irregular fields and their effect on surface and build up dose in terms of
equivalent square size estimation.

Materials and methods

Measurements were taken in most cases on the central axis of the x-ray beam. When
the blocked area measured infringed upon or became close to the Attix chamber it was
moved to the most open area in the irregular field chosen. Rectangular and square field
sizes from x = 5cm, y = 5 c m to x = 40cm, y = 4 0 c m in 2.5cm intervals were measured
for charge at the surface and at depth. Equivalent square field sizes were obtained by
linear interpolation between measured square field sizes. From these results, equations
were modelled and reported in chapter 4 using the Marquardt iteration algorithm. For
irregular fields, lead and cerrobend blocks were placed on a 6 m m perspex block tray in
the accessory mount of the linac to reduce the original field size. Surface dose
measurements were obtained to ascertain the reductions introduced by this shielding.

Results

Table A2.1 shows the surface equivalent square field sizes for rectangular fields
between 5 c m x 5 c m and 4 0 c m x 40cm.

Results were obtained through linear

interpolation between measured square field sizes. Unlike dose at depth, no significant
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jaw dependent readings were observed, eg. 5 c m x 40cm, 4 0 c m x 5 c m gave the same
results.

A s stated in chapter 4, results show that Sterling's 4xA/P equation

underestimates the equivalent square surface doses by up to 2 c m 2 for long narrow
rectangular fields.

Table A2.1: Equivalent square field sizes for rectangular fields.

field 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
sizes

5

5

10
15
20
25
30

6.8

8

8.9

9.5

9.8

10.2

10.5

10

12.2

13.6

14.8

15.6

16.4

16.8

15

17.2

18.8

19.9

21

21.6

20

21.7

23.7

25.3

26.5

25

27.5

29

30.5

30

32

34.5

35

37.5

35
40

40

Irregularfieldsin patient treatment can be dealt with in two sections.
i) rectangularfieldswhere the machines collimators are the only form of shielding
ii) blockedfieldswhere lead or cerrobend is placed on a block tray to shield an organ or
some irregular shape

When dealing with rectangular fields no additional material is placed in the beams
to attenuate or produce existing electron contamination. Thus the calculation of an
equivalent square field size gives a good match to surface dose due to contamination
electrons. For an irregular field, additional material is placed in the beams path by the
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insertion of a block tray and the lead blocks. T w o effects arise from their introduction.
The area of block tray which could produce electron contamination will be reduced by
the virtual elimination of x-rays interacting in the block region. This will impact on the
block tray effect in the build up region withfieldsize. Secondly, the lead blocks can
interact to produce electron contamination especially from their side walls. These
blocks will impact on the homogeneity of electron contamination delivered to the
patients skin. In these situations the equivalent square calculation is still an adequate
approximation (ie. within ± 5 % for most blocked fields).
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